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Outing the media 7 yankee 
Painter Anne Harris and photogra-
pher Paul D'Amato catch whars on 
the surface and under the skin. 
he results aren't pretty, but they 
are brutall1 honest, emotionally 











CASCO BAY WEEKlY 
• 
AccoutrementJ for living 
425 Fore Street, Portland • 771-7900. In tht Old Port 
ULTIMATE SYMBOL 
THE CROSS IDEAL CUT 
~ 
For her it is different than what you may perceive for yourself 
For her, the ultimate symbol is often the diamond, 
a single, fine. large. 
exquisitely cut center diamond; 
high white color set in a classic. 
traditional style. to be worn on her left hand as an 
engagement ring. To assist in your understanding of why 
this symbol is so important to her and haw to judge quality 
in diamonds, we Invite you to 
stop in or call to obtain your free 24-page 
technical diamond buying booklet, called 
Cross' Guide to the World's Most Beautiful Diamonds. 
Give the diamond and watch her eyes light up. 
1-800-433-2988 
Open Mon-Fri 9AM-4: 30PM Thu~ . 'til 8:30pM 
Closed weekends 
Cross Jewelers 
The Upstairs Jeweler· Portland, Maine 
DECEMBER 24, 199B 0 
A ITH 
ALK JANE ANDREWS 
• 
To bean or not to bean ••• That is not the question for 1999. 
Happy New Year! 
Open 7 days a week. 
428 Brighton Avenue, Portland 780-MOOO • Open Monday thru Friday, 6:30em - 5:30pm 
Saturdays, 6:30am - 4:30pm; Sundays 7:30am - 3:30pm 
"I get strange looks in the grocery store." 
Jane Andrews, co-owner of 
Portland's New World Market, is a 
follower of Islam. From late 
December to mid-January, Andrews 
and her family will celebrate 
Ramadan. 
What 15 Ramadan? 
Ramadan is a month in the 
Islamic calendar that is devoted to 
fasting from the break of dawn to 
sunset. After the sun goes down, we 
may eat and drink, but during the 
daylight hours we have to abstain 
completely. We're talking a sip of 
water. We don't chew gum or suck 
on Lifesavers. You don't smoke if 
you're a smoker, and you also 
abstain from sexual relations with 
your husband or wife during those 
daylight times. 
When did you become a Muslim? 
I converted in October of '95 or 
'96 because I'd gone to a conference 
on Islam and women. Mter hearing 
a lot of people speak ... I realized I 
had gotten hung up on things that 
cultures had pulled into the practice 
of Islam about how women are 
regarded and treated and the role 
that they play. 
I've been married 14 years and I 
will say very clearly that my husband 
never once said to me, 'Oh, you 've 
got to do this .' He never put any 
pressure on me. 
Why do Muslim women cover 
their heads? 
It's called 'hi jab.' (T]he concept 
is to wear garments that are loose-
fitting and long and that only your 
hands, your feet and your face show. 
The idea being that we should pre-
sent ourselves in a modest way. And 
I would hasten to add, there are also 
dress codes for Muslim men. It 
doesn't get talked about because it's 
not as interesting as women, who 
cover themselves up for the most 
part. We all find that fascinating and 
bizarre. 
Do people look at you funny? 
I live in a suburb north of 
Portland, and one of the first days [ 
was in the grocery store with my 
scarf on, a clerk that I'd seen fre-
quently just looked at me like I had a 
tree growing out of my head. She 
was totally taken aback by my cover-
ing up my head. 
She didn't say anything to me. I 
said nothing to her. 
Do you ever get hot? 
Oh, yes. Somebody said that to 
me last summer. She said, 'Oh, how 
can you stand to be in those 
clothes?' And I said, well, you know, 
there are always some days in the 
summer when no matter what you 
have on, you' re going to be hot. You 
could stand here in the littlest 
bathing suit, and still you're going to 
be hot. So I plan my times outside 
when it's not real hot and I find the 
lightest, coolest things I can put on 
and still meet the requirements of 
what I'm supposed to do. 
Interview by Connie Pacillo; 
photo by Gary Green 
As many of you know by now 
December 27th is my birthday and 
ever since I opened the store I've 
held a party for you on my birthday. 
To celebrate we have a big sale-
I'm still in my 40's, so just about 
everything in the store is 40% off. 
Now, yOLl don't have to buy me a gift, 
but. , . I have had my eye on 
those really soft flannel sheets. 
Yes! Ifs My 
Birthday Sale 





Anyway - come to 
The Resourceful Home 10am - 6pm 
on December 27th and save 40% 
on everything you've always wanted, 
but that Santa didn't bring. 
HARDWARE, HOUSEWARES. 'ERSONAL CARE 








CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
A Contemporary Studio 
Where You Are The Artis! 
Happy Holidays! 
We'll be closed 
Dec. 25-28 to spend 
time with family 
& friends. 
See you on Tiles. Dec. 29th! 
26 Free St., Portland . 775·]004 
Tues .. Wed. 10·6, Thurs .. Fri. 10·9 
Sat. 10·6. Sun. 12·5 




starting at $9.95 
a month. 
Plusll 
free Bell Radar Detector 
with any cellular activation. 
While supplies last. 
(Not valid w/any other spec;'!) 
]mlggg· 314 Warren Ave. PHOnE Portland 
STOHl . 797-5575 
Wlrele!a Zone" 
CELLULAROlE' 
All cell phone SoIl •• ba •• d on 12 month servlc. 
commitment & credit re ort. 
• • .got m.ovies? We do. 
Lots of movies. 
CDs, computer games & much more 
Come check out our selection - We're sure you'll find just 
what you're looking for this Holiday season. 
438 ROUTE ONE - YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE 





The All-American Microbrew Showcase 
every Thursday in December & January 5 to 9 pm 
~ 12124 Christmas Eve - We're o{ltO til6pm, - Merry Christmas! 
Winter Beer Wednesday. Best deal of the year- Winter Wanner, 
Celebration, Anchor, HSA, Prelude, Winter Hook, Grand Cru, 
Longfellow etc, 
Sugarloaf Brewing Company, Carrabasset Valley, ME, Jim McManus 
will be pouring Carrabasset Pale Ale, IP A, Snowmaker Stout & Amos 
Winter Ale, 
540 Fore5t Avenue • Portland, ME • 772-0300. http://www.greolloslbeoLcom 
( 
How about TWO of your favorite baJ)ds! 
Two of Portland's most popular bands 




Party Like It's 
1999! 
December 31,1998 Doors open at 7:00 p.m. 
Hors d'oeuvres and champagne toast! 
THE PARTY IS AT CL(JB METROPOLIS! 
1037 Forest Avenue, Portland 
TlCkels are $35/person and are available al all Bull Moose Music localions, Club Melropolis, The Pavillion, and The Iguana, 
I~~~!II :EI'J 561 Coogress 51. Portland, III 04101 
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Got yO" (where I want you) 
Do ice queens get sweaty armpits? 
That's no idle question, given that the temperature may soon be rising in the vicini· 
ty of the normally super·cool Olympia Snowe. Maine's senior senator is due to come 
under serious pressure as she attempts to decide whether to remove President Bill Clin· 
ton from office. So intense is the political heat likely to become that Snowe may have 
to occasionally eXiuse herself to do a deodorant check. 
The trial of the president is just one aspect of an increasingly sticky situation for 
Republican Snowe. There's more at stake for her than simply deciding whether the 
,president committed high crimes and misdemeanors. or low acts and misbehaviors. 
Whatever choice Snowe makes is almost certain to have a major impact on her chances 
for re-election in 2000, Under the circumstances, perspiration stains are only to be 
expected . . 
If the senator followed the polls, she'd undoubtedly vote to acquit Clinton, since 
every survey of popular opinion seems to indicate Maine voters don't want the presi· 
dent removed from office. But the gen· 
eral public isn't the only con· --~--.---------:==--... 
stituency about which Snowe has 
to be concerned. There's also her 
own GOP, a party that has turned 
increasingly to the right since she last 
embarked on the campaign trail in 1994. Among Republi· 
can arch·conservatives, the mood is rabidly in favor of con· 
victing Clinton of every conceivable article of impeachment, 
not to mention the kidnapping of the Lindbergh baby and 
the cancellation of "Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman." 
In the past, Snowe has been able to ignore these fanatics . 
With a strong base of support among moderate Republi· 
cans, independents and conservative Democrats, she didn't 
need the nutfudge vote. But moderate members of the GOP are in short supply these 
days (at last count, there were maybe half a dozen) , and independents and Democrats 
can't cast ballots in the Republican primary, Which is exactly where the far right plans 
to get up close and personal. 
The extremists are already hot under their collars because Snowe refused to support 
a ban on late·tenn abortions. Earlier this year, there were· discussions about finding a 
pro·life candidate to run against her in the GOP primary. While such a challenger 
would have little chance of winning that race, a misty intramural fight could leave 
Snowe vulnerable to a Democrat in the general election. Those who think that scenario 
far·fetched are advised to check out the 1972 U,S. Senate race, in which incumbent 
Republican Margaret Chase Smith was wounded in a bruising primary with Bob 
Monks, only to be finished off by Democrat Bill Hathaway in November. 
Snowe can't afford to ignore the possibility of something similar happening to her. 
Her best course of action over the next two years would be to avoid the hot·button 
issues that ignite the combustible conservatives, in hopes their plans to run their own 
candidate will fizzle. But the button that decides whether Clinton gets fried is going to 
have to be pushed sooner or later. If Snowe votes to acquit, she'll be turning up the 
temperature on the simmering unrest on the right. If she votes to convict, she'll be 
igniting opposition among independents and Democrats who nonnally support her. 
Stand by for the millennial meltdown, 
Name of the game 
In response to our recent discovery that the letters in Angus King's name can be 
rearranged to spell US GP:NG KIN or GAS GUN NIK, faithful reader Bill Jackson e· 
mailed us with some additional examples of gubernatorial anagrams. "[W]ith apologies 
to the Mongol conqueror," Jackson writes, "there is GINGUS KAN. Other possibilities 
include ... NAGGIN' KUS, and I SANG GUNK." 
Jackson 's first altered moniker probably refers to the governor's re·election man· 
date, and the second has to do with his whining about economic development. The 
third variation likely concerns the anti·tax·hike tune King played during the campaign. 
Once he was set for another four years, the governor switched songbooks and began 
humming something that sounded suspiciously like a nickel increase in the gas tax. 
We've since expanded our rearranging research to include the 1st District Democ· 
ratic congressman and longtime Clinton apologist, Thomas Allen, whose name yields 
HA, ME ALL SNOT. Maine's other U.S. representative, Democrat John Baldacci, has 
picked his way carefully around impeachment issues, so it's no surprise to discover his 
name can be reconfigured into CHIC BANJO LAD. We can only wonder if he, like the 
governor, knows any gunk.rock songs. 
Turning to the state's Republican U.S. senators, we find some hints as to their views 
on Clinton's impeachment. A simple switching of letters in Olympia Snowe's name 
yields this insight on the House impeachment proceedings: OW, MYOPIA LENS. 
Susan Collins can be expected to vote to acquit the president, since her moniker can be 
reassembled as NO SINS CALL US. 
Rearrange the political landscape by writing to CBW, 561 Congress St. , Portland, ME 
04101. Or e·mail ishmaelia@gwi.net and attempt to reconfigure our opinions. 
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RCjister Now! And Save $2,225 
Our we" rounded curriculum not only offers a thorough training In the fundamentals of Beauty 
Culture, but Is a program of complete orientation, instruction and promotiomrl steps that 
prepares you to pass your State Board Exam and be successful in your chosen profession. 
, 
Special Introductory Tuition is Only $3,000 
For more information or to set up an interview, contact Jim Cavallaro at 
COI.olee .. SCHOOL of COSMETOLOGY 
1037 Forest Ave. Portland, Maine 04103 
878-2772 
Happy Holidays 
from Tortilla Flat 
We invite you to celebrate 
with our memorable Mexican Cuisine 
and our Magnificent Margaritas 
IoI(TiUR' FLAT 
A memorable MfXlcan expmence you can afford anytime 
1871 Forest Ave., Portland' 797·8729 • Open 7 days 
On the way to Sebago LaJ:e o!t The Whit. Mountains 
Other Locations: Burlington, VT • Mrnimack, NH-






'OUR sisr:eR Resr:aURanr: 
was vor:ed besr: bRunch 
in PORl':Smour:h and we'Re 
planning r:o do r:he same 
heRe in PORr:landl" 
(1', 
\~ 
SWRr:ing monday. Nov. 22 
&. lasr:ing r:hRU Feb. 
(15% gRar:uir:y added beFORe discound 
mOlly's Winr:eR 
Weelmighr: Specials 
mon &. Tues: 1/ 2 pRice enr:Rees 
fRom 4-10 
Wed: 12o;;r;, Slow Roasr:ed PRime Rib 
Only $8,95 
C;3 
Haprx,J HOUR in OUR Downst:aiRs Pub ex UPSt:aiRS Dining Room 
CDon-FRi fRom 4-6 
All Apperi::l:eRS 50% off ex $2.50 pinrs of C}uinness/ HaRp/ Bass 
SeRving Lunch ex DinneR Daily &.. OUR 'Soon-To-Be-Famous' Sunday BRUnch 
Hoc.a: CDon-Sa1:. Umch 1I:30-!J:OO 
Sun-ThuRS, DinneR !J:OO-IO:OO 
FRi &.. Sa1:. DinneR !J:OO-lI:00 
Sunday BRUnch 10:30-3:30 
1J6 maRket Sncet e 761-1W91J.. 
CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
HE'S BECOME SUCH A SOCIAL BUTTERFLY. 
I thought it was unhealthy for anyone to spend that much time alone in his room. So I bought a computer and set 
it up in the family room. He didn't take the bait. Then I called JavaNet and signed him up for unlimited Internet access. 
Not only does he now know his way around radioactive slime and grenade launchers, but he has made cyber friends 
around the world. $19.95 a month is a small price to pay for more chances to gaze at a face only a mother could love. 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
Transform yourself. Visit JavaNet at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. Or call 1-800 JavaNet for immediate Internet access. 
A holiday outing 
Remember that oh-so-public pastime of revealing a famous closeted gay person's 
homosexuality? It's called "outing," a practice that was once the exclusive domain of Hol-
lywood tabloids and their hack writers. Then, sometime in the late 1980s, militant queer 
magazines started popping up and jumping on the truth train, too, much to the chagrin of 
many mainstream gays and lesbians who condemned the revamped custom and those 
publications that encouraged it as pure evil. The mainstream argument was simple: Sexu-
ality, especially if it's. gay or lesbian, is a private issue. The decision of if, when, where and 
how to come out - or not - should be determined solely by the individual it affects. 
1 agree that no one should out a private citizen. But closeted gay or lesbian members of 
the media, because they have the ability to effect so much positive change, have a respon-
sibility to either come out themselves or risk being outed by someone else. 
To those of you still living in denial land, close your eyes, plug your ears and start hum-
ming "God Save the Queen," because what I'm about to tell you might push you into 
stroke city. There are lots of gay men . 
and lesbians working in every seg-
ment of your local media - televi-
sion, radio and Portland's daily and 
weekly newspapers - yet the average 
consumer would be hard-pressed to iden-
tify any of them. Why? There are probably many reasons, but 
since space is limited, I'll outline the two I think most impor-
tant. 
The frrst reason is management. In an effort not to offend 
that all-important, money-spending, trinket-buying, hetero-
sexual demographic, bosses everywhere have had an unspo-
ken policy for their inverted employees: Don't ever come out 
of that tinsel-lined closet if you want to establish a career on 
the airwaves or the printed page. 
Every closeted gay or lesbian media member I know has decided to play that hide-and-
seek game. They keep busy by creating whitewashed apple-pie lives that appear straight 
and well-respected. They complete that public fantasy by seeking out opportunities in the 
community to become highly visible figureheads for any number of l?olitically correct, 
middle-of-the-road, charitable organizations. They teach university classes 
.------... or make appearances at grand opening promotions for area business-
Closeted 
es. And at the end of each long, hard day of toeing that straight and 
narrow line, they look in the mirror, and repeat the mantra of their 
beloved patron saint, Sally Field. "You like me," they chant. "You 
really like me." 











being fired by their bosses or. unloved by the public, but because 
they believe coming out would damage their professional reputa-
tions and make their readers, viewers or listeners believe they have 
some type of "militant gay. agenda" to push. "I can't reveal my 
homosexuality," they say. "It would cloud the way people see me." 
That argument doesn't make sense. If I, as a homosexual mem-
ber of the media, have a lesbian agenda, then that would imply that 
my straight counterparts have hetero agendas. They appear to do 
their jobs without such a bias, so why is it impossible for gays and 
lesbians to-do the same? 
Perhaps the blame for all these closeted media types lies not with 
the outside world, but within themselves - in their own deeply 
embedded, internalized homophobia. Maybe they fear being identi-
fied as queer because it would mark them as members of a socially 
unacceptable caste, subject to the subtleties of discrimination that 
are neither easily identified nor punishable by any law. 
Though their reasons may be many, gay and lesbia.n members of 
the media who stay closeted further reinforce society's homophobia and 
the notion that all good little homosexuals should be seen (as long as they look just like 
their gender-col}forming hetero colleagues), but never, ever heard. What they don't seem 
to get is that their coming out woold go a long way toward diminishing discrimination by 
putting an end to the idea that being lesbian or gay is shameful and should, at all costs, be 
kept outside every decent American's line of sig!tt. 
By now all the closeted media queers in Greater Portland are probably wringing their 
hands, thinking that in the next paragraph or two, their names will pop up. Well, sorry to 
disappoint you. I'm not going to do your dirty work for you. 
. At least not this month. 
Connie PaciUo got her mantra from Glinda the Good Witch: "Come out, come out wher-
ever you are. n PaciUo's wish for the holidays is that complaints about her thinly veiled 
threat to start outing gay members of the media will appear under her tree, or, failing that, 
in the mailbox at CBW, 561 Congress Street, Portland, ME 04101, or in the computer at 
editor@cbw.maine.com. 
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Interested in one of these little numbers? 
CALL .-8oo-JAVANET 
Or visit the cafe at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. 
JavaNet 







CASCO BAY WEEKlY 
ou've screwed up royaly. yruve been 
caught red-handed. If you're Bill 
Ointon, you lie about it. If you're the 
Portland School Committee, you take the sug-
gestion of Superintendent 
of Schools Mary Jane 
McCalmon end ... 
...... nIedoM 
penon. The reason 
the school hierarchy 
needs to wag the dog is 
because of intense, negative 
public reaction to the huge raises granted In 
early Decembef to top administratols, Includ-
Ing McCalmon. No wait, that's not true. 
A.,ccording to school committee members, the 
llack Is being hired to inform the public about 
the great job POItIand schools are doing edu-
cating kids. As for the raises, they're on hold 
until the committee holds a second vote on the 
matter Jan. 6. 
• The Falmouth Town Council was faced with a 
choice that tested their mettle. Councilors 
could courageously confront the matter and 
make a decision. Or they could punt So they 
punted, only to have the ball blown back in 
their faces. The Council had planned to avoid 
taking. stand on tile Iss.e of gay 
rigllts by pulling the v.tloIe mess out to voters 
in June 1999. But the town's lawyer discovered 
a small problem. Whoever drew up the town 
charter apparently expected councilors to 
make the tough calls themselves. There's no 
provision in the charter allowing the Council to 
shuffle the issue off on the public. Now c0un-
cilors are planning to hold a public hearing on 
the measure in March. Unless they find a way 
to chicken out before then. 
• Speaking of screw-ups. the new Casco Bay 
Bridge Is eaming a reputation that would quaJt. 
fy it for a White House internship. Since the 
bridge was completed last year, jts draw has 
failed to open on fou r occasions, most 
recently on Dec. 4 when a tanker nearly c0llid-
ed with the span. State officials IIfId the US. 
Coast Guard are investigating. but the bridge is 
refusing to cooperate unless it receives imrmr 
nily. 
• Cumberland County commissioners faced a 
choice. They could take the money they 
expected to make housing maximum-security 
prisoners at the county jail and use it to buy 
beer. Or they could ad property taxe .. 
We're sad to report they chose taxes. The biH 
for county services is expected to drop an 
average of 6 percent in 1999. 
• The Maine youth Center is at the. aossroads. 
The state is about to build 8 new juvenile cor-
rections facility on the South Portland site. BIt 
that new center will use ooIy a small amount of 
the prime land the state owns near PoI1Iand 
Jetport Should much of the remaining property 
be sold to the airport for expansion? Should it 
be preserved for future use by the youth cen-
ter? Or, as state Rep. Mike Q,Jint of Portland 
is suggesting, should the whole thing be 
studied? Sometimes there just aren't 
any good choices. caw 
Cashing out 
Hoglunds shut down yankee Bingo 
Bingo fans like this man will have to find a new place to play now that yankee Bingo has dosed its 
doors. 
ALE Pt!OTO I SHOSHANNAH WHITE 
• KIMBERLY JEAN SMITH 
Former state Rep. Annette Hoglund 
and husband, Peter Hoglund Sr., have 
closed their business, Yankee Bingo on 
Allen Avenue in Portland. 
Yankee Bingo ran its last game Dec. 1, 
according to Annette Hoglund, who said 
she and her husband sold their share of 
the business in mid-December to long-
time partner Carl Shaw. "The offer was 
too good to refuse," she said , but 
wouldn't say how much the couple 
received because "all my bill collectors 
will be knocking." Hoglund said Shaw, 
who could not be reached for comment, 
plans to sell the business to a real estate 
partnership called Meleo Limited 
Liability. . 
The bingo hall has long been a source 
of trouble - and cash - for the 
Hoglunds. Annette was found to have vio-
lated state campaign finance regulations 
when she failed to report all the money 
she earned from running bingo games to 
support her unsuccessful 1 996 legislative 
bid. She was fined by the state ethics com-
mission. State Police later pulled her cam-
paign committee's license to operate 
bingo games because the cash wasn't 
being spent on her campaign. 
This summer, the hall came under 
renewed scrutiny by the State Police. Sgt. 
Barry Hathaway, who runs the gaming 
and weapons unit, told CBW that Yankee 
Bingo may have broken the law in July by 
running games that weren't hosted by a 
nonprofit group. Under state regulations, 
only nonprofit groups can legally operate 
bingo games, though for-profit businesses 
like Yankee Bingo can make money by 
renting space and equipment to charities. 
Now, Annette Hoglund insisted, those 
problems are behind her. She said the 
ongoing police investigation concerns a 
charity that ran games at the hall, not her 
or Yankee Bingo. 
That comment sparked laughter from 
Hathaway. He refused further comment, 
except to say that the police investigation 
into Yankee Bingo was "continuing with 
the cooperation of the district attorney's 
office." 
The scrutiny from law enforcement 
agencies may be creating tension between 
Yankee Bingo's former partners . Dan 
Coine, one of three Meleo partners, said 
his group looked into buying the Yankee 
Bingo building, which he said Shaw and 
the Hoglunds leased from landlord Peter 
Lewis. But that sale has become increas-
ingly shaky because of what Coine 
described as the intense animosity 
between the bingo partners, which he said 
grew out of the Hoglunds' financial diffi-
culties. Melco feared that the tenants, 
who Coine said have not paid rent for two 
months, would never leave the building. 
"It's a hornet's nest," Coine said. "That's 
not our cup of tea." 
Still, Annette Hoglund remained firm 
in her belief Yankee Bingo's business 
deals were solid and would be completed 
by January. "I think everybody coming out 
of this is really happy," she said. 
In November, Annette Hoglund sued 
CBW for defamation of character for the 
newspaper's coverage of her bingo prob-
lems. 
PARKING TICKETS 
Getting off easy 
New license plates mean 
Portland can't collect old fines 
If you 're one of the unlucky people 
who owes parking fines in Portland , 
there's good news for you. Soon the city 
may not be able to collect. 
In July 1999, a state law requiring 
Mainers to turn in .their old lobster 
license plates for the new chickadee tags 
will take effect. Gary Wood, Portland's 
attorney, said once a driver gets the new 
plates, there's no way to assess fmes that 
accumulated when the old plates were on 
the car. That means parking violators -
who owe the city a combined total of 
$3.3 million in unpaid fines - will have 
their records wiped clean. 
Bob Ganley, Portland city manager, 
said the city went through the same 
financial fiasco 10 years ago during the 
switch to the lobster plates. Ganley said 
at that time there was no way for the state 
to transfer infonnation from old plates to 
new plates, so everyone who owed money 
from outstanding tickets got a break. 
Whether the state will assist Portland 
is still unknown. Rebecca Wyke, Maine's 
assistant secretary of state, said her staff 
is trying to find a way to cross-reference 
old plate numbers - which carry the cor-
rect name and address of the prior 
offender - with the computer database 
of new tags. Sometime during the next 
few weeks, she said she hopes to have an 
answer for the city, but she admitted, 
"It's not on the front burner." 
Ganley said he is annoyed by the 
state's approach. "If the state had a finan-
cial interest in it, they'd do it," he said. "If 
they had any outstanding speeding tick-
ets, they would find a way to track it." 
Ganley said if the state refuses to help 
Portland track its scofflaws this time, it 
will make a mockery of the entire parking 
system. "[Fines] pay for the operation," 
he said. "It's the only thing that makes 
the system work." 
Kevin Markee, Portland's treasury 
director, oversees collection of parking 
fines. Markee said state officials told him, 
"'We're not in the business of collecting 
parking tickets.' " Markee was unim-
pressed. "That's a lame excuse," he said. 
Markee said he'd like to see legislators 
enact a law similar to one in Massa-
chusetts, forbidding anyone with out-
standing fines from registering a vehicle. 
The Maine Legislature rejected a 
scofflaw-tracking bill four years ago, but 
state Rep . Eliza Townsend of Portland 
said she might sponsor such a measure, 
as long as it didn't prohibit people from 
registering their cars. "I don't want to 
prevent people from getting to their 
jobs: Townsend said, "but at the same 
time, if you have parking tickets, people 
need to be responsible for them." 
The city has six months to devise a 
plan for tracking outstanding tickets. 
Wood said he is detennined to find a way 
to collect the money. "I guess I can say I 
honestly don 't expect to collect 80 per-. 
cent of the $3.3 million," he said. "But it 




Portland enrolls drug users 
Portland's new needle exchange pro-
gram is underway. But response from 
area drug addicts has been less than 
enthusiastic. Since the program started in 
early December, only two or three 
addicts have signed up. "We haven ' t 
given any [needles] out yet: said Nate 
Nickerson, who manages the city's adult 
health services division . "We have to 
develop trust with people .... It's going to 
take some time to get there." 
The program gained a go-ahead from 
the state this summer. It's funded with 
$20,000 in grants from the Drug Policy 
Foundation and the Maine Community 
AIDS Partnership. It is currently run four 
days a week from the homeless health 
clinic at 15 Portland St., but may soon 
begin operating at other locations. 
Drug users can receive up to 10 clean 
needles in exchange for an equal number 
of dirty needles. In this way, public health 
officials hope to stop the spread of HIV 
- which can be passed between addicts 
who share needles - make contact with 
Greater Portland's estimated 500 intra-
venous drug users, and potentially get 
some of them into treatment. "Not all 
addicts are ready," said Ann Elderkin, 
director of the city's public health depart-
ment. "But in the meantime, we'd like to 
help them as much as we can." 
Before becoming a reality, Portland's 
needle exchange project had to overcome 
opposition from some in the community 
who felt the program would encourage 
drug use. But city health officials pointed 
to studies in other cities that showed such 
programs had a positive impact. "I'm a 
real believer: said Jim Smith, a fonner 
drug addict who has AIDS. "It probably 
would have saved my life." 
For more infonnation about the pro-
gram call 874-8784. 
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I change 
KIMBERLY JEAN SMITH 
some cheery numbers 
that seem to wish each of 
you the happiest of h0li-
days. Or inaybe we're ;m 
ImIginkIg that. 
Number of donuts made each weekday at 
Tony's Donut Shop In Portland: 250 
Number of tires stored at the MichelIn Tire 
warehouse In Portland: 4,500 
Most common female ring size at Stephen 
Golash Fine Jewelry In Portland: 6.5 
Most common male ring size: 10 
Number of requests for ·Star Wars, 
Episode I: 111e Phantom Menace" posters 
at Hoyts Clark's Pond In South Portland, 
Oct. 26-Dec. 9: 51 
Number of requesters who stand a chance 
in hell of getting the poster: 0 
'Still xmas is a good time, ' wrote Geoffrey 
Willons and Ronald Searle, 'with 01/ those pre-
sents and good food and i hope it will never die 
out or at any rote not until i am grown up and 
hOY to pay for it all .• Send items for this column 
to caw, 561 Congress St, Porlfand, ME 0410/, 
or e-moiling editor@cbwmaine.com. 
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WINSTON BOX 
16mg. "tar",l .l mg. nicotine 
avo per cigarette try FTC method. 
No additives are in our 
tobacco, for true taste. 
Want highlights? 
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• SARAH GOODYEAR 
If you haven't heard of Anne Harris, a painter, and Paul 
D'Amato, a photographer, it's only because the world is 
unjust. Harris and D'Amato are two enonnous talents living 
in a tiny house in South Portland with their 3-year-old son, 
Max. They are serious about their work. They are also very 
funny and ordinary people. 
Appearances 
She: Wild blondish-brown curls that frame a small, nar-
row face. Irregular, somewhat lumpy nose. Deep-set amber 
eyes that occasionally wander away from each other. A way 
of laughing and looking down at the floor when she is mak-
ing a point, and then a way of looking back up and becoming 
serious. A disturbing habit of examining your face as if she is 
carving it up for her supper. Thirty-seven years old, 
He: Fine, straight brown hair. Quick, sideways eyes. A fox-
ish wit. A tendency to change his course midway through one 
sentence and veer into another. A proud nose. A teenager's 
restlessness. A constant movement toward the next thing, 
and then the next, and the next. Forty-two years old. 
Credentials 
Paul D' Amato is a professor at the Maine College of Art 
the 
(MECA). His work has been exhibited around the' country, 
including at the Museum of Modem Art in New York. A 
graduate of Reed College and Yale University School of Art, 
he has received many grants and prizes, among them a 
Guggenheim fellowship. He was a contributing photograph-
er for the magazine DoubleTake, which showcased the work 
of some of America's most talented photographers and writ-
ers before it folded recently for lack of funds. 
Anne Harris' career has some parallels to D' Amato's. She, 
too, has gotten a Guggenheim, and her share of grant money. 
After growing up all around the country, including high 
school in Kentucky, she graduated from Washington 
University in St. Louis and then, like D' Amato, went on to 
Yale - although they never met there, She, too, has taught 
at MECA (back when it was the Portland School of Art), as 
well as Boston University and Bowdoin College, She has sold 
out two one-woman shows at Boston's Nielsen Gallery, and 
just landed representation at a New York gallery, DC Moore. 
For a painter, having a New York gallery is essential. She has 
arrived in a rarefied world closed to all but a very few artists. 
Both D'Amato and Harris have work in the biennial show 
currently hanging at the Portland Museum of Art. (Bridget 
Moore, who owns the New York gallery representing Harris, 
in South Portland with their son, Max 
PHOTOfTONEE HARBERT 
Painter Anne Harris 
and photographer Paul 
O'Amato catch what's 
on the surface and under 
the skin. The results. 





and strangely beautiful. 
was one of the show's jurors, but Harris emphasizes they 
didn't meet until after the show's participants were cho, 
sen.) The pictures on display in the biennial are charac-
teristic of them, and while their media and styles are very 
different, they share an intensity and sincerity that makes 
them stand out. 
Harris has a self-portrait in the show, a huge, ghostly 
image of herself very pregnant with Max. She almost 
always paints herself. These are not pretty paintings, 
although they are beautiful and alive. This tiny woman 
depicts herself with massive emotional force. She is often 
frightening in these paintings. In the self-portrait at the 
biennial, her pale body emerges .from the canvas as if 
from a fog. Her veins shine with a dim blue light through 
her luminescent skin. Her eyes meet the viewer's almost> 
reluctantly, as if she is so entranced with what is happen-
ing inside her that she can barely discern the outside 
world. Two tiny paintings of Max as an infant hang on the 
same wall. They show only fragments of his face and 
hands, clutching the closely held secrets of the newborn. 
"Her work is breathtaking," says Mark Wethli, a 
painter who taught with Harris at Bowdoin. "There's no 
one like her out there. She's one of the few people I know 
who has found a way for representational painting to 
speak." 
Around the comer from Harris' paintings are two pho-
tographs by D' Amato, huge color prints, One is of a girl 
,on a swing, her long black hair fluttering in the breeze, 
her smile expectant and innocent as she looks directly 
into the lens. The other is of a group of older men at 
Portland's Woodfords Club. The man in the center of the 
picture is talking; you can see he has a strong opinion 
about what he is saying. Off to one side, another man is 
caught looking'at"the photographer, caught off guard, his 
eyes in sharp focus. 
"Paul has a way of capturing the 
emotional life of any scene," says 
Jessica Nicoll, the museum's chief 
curator, "As you look at it, every 
detail infonns the work." 
lbe girt in the puddle 
For years, D' Amato, who is from 
Boston, has been taking his camera 
to a Mexican neighborhood in 
Chicago called Pilsen and pho-
tographing the people there. Some-
day soon, he will make a book of 
these photographs. 
He has become friends with the 
people in the pictures. These are 
poor people, He has made exquisite 
pictures of them, pictures in which 
the hidden, vivid beauty of everyday 
life sings with a strange hannony. 
. He has made a picture of a young 
boy reaching for plastic grapes. The 
boy looks like a Greek god. 
He has made a picture of a man 
working at a slaughterhouse. The 
man is dressed in white, and regard-
ing the pale, slumped body of a 
freshly dead pig, as if the mystery of 
death is contained therein. 
He has made a picture of a young 
man standing against a wall. The 
young man's face is scarred. He 
leans on a cane. There is a splash of 
pink paint on the wall. There is a 
girl standing in the window above 
him. She wears a pink dress. He is 
looking away, and she is looking at 
us. [t is no surprise when D' Amato 
says this young man has since been 
killed. 
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In one of the Chicago photographs, a girl lies in a pud-
dle, her anns thrown out like the crucified Christ, her feet 
in sneakers crossed one over the other. She is looking at 
the sky. Light shines from the water. In a circle around 
her, people stand. We see only fragments of them, little 
bits of color from their clothing. The top half of the pho-
tograph is an expanse of shimmering wet asphalt. The pic-
ture is so strong you have to stand back from it. 
"There are things that occur in Paul's photographs that 
if a painter did them, they would be contrived and obvi-
ous," says Harris. She turns to D'Amato. "There's a cer-
tain kind of perfection that you can find that would lose 
all credibility if you constructed it." 
D'Amato thinks about that for not even a second, then 
speaks. "When painters and other photographers do 
direct those moments, it's never about being surprised," 
he says. "!t's all about being clever. And when you can 
make a picture work this way, it's never about being 
clever. It's really about being completely ambushed by 
that moment." 
Meeting of the minds 
Harris and D'Amato met when they were teaching at 
the pre-MECA Portland School of Art. They were hired in 
1988, D' Amato for a tenure-track job, Harris for a tem-
porary position. 
"\ scoped her big-time," says D' Amato. "We were sit-
ting in a faculty meeting, the first meeting, and \ remem-
ber [ had just come from Chicago. We just got together 
right away." 
Harris corrects. "Paul remembers it as instantaneous," 
she says. "But it actually took a couple of months." 
By 1991, they were married. 
"Part of the initial attraction to each other had to do 
with our work," says Harris. "If Paul wasn't a good pho-
tographer, I would have never gotten involved with him. I 
was actually totaHy knocked out by his pictures before we 
got involved with each other. And a substantive part of 
our relationship has to do with our respect for each other. 
In tenns of competition in its moSt superficial sense, basi-
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Fine clothing for men and woman since 1874 
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APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE 
After waiting in line to purchase your family computer for 
the holidays, make sure you're not waiting to get online 
once it's all set up. Call us at Cybertours-the most 
customer-friendly, fastest-growing internet service 
provider in northern New England-and let us make 
those hours spent in line worthwhile. 
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Rnd us in the Bell Atlantic Hf/low Pages 
Call 1-888-985-3668 
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We're communication people_ 
PORTRAITS OF ARTISTS CONTINUED FROM PAGE13 
mine, and I think that's mutual. We're very 
proud of each other. " 
Eanhly rewards 
"We're doing OK, you know," says 
D'Amato. "We're not hugely successful, 
but' think in the scale of things, in the big 
picture of things, if you can pay your bills 
and do what you want to do in the visual 
arts, you're generally pretty successful. We 
budget like crazy just to make it from 
month to month, but that's OK, you know. 
That's good enough. 
"It would be worse if we had to go back 
to carpentry and waitressing. I mean, I 
hated those dresses, and Anne was always 
losing her tools." 
Value added 
Now that Harris is getting wider recog-
nition, her paintings are starting to pay her 
way in the world. When she was just out of 
grad school she sold a painting for $2,500. 
Now the price for a large canvas is up to 
$16,000, which is split fifty-fifty with her 
gallery. " [The dealer's] goal is for me to 
reach a point where , can live on the 
work," she says. Since she produces only a 
handful of paintings a year, she needs to 
charge a lot to cover her share of the bills. 
"Their job is not to stay with me," she 
says of her paintings. "Their job is to go out 
in the world and have a relationship with 
other people. The only way I can justify 
doing art in this society today is by doing it 
with the most intensity I have and then 
putting it out into the world. Hopefully, if I 
can reach a point where I'm doing some-
thing that is meaningful to other people, 
that will justify all the time and money I 
put into it." 
"Max Ore.ning." 01 on masonite IS" 15"1, by Anne Hanis 
Pasta ."ag';O 
D'Amato is making pasta all'aglio for 
dinner. This is important work. It is his 
duty, as eldest son of his family, to make 
the traditional dish for the upcoming holi-
day, now that his aging father cannot. He is 
practicing tonight. It is a simple recipe -
olive oil, garlic, anchovies, spaghetti - but 
it is not easy. The first time he made the 
dish for the family's Christmas meal, it 
came out wrong, he says. This is a matter 
of pride and should not be allowed to hap-
pen again. As D' Amato slices the garlic, 
knife flashing, he jokes to Harris that he'll 
have to make this dinner every day until 
Christmas. Timing is everything, he says. 
He swirls the anchovies into the hot oil. 
The garlic turns pale brown. The kitchen 
fills with the good smeJl of these things. 
The pasta all'aglio is a success. Still, 
D' Amato seems to think it could be better. 
Then there was Max 
Max is watching a Mickey Mouse video. 
His mouth is slightly open. He is complete-
ly rapt, enthralled by the images on the 
screen. With his fine blond curls and lumi-
nous skin, he is like an advertisement for 
childhood. 
"You have something that you've never 
been so proud of," says D'Amato, looking 
at his son with fond wonder. The cartoon 
beeps and buzzes merrily along. The boy is 
completely lost in his entertainment, obliv-
ious to the fact that his father is talking 
about him. 
"I've never been more proud ,of anything 
in my life than having a kid," D' Amato 
says. "But there's still the practical side of 
it. That pride is hard-won, but it's great 
too. But again it's the same kind of deci-
sion. You've waited on a richer fuller life 
and decided that these other [career] things can happen 
in a slower way. Not give up on having them happen, but 
not be so anxious about them happening next year. Keep 
it in mind. And keep your priorities straight." 
",t's so profound," Harris says, then laughs at herself. 
Both D'Amato and Harris have made many pictures of 
their son. Harris painted several characteristically dis-
turbing self-portraits during her pregnancy, and when 
Max finally emerged, she kept painting him. D' Amato, for 
his part, turned the camera on his son as soon as he was 
born. 
"For the first time my work has kind of cycled through 
my own family," he says. '''Cause I've always tried to pho-
tograph my family before, and it was always terrible." 
Somehow, Max has increased his sense of connection to 
the other people he shoots. "I just have this great faith 
that there's not that much difference between these white 
guys at Wood fords Club and these Mexicans on the South 
Side of Chicago and Max and myself. The problem with 
photographing my own family is that I'm so inside it, , 
have no perspective. I think I have less control around my 
family, even emotionally. But there's something about 
Max. He just kills me every day. 
"It doesn't hurt that he's among the most handsome 
kids that's ever been born." 
Characteristically, Harris has a more philosophical way 
of talking about the presence of Max and the changes he 
brought with him. "I think my awareness of the order of 
life was vastly expanded," she says. '" feel like I have a 
more tangible sense of something that is actually intangi-
ble, which is that life is just a miracle and the human spir-
it is miraculous." 
A train whistle toots on the video. Max watches 
Mickey. 
"I've always known life was a miracle," says D'Amato 
in his smart-aleck way. "It's no surprise to me. So the 
biggest thing' get out of it is being able to say' told you 
so." 
Look at yourself 
When she was in eighth grade, Harris erased her own 
face from her yearbook picture and drew in another one. 
"I tried to give myself glamour lips and straightened my 
hair," she says. 
In her Portland studio, which looks out over High 
Street, hang three self-portraits in progress. In one, she 
looks anxious and old. In another, she has the unfocused, 
dreamy gaze of a child. Like all her paintings, they are so 
meticulously painted that the brush strokes are essential-
ly invisible. The surface of these paintings is like skin, and 
skin is one of the things she renders with a marvelous 
deftness and subtlety. 
"I found myself thinking about my own skin and the , 
way that it functions as kind of a container for me," 
Harris says. "We're kind of shrink-wrapped in our own 
skin. It's semipermeable and translucent. Things pass 
• I 
through it. And I thought about the fact that it can show 
you something, and then not}t works that way physical-
ly and those shifts also occur when your interior state 
changes. I began thinking about how the skin can show 
and not show both what's physically and what's emotion-
ally inside. And how ii serves as this kind of barrier 
between people, and things go through. I'm reading you 
and you're reading me. And I'd like the relationship 
between the painting and you to be kind of like the rela-
tionship between you and me." 
Ways of working 
"I always try to spend enough time in the situation so I 
feel like I'm kind of working from the inside out instead 
of from the outside in," says D'Amato. "Because I know 
what that feels like and what that looks like. I recognize 
that point of view in the pictures that don't work." 
"When' was pregnant, I'd been doing this thing that 
I'd been thinking about as painting myself from the inside 
out," says Harris. "Like I'm inside me, I'm looking out of 
me back at the outside of me trying to look back in. " 
The end of irony 
In the last 30 or 40 years - starting with the work of 
Andy Warhol - the art world has been conducting a love 
affair with irony. But neither D' Amato nor Harris is afraid 
of emotional honesty. That, in fact, is what they're look-
ing for. 
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"Anne is earnest, she is sincere, and the things she has 
to say are not in any way backhanded," says Mark Wethli. 
"That is a rare commodity in this world," 
"He's extraordinarily genuine," says Stuart Dybek, a 
writer who has known D' Amato for years and is a native 
of the Chicago neighborhood where D' Amato has done so 
much work. "His passion and enthusiasm is right on the 
surface. There's nothing academic about him, nothing of 
the anthropologist or field scientist. Going out with him 
[on a shoot] is like riding on the back of a fire truck. He 
reminds me of a kid with attention deficit disorder or 
some kind of a high-strung cat, a Siamese cat going out-
side for the first time, He sees so much going on outside, 
it looks like reality presents this never-ending parade of 
photographic possibilities." 
What do you aim for? 
"The images make you think that life is as amazing as 
some of the great paintings and writers have told us it is," 
D' Amato says of the best fine art photography. "There's 
something about the immediacy of the image that makes 
that feeling, that life is truly that crazy, surreal, that sur-
prisingly beautiful, that wildly psychological. That is not 
a fiction. It's such an entertaining planet that we're on." 
"I want it to feel real," says Harris. "And I don't mean 
realism as in look real or have the conventional illusion of 
reality. Even though I'm a representational painter I avoid 
the term realism, because it implies that the goal of mak-
ing a painting is to make a successful illusion. 
And that's not my goal. My goal is to make 
something that has a real emotional presence, 
that feels real, and in that respect it feels alive. 
There's a point where the life inside the paint-
ing is what it is. It's like my nose: I don't have a 
perfect nose. It's kinda lumpy? And kinda 
crooked? But it's my nose, it is. It's not like it's 
not a believable nose, because it is. And so 
when the painting reaches the point where the 
parts of it are what they are because they are-
" she laughs "- and every inch of the painting 
is that way, that's one measure. But another 
measure is that the painting has a real power, 
and I feel it. It's got a kind of intensity and a 
kind of life to it. And those two things go hand 
in hand." 
The introven on the extroven 
"If I weren't married to Paul, I would never 
see the sun," says Harris. "I would just be in my 
little cave always. Paul pulls me out into the 
light. It's true, I'd be very happy. And I think 
people who are painters choose to go into a 
room all by themselves for hours and hours at 
a time. And there are photographers who func-
tion that way too, but someone like Paul .... 
"I mean, there's a reason why you didn't 
become a painter," she says, now speaking to 
him. "There's a reason why you take a camera 
and walk into roomfuls or streetfuls of people, 
complete strangers, and you end up not only 
photographing them but becoming friends with 
them. I mean, 'to me that is so utterly intimi-
dating I wouldn't even dream of it." 
"It's the upside of being superficial," says D'Amato. 
Harris laughs. "I would put it differently. But." 
What makes a marriage 
"I never thought, 'Oh, I want to marry an artist,'" says 
Harris when D'Amato is out of the room. She laughs. "I 
actually didn't even think I was going to end up getting 
married. I really didn't even think about it. But I can't 
imagine being married to anyone but Paul. We are very 
transparent to each other. We see right into each other." 
Sarah Goodypar is a writer who lives in Portland. 
, . 
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COMMENT 
Here comes the bride, there goes the congressman 
sacred. We wish we could muster enough Christmas cheer to 
forgive U.S. Rep. Tom Allen for skipping out on part of the vote 
to impeach President Bill Clinton. 
Allen first said he wouldn't be able to make the Dec. 19 vote because he had to 
attend his daughter's wedding in Maine, Then the representative decided he would 
use part of his generous congressional budget to hire a private jet so he could zip • 
home after the balloting, in plenty of time for the bride-kissing and rice-throwing. Yet 
in the end, private jet and.all, Allen hightailed it after voting against only the first two 
charges, leaving gaping blanks beside his name on the other two. 
Some might say Allen's votes against impeachment wouldn't have made a 
difference, that support for punishing the president was too strong to be overcome. 
But that's the same argument that's caused thousands of Mainers to skip going to the 
polls on election day. "My vote doesn't matter," they say, as they. put the rights - .and 
responsibilities - of citizenship on ice. 
We'd like to have enough holiday spirit to offer old Tom a pardon, something 
along the lines of, "Hey, you really did need to be back in time for that pre-wedding 
photo session." But does anybody really believe Allen couldn't have hung around the 
Capitol for 45 more minutes, long enough to finish representing his constituents on 
some of the most crucial issues ever considered by Congress? For that matter, does 
anybody really believe Allen and his family couldn't have. pushed the wedding back an 
hour? America was on the brink of constitutional crisis, and Allen left to have his 
picture taken? 
By saying his voice in the House didn't matter, Allen sent a message that all those 
apathetic voters were right. Rather than upholding his leadership role, Allen treated 
his obligation to his constituents as though it were optional for a day. True, his votes 
wouldn't have changed the outcome, but they would have registered the opinion of 
many in his district. 
Walking out on those votes was baldly arrogant, not least because Allen showed he 
was just keeping score in Washington.-Days before the balloting, it was apparent the 
president would be impeached. A lockstep Clinton apologist like Allen could be 
forgiven by Democratic leaders for declining to make a show of fighting. But Allen 
can't be forgiven for declining to finish his job of representing the people of southern 
Maine. 
That's not excusable. 
When Allen stood for re-election this year, he knew from experience the job of 
congressman entailed sacrifices far beyond what's asked of rank-and-file citizens. 
Family obligations are certainly important, but public duty - particularly when it 
comes to something as grave as deciding whether to impeach the president - is 
CBW endorsed Allen in November, not because he's perfect, but because we 
believed he'd done a capable job of defending his constituents ' concerns in 
Washington, You can bet we'll think twice about supporting him again. 
Dismantling USM 
This is to thank CBW and Connie Pacillo for 
exploring the important and timely issue of part-time 
faculty at the University of Southern Maine 
("Professors or pawns?" 12.17.98) . The article did an 
excellent job of calling attention to the scope of the 
problem, but I would like to clarify a few of my 
comments. 
First, I tried to make it clear that the exploitation of 
part-time faculty is a cause of great concern among all 
faculty at USM. As I explained to Ms. Pacillo, the 
dependence on part-time faculty is a national trend that 
has been used by many university administrators to 
reduce costs and undermine the tenure system. At 
USM, I stated, the problem se!jms to be with the state 
Legislature, which continues to underfund this 
university even as enrollments increase. 
The funding formula favors the Orono campus 
despite its declining numbers. While I recognize that 
some part-time faculty see the full-time faculty and the 
administration as the problem and enemy, I believe this 
is a costly mistake. As a faculty , we all need to join 
together to demand that part-time jobs be converted 
into full-time tenure-track positions. While many 
unions slept, corporations quietly converted millions of 
jobs into the invented category of "full-time" or 
"permanent, part-time," a job classification that 
normalized both a new class of exploited workers 
(usually female) itnd a new category of employment, 
low-wages without benefits. (Remember "mother's 
hours?") Universities will always need some part-time 
faculty, but I think it's a mistake to either standardize 
the practice or establish it as an acceptable substitute 
for permanent full-time faculty . (l would also guess 
that most of the part-timers are women.) 
Secondly, I emphasized that the dependence on part-
time faculty tends to erode the mission of a university 
and reduce the quality of a university education . 
Because of USM's high reliance 'on part-time faculty, 
U.S. News and World Report gave the institution a 
poor rating in its recent survey of American colleges 
and universities despite its high marks in most other 
areas. (They also, however, deducted points for high 
enrollments of non-traditional students, one of USM's 
great strengths). The reason is simple: Part-time faculty 
are not expected to be full-time. They cannot, nor 
should they be asked to commit themselves to the wide 
range of administrative, programmatic, scholarly, and 
mentoring responsibilities required of full-time faculty. 
For some faculty who have made part-time teaching at 
the university a career, this seems discriminatory, and 
indeed, it is. To my mind, it discriminates against the 
exploitation of workers and the false equality that such 
"sharing" encourages. 
Furthermore, part-time faculty are not hired by a 
search committee and most are never evaluated by the 
department. Part-time teachers are typically l1ired with 
the understanding that the job is part-time. There is no 
question that many part-time faculty at USM are both 
excellent teachers and exploited employees . As 
individuals they should receive higher pay, benefits, 
and the respect they deserve. But as a "category," they 
should not be converted into permanent "part-time" 
faculty, a move that would further institutionalize the 
practice of substituting a part-time work force for full-
time work. 
Finally, the rapid increase in part-time faculty hires 
should be read in tandem with the current decline in 
LAURA CONAWAY 
Ph.D. placements. Last year the Modem Language 
Association estimated that nationally only 4 percent of 
Ph.D. graduates in English landed a full-time job. In 
the fields of history and American studies, the numbers 
are almost as grim. This is not about professors or 
pawns; it is about the systematic dismantling of the 
university system as we know it. Sound familiar? 
Ardis Cameron 
Associate Professor 
University of Southern Maine 
Pan-time philosophy 
Connie Pacillo (B .A. English, t 987, USM; B.A. 
philosophy, t 989, USM) has misrepresented my 
position in her article about USM. 
[t is true that I don't think part-time faculty 
members "should have the same rights" as full-time 
faculty members - which is not at all to say that they 
shouldn't have some rights; perhaps more than they do 
at present. But this belief is not based on any alleged 
fear that part-time faculty members are "a threat not 
only to [my] livelihood, but to the esteem of [the] 
profession. " 
Rather, my opinion is based simply on the fact that 
these two groups do not share the same responsibilities 
- to the university, to students, to the public, to their 
disciplines or to the profession at large. If the 
responsibilities of both groups were equal, then I 
would be in favor of granting equal rights to both 
parties. But this could happen only if all part-timers 
were to become full-timers, or if all full-timers were to 
become part-timers. The first scenario is too utopian; 
the second, too dismal. 
Contra Orlando Delogu, it is also not the case that 
replacing all tenured professors with fixed-length 
professors would necessarily improve the situation for 
part-time professors. The full-timers would still be full-
timers (albeit without tenure); the part-timers would 
still be part-timers. We would still have two distinct 
groups with different responsibilities attached to their 
positions. 
Universities, like other organizations (e.g., 
newspapers) , must continually confront multiple kinds 
of alleged injustices between and among 
employees. However, such disputes are 
"CTlhe 
to stay with the cause. We all know that it costs money 
to publicize one's political views quickly and effectively 
during a campaign. The only question is whether the 
majority, using the government as its authoritarian 
instrument, should be allowed to control my ability to 
tell people what I think and why. I will take for granted 
that Mr. Sigel supports my right to free speech, just not 
if I want to spend what he thinks is too much money 
doing it. 
My e-mail addressiswienerboY@iname.com. I would 
welcome a barrage of letters if just one person could 
explain to me how campaign spending has deprived 
them of their free will. I hear propaganda every day and 
yet I still manage to vote my conscience. And no matter 
how much money I choose to contribute to a candidate 
or cause, I still get only one vote like everyone 
else. 
We should stop blaming money for 
why a particular candidate or 
seldom a simple matter of pawns against 
kings. The roles of the rooks, knights, 
bishops and queen need also to be 
considered, as does the more 
fundamental fact that the interpretation 
and application of moral and legal 
principles is not as clear-cut as is the 
case with the rules of chess. But I do 
agree that purported injustices in the 
workplace always ought to be addressed 
- not only by those organizations that 
somehow suppose they are leading "a 
charge into the next century for a just 
society," but also by those that tend not 
to see themselves quite so sancti-
moniously. 
dependence 
referendum question loses. The real 
reason is too simple to ignore - more 
people voted the other way. Why? 
Because that was their choice, and no 




No amouilt of money can make you 
vote contrary to your own beliefs. 
to erode the Stephen Stinson Portland 
Robert Louden 
Acting chairman 
mission of a 
university 
Open letter to U.S. 
Rep. Tom Allen 
At the moment, the only defense I 
have against your pathetic yet 
frightening support of the illegal attack 
on Iraq is to inform ' fellow citizens of 
how I feel. Below are the beginnings of 
a jingle, reminiscent of one we all 
remember that started , "We're 
Haldeman .. Erlichman, Mitchell and 
Dean:" 
Philosophy department 
University of Southern Maine 
In defense of the 
MCLU 
and reduce 
the quality of 
I am writing to publicly defend the 
Maine Civil Liberties Union, and to 
thank them for sticking to their 
principles . Apparently, some people 
believe that civil rights aren't for 
a university 
We're Allen, Baldacci and Collins 
education. " and Snowel . We're dutiful toadies, no guts to say 
no. 
everyone, just for those whose speech is 
agreeable to them. 
Letter writer Louis Sigel's preference ("Still fighting 
to preserve dirty elections," 12.17.98) is for those who 
are "liberal" or "progressive." Others might prefer 
"conservative" or "moral." 
The beauty of the U.S. Constitution, however, is that 
it doesn't discriminate . It doesn't choose preferred 
messages and condemn others. It recognizes that, 
sometimes, the individual should be protected from a 
tyranny of the majority. Campaign 
finance reform is an issue 
where it is difficult for 
With killing at hand, we're taking our 
standi 
While waving the flag o'er the line in the sand. 
There's parks for the folks who agree with our cause; 
We Oems and Repubs thrive on craven applause. 
We seek your support for our war and air show -
We're Allen, Baldacci and Collins and Snowe. 
Julian Holmes 
Wayne 
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your letters. Please keep your thoughts 10 less Ihan 
some civil libertarians J()() words (longer lellers may be ediled for space reasons), and include your 
address and daylime phone number. Letters. Casco Bay Weekly. 561 Congress 
St. , Porlland, ME 04/01 or via e·mail:edilor@maine.com. 
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Sometimes wilen I'm doing my shopping. I notice Portland firefighters loading groceries Into the citYs fire tnIdIS. Do they use the fire 
department's vehicles to do tIIelr personal grocery shopping, Ind if so, why canrt tIIey use their own cars? 
Got a burning question about life in Greater 
Portland' Let CBWs cractc investigalive squad 
sort • oot for you. Those whose questiOnS are 
selected for publication will receive a 
complimentary SPAM~ refrigerator magnet. 
CBW Q. 561 Congress St, Portland. ME 04101 , 
or by""': 775· 1615. 
According to Portland Fire Chief Joseph Thomas, in most cases the firefighters don't use city trucks for shopping unless they have to. Thomas sai~ some of the 
firefighters work very long shifts, and are out on the road a lot On their way back to the station, he said, they shop for food to be eaten while on duty at 
headquarters, not at home. 
... , 
1~ CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
ifteen minutes 0/ fame. Those 0/ us who 
live in Portland may have been petuded 
into tlTinki~g of City Councilor Karen 
Geraghty as just another semHnelfeduaI local 
pol So imagine our surprise 
when we found out 
Gerlgilty was ClIO-
sen as one of OUt 
m.g.zlne's 100 
to the gay, lesbian, bisexual . pavement 
or transgeodered pe0-
ple who 'rocked 1998'-
According to Out's cliche-
infected blurb, 'In 1998, GeraglTty, 38, head of 
Maine Won't Discriminate, experienced the 
thrill of victory and the agony of defeat After 
years of lobbying, she helped get 8 gay rights 
bill signed into law in May 1997. Unfortunately 
the celebration period was brief: The Religious 
Right collected enough signatures to call a spe-
cial election, and voters overturned the law in 
February 1998: 
Now that's rockin'. 
• Ten minutes of fame: GeraglTty isn't the only 
person with a Portland connection to grab 
some national ink. Former CBWedltor 
Monte Paulsen was jHofiled by tile .... 
Reader for 'rewriting the rules of Washington 
coverage.' 
Paulsen, who covers the nation's capital for 
a chain 01 alternative weeklies, focuses in his 
stories on the efforts of activists, nongovern-
mental agencies and other outsiders. Among 
his recent reports were stories on lobbying by 
the Christian Coalition and a profile of a white 
separatist 
'Reporting is the art of not knowing: says 
Paulsen. 
Now that's rewritin'. 
• Five minutes of lame: That's all that poet 
William Burke got Dec. 16 when he was 
arrested wIIHe reacting • loud MCIIusty 
rendition of' A Midsummer Night's Dream' to 
holiday shoppers on Exchange Street. Burke 
was charged with obstructing a public way. 
Burke said he was performing outside 
Buffalo Wings-N-Things when a woman told him 
he was too loud. 'She (;ackled at me, so I 
moved: he said. Farther up the street. Bur1<e 
said, he was approaChed by a second woman 
who also 'caclded' at him and then called the 
cops. 
"The officer told me, 'Go up to ITommy's1 
park or I'U arrest you," Bur1<e said. 'I said no, 
and so they arrested me.' 
Bur1<e said this wasn't his first arrest, and 
won't be his last. Despite two looming court 
dates, Bur1<e said he knows he's doing the right 
thing because 'people will come up and say 
things like, 'I'm so happy you're doing this." As 
for the cops and the people who call them, 
Burke said, 'There's nothing to say, except 
they're just blockheads: 
Now that's poetry. 
• Mere seconds of fame: Maine Arts is look-
Ing for noyelty atts for New Year's 
Portland '99. The nonprofit will hold an audi-
tion from 4:30-6 p.m. on Mon, Dec. 28 at the 
POI1land Public Mar1<el Performers in the 'stu-
pid human trick" tradition are encouraged to try 
out The winners will wor1< as costumed hosts 
at New year's Eve venues, provide entertain-
ment at ongoing shows and/or march in 
the parade. Maine Arts also needs vol-
unteers to help usher and sell tick- , 
elS. Now thar s beggin'. CIW 
Arts, Entertainment, Weirdness 
Charlie, yo,u da man 
What Portland kids think about what the city thinks they 
think about Councilor Charlie Harlow's proposed teen center 
IlLUSTRA nON / MARTIN SHIElDS 
t ALLEN DAMMANN 
When Portland officials announced in 
November they were considering turning 
the former Raoul ' s nightclub on Forest 
Avenue into a teen center, the public, 
according to witnesses, reacted with raised 
eyebrows ("arched: some claimed, a dis-
pute that has yet to be settled). Not until it 
was carefully explained that the teen center 
was meant for recreational purposes only, 
not for the manufacturing and distribution 
.. 
of teens, did people breathe easily. 
Then on Dec. 16 came news that Raoul's 
had been dropped as a prospective site. 
Instead. the city was negotiating the pur-
chase of a substantially larger facility 
(rumored to be the old Deering Ice Cream 
plant off Read Street). one spacious enough 
to house not only a teen center, but also a 
senior citizen center, a community policing 
center and - to use the description of one 
source - "a whale of a painting showing 
the City Council g4lhered around a soda 
fountain with Marilyn Monroe , Jimi 
Hendrix and Princess Di. " 
The Council's initial hush-hush attitude 
about the location of the teen center led to 
more raised eyebrows, some individuals 
going so far as to paint two, even three, 
additional sets on their foreheads. But 
behind those furrowed brows lurked a 
swann of vexing thoughts. One was the pos-
sibility that, in fact, the tecn center was just 
a grand hoax meant to distract the public 
while the Council snatched up the remain-
ing Furbys. Another popular rumor held the 
teen center was real, but for the sake of low 
overhead would be lit entirely by phospho-
rescent eels. 
No one, however, dared ask the obvious 
question: If a teen center is constructed, will 
teenagers bother to go? Teens, after all, are 
notorious for avoiding places that are adult-
approved, such as school, church and Ohio. 
Moreover, the words "teen center" are his-
torically associated with the kind of church 
basements where there 's a rickety Pi'ng-
Pong table in one comer, a stack of dusty 
board games in another, and a drippy-nosed 
misfit, staring blankly at his shoes. 
So what's to ensure Portland's teen cen-
ter will succeed where others have failed? 
For one thing, the Council wisely invited 
teenagers to take part in its discussions. 
However, to avoid charges of ageism . 
"teenager:' was liberally defined as anyone 
between the ages of 9 and 44, resulting in a 
mishmash of proposals . Now, in addition to 
an indoor skateboarding arena, a coffee 
shop, a computer room and pool tables, the 
hangout is also expected to include a real 
live barbershop quartet and an army of 
inflatable punching clowns. 
Surprisingly, what may ultimately guar-
antee the success of the teen center is 
Councilor Charlie Harlow's soaring popu-
larity among local youth. Ever since his 
widely publicized appearance on "Dawson's 
Creek" as a teacher who "listens and under-
stands." Harlow has become something of 
an idol among the adolescent set. Many 
teens regularly greet each other by shouting, 
"Har-Io there, dude! " before slapping each 
other silly. And last month, a T-shirt bearing 
Harlow's image above the words "Goose 
Authority" outsold similarly rebellious 
shirts featuring KoRn. 
But Harlow' s 
popularity comes 
at a cost. Jealousy 
among other Coun-
cil members nearly 
derailcd plans for 
the teen center. One 
councilor reportedly 
printed up shirts bearing 
her own likeness, peddling 
them in high school cafete-
rias and outside clubs. Sales 
dropped off immediately, howev-
er, when students discovered the 
shirts were made of itchy, rash-inducing 
fiberglass. Several other Council mem-
bers made weaker attempts by changing 
their names to Alanis. 
As for the teenagers, some are wary of 
the whole project. One group of Portland 
High students expresses concern that a 
supervised center would stifle their natur-
al inclination to be unsupervised. "It boils 
down to institutionalized repression," 
says Jane, who identified herself as a 
senior who's really in 10th grade. "I'm all 
for a place for teens to hang out, but I'm 
not going to be party to some 're-educa-
tion center' where they'll teach us to 
squawk, 'Polly wants a cracker.' Or in my 
case, 'Jane wants a cracker.' You know?" 
Even though teens were involved in 
planning the center, Jane and her friends 
are suspicious. They believe teenagers 
who engage a civic body in discussion are 
committing such a glaring infraction of 
adolescent non-cooperation, "they may as 
well be 20 years old." 
Nonetheless, many teens are excited 
by the prospect of their own center. 
"I'm excited by the prospect of our 
own center," says Jim, a junior studying 
portfolio management at Waynflete. 
Unlike his counterparts at Portland High, 
he regards the teen center as a healthy 
addition to the social lives of minors. "I 
regard the teen center as a healthy addi-
tion to the social lives of minors," he says. 
A few youths are simply ambivalent. 
John, a freshman who says he attends 
Deering High School because he likes 
having to eat in the cafeteria, points out 
it's not incumbent upon teenagers to go 
to the center. He argues contemporary 
teens have shed the fetters binding them 
to social expectations, and they now pos-
sess enough mobility to pick and choose 
their venues - regardless of what adults 
think. "Uh, yeah, whatever," he shrugs. 
"Can you leave me alone now?" caw 
~ow PLAYING 
Retouched I~ouch of Evil" 
The year was 1957, and something was wrong. As executives at Universal Studios sat 
through a preview of director Orson Welles' latest effort. they were flabbergasted to discover 
the film they were watching wasn't the B-picture they'd ordered. What Universal execs had 
asked for was pulp that pitted two tenacious 
cops against each other in a Mexican border 
town, with the badges over here, the rough-
necks over there and a beautiful girl in 
between. 
What they got instead was Welles' compli-
cated fable about misguided allegiance and 
j,4,---...,j ........... the pitfalls of idealism. 'Touch of Evil" dared to 
Chartton Heston Oeftl and <man Welles in ag~ate its audience with squeamish questions ,. ouch of Evil." _______________ of race and justice. Instead of being a tawdry 
backdrop, the little Mexican town had become 
a potent and .centralized metaphor for ethical boundaries. 
'Touch of Evir was rejected by both critics and consumers for its progressive construction. 
Welles intended the film to glide down two parallel story lines, one involving a tussle between 
police official Mike Vargas (Charlton Heston) and crooked cop Hank Quinlan (Welles), the other 
following the abduction of Vargas' bride Susie Uanet Leigh) by the grimy thug Grandi (Akim 
TamiroID. Convinced audiences would be puzzled by a dual story line, Universal snipped the 
film until only segments of the Leigh-Tamiroff conflict remained. The result was innovative 
enough to secure a hallowed status in film schools, but hopelessly limp compared to Welles' 
original vision. 
That changed this year alter film editor Walter Murch painstakingly reconstructed the movie . 
Using a 58-page memo written by Welles in 1958, Murch restored 'Touch of Evil" to the image 
its creator had in mind. The result is a dauling weave of pioneering camera work, thematic 
music and a stubborn resistance to letting dime-novel characters pigeonhole themselves. 
ALLEN DAMMANN 
"Touch of Evil" shows Fri., Dec. 25-Wed., Dec. 30 at the Movies, 10 Exchange St, Portland. 
Fri.-Wed. at 5 p.m, 7 p.m. and 9 p.m., Sat and Sun. at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. Tix: $4.75/$3.75 
for seniors and kids under i 6. 772-9600. 
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HEJbIBAY MUSil: 
From Noon on Christmas Eve 'til 8pm Christmas Day, 
94,9 WHOM will share 32 hours of continuous, commercial 
free Holiday Music with all of Northern New England! 
Our Musical Greeting Card is Sponsored By: 
The Lighting Center, Foss Motors, G.M. Pollack & SonsJewelers, WCSH 6 Carrots & Company, York Hospital, House of Lights, & Dunkin Donuts 
94.9 
Soft Favorites 
CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
(,Dlt' aamstlONG 
tU.:zaNlle & 
DlamO/110 pe~DaNt 50 excHaNGe sr., pORtLaND. me 
207 - 761 - 4432 . 
jift &erii(i&ates still available 
----~~ 
lY 
MAKE YOUR NEW )£4R~ EVE 
RESERVATIONS NOW! 
Ope" Z - '0. Itt -House or Mohde 
JO Marle( Street, Porilantl· 774 - 741/ 
Gallery open after 
-Thanksgiving 
Sots. 10-4 • Suns. 12-4 . 




NLEASH OUR OTENTIAL 
w;TH _QUEST CENTER MARTIAL ARTS 
Dynamic and EngaJII"ll Cla.se. lor Children 
4 years and up, Teens and Adults 
Introductory Program includes: 
Private lesson 
Group class $:1.4 95 
Uniform -. .-
I iliit 772~~~63 1/.... • 487 Forest Ave. 
IIARTIAL AIITS 
" Portland, ME 
thursday 24 
CHRISTMAS EVE SERVICES 
Now that you've spent the last few weeks worshipping your gold card, it's time to redeem yourself. A number of churches around 
town offer Christmas Eve events. Lutheran: A re-creation of the Christmas stOI)', complete with live animals and music, at 7 p.m. 
Candlelight service at 11 p.m. At the Redeemer Church, 126 Spurwink Ave., Cape Elizabeth. 799-5941. Episcopal: "Gospel 
Tableaux and Family Eucharist" at 5 p.m., "Music of the Season' at 10:40 p.m. and the "Festive Choral Eucharisf at 11 p.m. At St 
Luke's Cathedral, 143 State Street, Portland. 772-5434. Methodist: Family service at 7 p.m. Traditional service, featuring Christmas 
carols, at 11 p.m .. At the Chestnut Street Church, 17 Chestnut Street, Portland. 772-6123. Greek Orthodox: Service at 6:30 p.m. At 
the Holy Trinity Church, 133 Pleasant Street, Portland. 774-0281 . Catholic: Children's mass at 4 p.m. Regular mass at 9 p.m. At the 
Sacred Heart Church, 80 Sherman St, Portland. 772-6182 
saturday 26 
"A VICTORIAN NUTCRACKER" 
Wooden soldiers aren't the only thing coming to life this season. Set in Portland's 
Victorian Mansion in the late 18OOs, the Portland Ballet Company's production of "A 
Victorian Nutcracker" boasts posthumous cameos by Hermann "Organ Guy' 
Kotzschmar, philanthropist James Phinney Baxter, sugar magnate J.B. Brown and other 
Thrills and frills: The Portland Ballet Company stages 
-A Victorian Nutcracker" al Merrill Audilorium, 
Sal, Dec. 26 and Sun., Dec. 27. 
sunday 27 
locally famous dead people. Undead, 
fortunately, are Muscovites Natasha Akhmarova 
and Valerie Lantratov as the Sugar Plum Fail)' 
and Cavalier. The fail)' tale happens at Merrill 
Auditorium, 20 Myrtle .St., Portland, at 2 p.m. 
and 7:30 p.rn. Also Sun., Dec. 27 at 2 p.m. TIx: 
$10-$30.842-0800. 
HARDCORE BLOWOUT 
Soldiers of hardcore can enlist in a four-band 
blitzkrieg. Kicking off the campaign are thrash-
monsters Seventh Rail Crew, a six-man army 
from Boston that forges metal, hip-hop and 
hardcore into a mortar blast of groove and 
mosh riffs. The battle continues with assaults by 
Turmoil, One King Down and Lowlife. It's a 
benefit for the Bruce Roberts Santa Fund. At 
Asylum, 121 Center St., Portland, at 7 p.m. TIx: 
$6. All ages. 772-8274. 
THE WORKS OF REGGIE OSBORN 
Salute the arts at an exhibition by producer, director, performer, teacher - and graphic expressionist - Reggie Osborn. The display 
includes a number of large, brightly colored works on both paper and canvas. In addition, visitors can peruse the exhibition to 
the music of the Fabulous Lacklusters, featuring Joel Eckhaus and Mark Murray. Join the artist for an opening reception at Just ME, 
510 Congress St., Portland, from 2-4 p.m. The exhibition continues through Wed., Dec. 30. Hours: ThurS.-Sun. from noon-5 p.m. 
772-8598. 
Submissions for the calendar must be received in writing by the Thursday two 
weeks prior to publication. Send your calendar listings to Chris Busby, Casco 
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FUll CIRClE SYNERGY 
offer- (I.",,·, in Porlland, L,'\\ i,lon 
.1nd '.nmoulh • lI~h-nll~1I 
366 Fore Street, Portland 















you leave it up 
in our beautiful 
hairstyx 
by MeiFa 
52 Exchange Sneer 
Portland· 772-1699 
Hours: ~I-Sat. 10-6:00 
Sun, 12-5:30 
.. Wintef, S~~sion Begins 
· . January 4th * 
Advan(~d .Classes Start on the 6th. 
Sign upearly' and beat the rush! 
:;;-:... , .tt ;1 ' 1" 
E"V~ryon~ 1~ wdcoP1~;:, adlllt~, h~n~, + cblldNn_ 
W~ do 11 all j(rwdr-y, clay Ii ~clllptllr~. 
COmi On til and ba"Vi a hla~t wbil~ _ 
ma10Ilg ~omi Nally cool tbing~. 
. , 
Cl>SCO BAY WEEKlY 
CLUB 
dftfl)PfI)LIS 
1037 forest i\ve. 797-3781 CLUBS 
Sat. Dec. 26th 
ALL AGE SHOW PARTY 
_ EVER SUNDA 
. with 
SHORTLY AFTER TAKEOFF 
BARGAIN BASEMENT SPECIALS 
CHEAP BEER & fREE PIZZA EVERY DAY S-7PM 
DYSFUNCTION 
Doors open at 8:00 
For The HUTJE~e\tYear's ~ash Around! 
i~; ~) ~Ua 
~ , ~ l ' n 
"-J "\ 52 Wharf ~!!,eet 
8'7 ~l. 5 8 (\ a 
(> \1 ~ / ~ 
The Get Down Funnest Bar in Portland 
Call For Details. 
I 
J 
Local cats Nick Danger and the SldeBumers cook up some of hottest rockabilly this Sid~ of 
the '50s. Whether you're into that swing dance thing all the kids are doing these days or lUst 
like to drink beer and tap your bOOted tootsies, this is the band for you. Sat, Dec 26 at Free 
Street Taverna, 128 Free St. Portland, at 10 pm. TIX: $3. Sun, Dec 27 at Asylum, 121 Center 
SI, Portland, at 7 pm. Tix: $5. 
.......... ~IIIIIII!!!!'! 
Keep those pot handles turned In: Nick Danger, leader of the SldeBumers. 
thursday 24 Sisttn 
Geno's \ sunday 27 
OJ Oencing IT OIl 40110 pm'no 5tridIy 8usi'tesS 19:30 QW$3J 
\ ~!Jengef and t!1e Side8umerS The Bitt'" End COI'I!Il Gllgan's 1*1 Bar 
IlIlnce Hi;( willi OJ.Jon 19:30 SomeMIert Cal aheed 19 pmIno COI'I!Il 17 pml$5laI agesl pmlnoCOl'l!ll Mary Murphyi!iBnDI8 pm-12:30 The InOOsIry • The Basement 
Gllgan's 1111 Bar amino awe<! OJ Min spins TOIl 40, hip-l1lJll and I i.fs and F!i!ods Band IcaJI 
Calaheed The~ 
Iedm 110 pm-3 aml21+, $3118+, ¥<eadIIXJI<IT.8AI 
Loose Moo5e SaIooo Cal aheed 19 pmI$2J $81 I The Bitt", End 
Calaheod Zootz Loose Moo5e SaIooo Reggae ROOs 19:30 pmlno COI'I!Il 
CaR ahead TJ!he OJ spins TOIl 40 19 pm-I Brian 80nJ Sisttn amino awe<! 
Cal ahead - MGrianllrist1~ 
saturday 26 MmpoIs ni1t 
pmlno CO\E!I 
SomeMIert '70s, 'Ills and '90s dance 
CalelJla Karaote will lany 19 pm-I amino IT0Il4O dance mix19 pnH le!Is 01 Grass ~6:30 COI'I!Il NwjEs amll8+from 1-4 ~ 
The lhIerpaI 
Cal aheed 19 pmlno CO\E!I rigIt/mefI Pi! $31 pmI$5) 
Cal ahead M!bII OIdPalT_ The CcmodJ Camedian 
T1I1IlOi,0ne~and7lh UntIe .JacI: IaIIm1IIiieII 0 pmlno Bob Malley and Geccge Hoown Zootz Rail Oew 17 at agesl COI'I!Il 18:30 pmI$8I Calaheed 
r.tt SlretI TMIIII TheBlgfAsy O'Rrdte's The F"", Ii11pn:N comectt/8:30 DIMd ~ MaximOOI Blues cal aheed 19 pmlno COI'I!Il 
friday 25 P1Mo 19:30 pmI$5l pmlnoCOl'l!ll The I'a>Iion GrItty MdlufI's TheBlttt!rEnd TheBillorEnd OJ Shane S1a):les IT OIl 40 dance 
8roi<fn o:wm will s;.pence and Pam Baker and !he Blue PIaIe OJ .Jon and special guests 19:30 1is/9 pmI$3) Special 16 pmlno COI'I!Il 
pml$1l SMrl9pm1$ll 
Pete and lafTy's 
Old Port T;rmn 
~'sTiJBar Brian 80nJ Call allead 19 ~no awe<! 
Raki5II ~ l1ra!I1ionaIlrishI9 kaIaoI<e IOi1h OJ Don lIO pmlno Cal ahead 
pmlnoaM!! SIsters COI'I!Il 
The Inru.try 
The ComedY Ccmeclion 
OJ daOCiY:I IT0Il4Ol9 pmI$ll 
SIm' House Ta.eon CaN ahead 
Bob Malley irld Geccge Hamm 17 SomeMIert kaIaoI<e 19 pmlno COI'I!Il 
Loose Moose SaloOn pm. 8:45 ~ and 10:30 pml$10l Mart MlJphy lpianoI8 pm-12:3O 5Isters Cal ahead ConvnefdaI SlretI!'Im 
Ml'lnoCOl'l!ll Tea Dance 14 pm-8pm1noCOl'l!ll = sOOw willi Bad 8Gy 8iI FoIcIacoostiC IiIJ1t 19:30 pmlno The~ The~ . COI'I!Il /.ro(s WeeI<end Party 19 pmI$3) OJ COOn and i<araIie will Stomin' and <AAers IcalI ~ 
FemlataWl Zoo11 NonMlI9 pm<IoseIcail aheadl 
Old Port TiIV!fT\ 0adIe and Red Cross Sky lhard- Decades 01 Dance IOJ A( One Zoo11 Uncle.JacK lalemalio'eIlO pmlno core. halO rockI9:30 pmllXJI<I spinS '70s, '80s, '90s dance Free Fa! Sunday willi OJ ~ 
COI'I!Il T.BAl I1lJSic/9 pm-3 am/$3 aIler 11 I tl\>hlJlll9 pm-I amI$3) 
SiI-Ier House T a.eon r.tt Street Taverna 
pmlal\-ages <iter 1: 15lJ1ll 
KaIao<e 19 pmlno COI'I!Il Hid< \langei and !he Sde\!OO1eIS 
lIO pmI$ll 
. . Bars and dubs may be open on additional nighls. Submissions for Ihis section 
Tile listings abo~ are for live enlerlalnmen! aM danClng. . cost and type of musiC. Send listings 10 CI1ris Busby, Casco Bay 
hoold be received !he Friday prior 10 publiC8tlOn. Ineludlng dates. bmes, 
s St.. Portland ME 041 0 I or e-malilistings@malne.rr.com. 
W~, 561 Congress • 
Mer1e Saunders 
Stone Coast Brewing 
God Street Wine 
Company, 1/30 
Strangefolk 
Stone Coast Brewing State Theatre, 216 
Company, 112 
Penn and Teller 
Sonia Dada Merrill Aud~orium, 2112 
Stone Coast Brewing Rusted Root Company, 1120 
Portland Expo, 2121 
Ladysmith Black 
Jonnylang Mambazo 
Merrill Auditorium, 1129 wI Chris Whitley 
State Theatre,3/16 
B.B. King 
Merrill Aud~orium, 417 
monday 28 Slone Coast Brewing Company 
ShuflIe and Tremble 110 
r.tt S1reet T a"""" pmlSll21+) 
Gong Show 110 pm/no cover! 
Zoolz 
Old Port T..em Live Poe1s IOi1h OJ Mos/"e and 011>-
t::arnoke with OJ Don II 0 pm/no ers lean ahead/all ages> 
coyer) 
Zoo11 
wednesday 30 Dominate !he Species 19oth~ 
inOOstrial dance and fetish night/9 The Basement pm-l aml$3l Bernard T sIlimangofey 19:30 
pmlcoyer l8A) 
tuesday 29 I TheBigEisr 
Red Ugh! Re\IJe 19 pmlno COYer! 
The Basement 
I The Bitl", End lazy lightning IDead coYerY9 
pmlcover l8Al Acous1i; Revue 19:30 pmlno 
COYer! 
TheBigfAsy 
Coonnerdal Street I'Ib Blues Jam with /,Ih HaywanlI9 
pmlno awe<! Acous1i; open m'c 19 pm/no 
COYer! 
The Bitter End 
Dance N~hllOi1h DJ.Jon 19:30 Free S1re<t Taverna 
pmloo cover) ~I~IIO pm/no awe<! 
ConmerdaI S1reet I'Ib Gri11y Mdltrff's 
Acoost~ open mic 19 pmlno M)'SI~ Viles 18 pmloo awe<! 
awe<! Old Port T;rmn 
Free S1reet T ,vema KaraoI<e conlest IOi1h OJ Don 110 
.lenny Jumpstart and HoIIeri1' Man pmlno COYer! 
110 pmlno COYer! The Paviorl 
Gri11y Mdltrff's ladies' n~h11Oi1h OJ Shane 
Tommy Dee's Blues Band 18 S1ap\es IT OIl 40 dance 1is/9 
prn!no COYer! pmI$3/1adies free) 
Old Port Tavern SiI-Ier House T iV!m 
Bluegrass Tuesday wi1h Jer1<s 0/ kaIaoI<e 19 pmlno awe<! 
Grass 110 pmlno cover! 
51st"" 
SomeoiJere OJ Dancing 18 pmlno COYer! 
Karaoke IOi1h IJny 19 pm-I 
The lJndergroond amleaU aheadl 91laR loomament 18 pm> 
Angie's III Commercial St, Portland. m-8593. 
Asyi1ll112) Center St, Portland. 772-8274. 
The Basement I ExchangeSt, Po<1faod. 828-1) f I. 
The BIg fAsy 55 MarXe1 St, Por1fand. 871-8817. 
The Bitler End 446 Fore 51. Portland. 874-1933. 
BramhalI'Ib 769 Congress St, Por1fand. 773·9873. 
BrIan 80nJ 57 Center St, Portland. 78(). I 506. 
cafe Uffa )90 Slate 51. POItland. 775-3380. 
The Comedy Connedion 6 CUSlom House Wharf, PorlIand. 774-5554. 
ConIoo<daf Street !'1m Com~ S1. Portland. 761-9970. 
EnW Pod<ets 27 ForeS1 AYe, Portland. 774-1100. 
The Fermat, WI 365 Forest Ave. PorlIand. 771-6693. 
Free Slre.IT""""" 118 freeSt, Po<1faod. 774-1114. 
Geno's 13 BrownSt, Po<1faod. 772·7891. 
Gilligan's Ti:i Bar 38 \\11art 51. Portland. 761-9363. 
Gri11y Mdluffs 396 Fore St, POItland. 772·1739. 
The Ir.dustry 50 II11art 51. Po<1faod. 879<1865. 
loose Moose Safoon RIlIAe 100, Glay. 657·7171. 
M<IropoIs 1037 ForeS1 AYe, Portland. 797-3781. 
Old PortTiIV!fT\ 11 Mooltoo St, Portland. 774-0444. 
O'Roote's lM<Iing 175 Pickel! 51. So. Por1\and. 767·361 I. 
The riWiion188Midde51. Portland. 773-64n 
Pete irld lary's IJoobietree HoIeI, f 230 ~ess II, 1'OOIand. 774-561 I. 
The Seamer1'S OID 375 Fore 51. Portland. 774-7777. 
SlY", House T""",34O foreSt, Portland. 772·9885. 
Sisters 45 Danforth 51. Por1fand. 774-1505. 
Somewher. 117 Spring 51. Portland. 871·9)69. 
Stone Coast Brewing Company 14 yorl< S1. Portland. 773-1337. 
The Ihlergroood 3 Sprilg S1. Portland. 773-3315. 
Vento's 155 Riverside S1. PorlIand. 77~536. 
Zoolz 31 Forest AYe, Portland. 773-8187. 
Unlell olhelWile nOled clubl requlle Ihal enlranll are I I years or older 
1.4 york st 
773-aeeR €elt1Dn · e 
NEWYEIR's 
EVE'98~ 











5PM ALL·AGES $15 
TWlST1:D ~OOTS 
WI cou",s THU"'~ 
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doors 7pm, 
Thurs, Dec 31 
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Ticket Town 
l o ll f ree 1 800633 2471 
w w w tIC kpltown.ne t 
"''' (111<1,,, IllfI,ly 1t) ()flAM h O{)i'M 
}1eet Center Jimmy Buffet 
2128/99 
N'Slnc 








12128, 29, 30 & 31/98 
Square 
Garden 




Champions on Ice 
118/99 
We have VIP Seating available for most events 
-Patriots-Bruins-Celtics-Red Sox-
Patriots Play-Off Tickets-
We Accept All Maior Credit Cards 
Cordially invites you to 
ring in the new year & 
help us celebrate our 
1ST yEAR 
ANNIVERSARY 
No cover charge 
FEATURING 
Mary Murphy on piano 




Enter to win a free Night @ TIle 
Parksicle PaITOlIIIft 
Ponlancfs Premiere Bed & ~ 
Proudly sening the 
gay community. Drawing @ 12:3Oam 
11IURSDAY, DEClMBER 31ST 
PIANO W/MAR'j MURPH)' 
6:00pm - 2:00am 
HOLIDAY HOURS: 
Christmas Eve 4-1 am 
Karaoke wI Larry &. Lany 
Christmas Day 6-1 am 
117 SPRING STREET 
871-9169 
SEE CLUllllSTINGS FOR 
OUR WEEKLy SCHEDULE 




Live Celtic Band 
with 
Skip Healy - Flute & Whistle 
Kevin Reams - Guitar & Vocals 




AMERICAN & IRISH FOODS 
BEEF STEWED IN GUINNESS 
HOMEMADE SCONES 
& SODA BREAD 
27 Forest Ave. 
Portland 
774-1100 
Tues-sat, 5 - lam· Sun, 3-lam 
Closed Man • Dinner until lOpm 
* m Ungus tickets for 2, round trip coach class Irav-
el from Boston or New York to Shamon, Ireland. Good 
for travel season on~ Sep-May excluding 12/12/98 
through 1199 and 12/111991hrough 1/11f2000. Wilner 
must claim prize in person by April 1st 1999. 
DAN SHORT 
CUTS 
@ i,ro Ih" m=b", of Ih' Bo""h~d' o=tt, ~hibil ,,,h ,,_ off-Ih'-
wall personalities, they just don't seem the type to get all subdued ~n the 
studio. But that's what seems to have happened when the group backed up smger-
songwriter Jenny Ruth Yasi on her CD "Singing 
Rocks." While it might be a testament to the -----:::;;~----'" 
Boneheads' musical ski1ls that the band can adapt 
to Yasi's artistic vision, the resulting toned-down 
sound is also a major flaw in this album, which 
desperately needs the kick of the Boneheads' reck-
less bar-band spirit. -This CD has some admirable qualities. The musicians effortlessly combine folk, jazz and reg-
gae influences, 'and Yasi is a talented singer with an 
impreSsive range. But she has a long way to go as 
a songwriter, in tenns of both melody and lyrics. 
On "Like Me When I Lie," she sings, "I know that 
Eastern thought is not an answer" - a line that's actually more perplexing in context 
than out. .. 
For all its eclecticism, there's something timid about this music, as if t.he mUSIcIans 
were afraid of upsetting the listener. Yasi and the Boneheads have a faIT deal of tal-
ent, but on "Singing Rocks," they fail to use it properly. 
Jenny Ruth Yasi's "Singing Rocks" is available at local record stores. 
CY~J ,m w.o h" , kook, "Good," 00 Ih, oompit"'oo eo "WeLZ 98_9 Homegrown, Vol. 3." The previous two "Homegrown" compilati.ons have 
won many fans for the area artists they included, and eve~ though the mUSIcal qual-
ity is often uneven, there is much to admire about the senes. . 
After all, how many southern Maine radio stations put out CDs of local matenal 
and then donate a portion of the money to charity? That alone m~ans these a~bums 
should get the benefit of the doubt - even if the contents occaSionally remmd us 
why good intentions have such a bad reputation. . ' 
On the third "Homegrown," those good intentions finally payoff mUSIcally. WhIle 
the tracks stay within the boundaries of WCLZ's playlist, nearly all the pop and rO,ck 
has noticeable roots influences. Even though there is that unfortunate CLZ bIas 
toward the "mature" and "tasteful," there's enough diversity to make even the dull 
moments bearable. Over the hour the CD lasts, the music incorporates bluegrass, 
funky blues, singer-songwriter folk, country and, finally, jazz. . . . , 
Of course, the material is hit-or-miss, but it only becomes wmce-Inducmg WIth 
John Angus' and Robby Coffin's "Mojo." Most of the 16 songs are wel~-recorded and 
more than competently done. Alas, there are only three great tracks: DIesel Doug and 
the Long Haul Truckers' "Not Much to Say," the Coming Grass' "Take Me Over" and 
the Piners' "Lonesome Rider." But that much, and the fact that some money goes to 
charity (The AIDS Project in Portland), makes the_.latest "Homegrown" worth buy-
ing. 
"WCLZ 98.9 Homegrown, Vol. 3" is available at Bull Moose Music. 
CID I~, Ih' 1=." 'onk-',", bond, m" '" f" rem~,d from th' "m"ore" 
sound of the "Homegrown" series, but the group does show SIgnS of a dIf-
ferent kind of musical maturity on its latest seven-song CD, "Hollywood." 
Hell or Holl ood 
On Bloom's debut album, "Diplomatic Pudding," the band members got pretty ~ar 
on youthful enthusiasm and unrefined talent, so much so t~at it was eas: to forgtve 
their infatuation with local heroes Rustic Overtones. For Hollywood, they le~ve 
behind the R.O. imitations and set about trying to find their own sound by making 
soulful ballads and tough metal-ska hybrids. Naturally, s0rr:.e of t~ese attempts ar~ 
more successful than others. The two ballads, "Seventeen and Bend to Break, 
aren't completely convincing, the slow tempos demanding more accomplished song-
writing than Bloom is yet capable of producing. . 
Bloom does better on the up-tempo numbers, such as the !ttle track. and 
"Suburban Trap," the latter demonstrating a distinct Mighty, Mi~hty Bosstones.lnflu-
ence. But it's the instrumental, "SMT," t~at shows off the group s ~o~h. Taking an 
understated groove, the musicians don't push it too hard, ~nd bnng It to a conclu-
sion at the two-minute mark, well before it could become Itresome. 
On the whole, this CD demonstrates Bloom's talent and a newfound focus and 
professionalism. 
Bloom's "Hollywood" is available at local reco~d stores. 
------::--.. JIM PINFOLD 
Days spent viewing TV talk shows could hardly be less productive, so it isn't even an 
excuse to say watching Teddy Pendergrass sing (lip synch?) his new Christmas sin-
gle, "This Christmas (I'd Rather Have Love)," on Maury Povitch's show was 
worth the hours spent on the couch. I could've lived without· Maury all but lick-
ing Teddy's head as he hugged the wheelchair-bound man. But watching one of 
the greatest soul singers use his shy smile to bring moisture to the predomi- -
nantly female audience is a lesson learned for proper dental care. Is "T.C. 
(I.R.H.L.)" the best soul/R&B holiday song since James Brown's "Santa Claus Go 
Straight to the Ghetto"? 
T.P.: A-
We were returning from a ferry run down Casco Bay, on which we had hoped to find 
darkness to enhance our viewing of the meteor shower that was supposed to 
occur Dec. 13. Either we were early or the meteors wer;late, but the clear night 
sky failed us. Heading southwest along Long Island, we could hear teenagers 
on the deck below us laughing above the endless noise of the ferry's motor. 
They smoked cigarettes besiqe the painted "NO SMOKING" sign. In a month, 
they won't brave the cold for such an extended conversation. In a month, nobody 
wi1l. 
Haakon Kallwet of The Piners has the kind of voice you and your grandmother 
wi1l both love. Wann, friendly, angelic in a kind of Vince Gi1l way. Live, it's 
relaxed and neighborly. On the band's new CD, "The Piners," it's relaxed and 
antiseptic. Sometimes careful is the last thing you want. 
The Piners: A-
"The Piners": B 
"Where Have All The Flowers Gone I The Songs of Pete Seeger" is an embarrass-
ment. From Bruce Cockburn's overly earnest "Turn, Turn, Tum" to Nanci Griffith's 
"If I Had a Hammer" (both new lows for once-interesting musicians who are in artis-
tic free fa\l), song after song, with few exceptions, falls flat. The opening bomb, the 
title track of this collection, is the absolute worst of the 39 songs smeared across 
two CDs. One can only suppose the producer was attempting to warn us. 
"Where Have All The Flowers Gone" has long been the treacly centerpiece 
of a whole feast of bad folk songs that is, to this day, passed down from one 
well-intentioned generation of summer campers to the next. Though youth usu-
ally recognizes insipidness, somehow young people learn verse after verse of this 
shallow "message" song through osmosis - a sort of "100 Bottles of Beer on the 
Wall" for the morally misguided. Though the three perfonners responsible for this 
abomination, Tommy Sands, Dolores Keane and Vedran Samilovic, have all created 
superior work in the past, this high misdemeanor may change the minds of even the 
most liberal among us. 
"W.H.A.T. ... ": Why? 
While we're in holiday spirit, we should point out that another sacred cow has appar-
ently tipped over. Sol as, the Celtic band Port landers have taken to their collective 
bosom and suckled for the past several years, has finally weaned itself from at least 
one fan's generous nature. The group's third collection, "The Words That 
Remain," proves all my fears concerning their March concert were well-found-
ed, At the time, the satisfying rec,klessness that marked Solas' earlier perfor-
mances seemed to have vanished, Every note was in its correct place and even 
the fastest of tempos seemed euthanized. Though "Words" is slightly less pre-
dictable than the majority' of recent Celtic releases, that only indicates that all 
along the band hasn't actually been running away from the Celtic herd mentality. It's 
~en running toward it. 
Solas then: A 
Now:C+ 
6. As the pair of ravens tumbled down the updrafts between Dorr and Cadillac 
mountains, we stared at them a hundred feet above our heads. When they 
broke their free falls, flexing their shoulders, we could hear the air rush across 
their wings as they headed back up for a repeat perfonnance. Acadia is extra-
ordinarily quiet in December. This is why we hike in winter. 
7. Is Yoko great or what? Happy Xmas (War Is Over). 
DECEMBER 24, 1998 ~5 
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Call 775-1234 today! • ,"lit nUll "'11.' •. loll" Nt ". till 
NO BULL 
JUST MUSIC 
Iyou want moose, go to the woodsl 
~~Cti Portland's biggest and baddest NEW YEARS EVE party will be held at 
lJ Doors open at 9, a reasonable rover includes Champagne toast and 
favors. Ring in the New Year at Portland's favorite place to dance; 8 years n nrlln<> 
p 
!. 







• • Inln 
Mixing good people, good food and 
good drinks for 21 years. 
Still SeT\ling the 
Best Steamers in Portland. 
The Pearl of the Old Port 
• o~ 7 ~s • 
Full menu 
l1am-Midnight 
5 Portland PiCT 
772-4828 
Japanese Tatami Room 
and Hibachi tables 
available for parties. 
Book now for the holidays. 
) ( 
AMERICAN 
ROSIES. Where good friends, fine foods and spirits blend 
together. Voted t laid Port Bar and Best Burger in town. Daily 
food and beer specials. Fresh daily soups & chowders. Famous 
IOf our calzones and mako shark. Open 7 days per week. Sat-
Son l1am-lam. 330 Fore Street Portland. 772-5656. 
sandwiches on fresh baked bread, roll-ups, marinated salads, 
Fresh Market Pasta, and more. Recipes of three generations -
Mama's amazing breakfast menu served daily. 795 CongressSl 
772-1800. 
ECLECTIC 
RUSKIS. Voted t 1 Neighborllood Bar sixth year in a row and 
this years. 1 Breaklast Spot Two Happy Hours 7-1 Oam & 4-
7pm. Daily food and beer specials. Breakfast selVed all day and 
nite and shift workers can have sandwiches and pizza in the 
morning. Open 7 days per week. Monday-Sat 7am-lam. 
Sondays 9am-lam. 212 Danforth Street. Portland. 774-7604. 
ASYLUM. Looking for lantastic food & excellent entertainment? 
Seek Asylum. Scrumptious soups, sexy salads & sophisticated 
sandwiches. Daity specials, fresh desserts &. homemade bread. 
Happy Hour 4p-7p, Mon-Fri. Free Buffet Thurs-Fri. 121 Center 
St, P~nd, ME. 772-B274. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featuring 50 beers on tap. 
Extensive menu ... sandwiches, soups, salads, platters. Lunch or 
dinner in the mysterious Woodfords area. MC, Visa, Amex 
accepted. Par1<ing. 540 Forest Ave. Portland. 772-0300. 
KATAHDIN. Spring & High Slreets' 774-1740. Featuring 
Portland's most eclectic and best lasting menu. Great foods 
made with only the freshest of ingredients. Come and enjoy the 
fun atmosphere, nationalty published recipes and award win-
ning desserts. Open Tues-Thurs 5p-9:30P, Fri & Sal5p-l 0:30p. 
NATASHA'S. 40 Portland St. • (207) 774-4004 • Innovative 
New American Cuisine served in funky, New Age surroundings. 
Voted Portland's best new restaurant in Casco Bay Weekly's 
1998 poll. Breakfast, lunch, dinner & weekend brunches. 
Available lor private partles Sunday evenings and MondaYS .. 
PEPPERCLUB. Where else can you find 12 great ~i[ees in ~ch 
an enticing setting for less than $12? Organic 11'eat. fantastic 
fish, and veggie dishes that have earned Pepperclub 'Best 
Vegetarian' award for nine straighl years. Changing menu, 
wo~d cuisine, 14 wines by the glass, home-made bread, free 
par1<ing, credil cards, smoke-free, party room, gift certificates. 
Open 7 nights, 5 to dose. 78 Middle St, Portland. 772-0531 . 
SAMUEL'S BAR & GRILL. We fealure a full menu and are 
known for our outstanding selection of dinner specials ranging 
from $8.95-$10.95, Wed-Sat 4-10pm. 2 lor 1 pizzas and $1.00 
Drafts Mon-Tues 4pm until dosing. We open daily at 11 :30 am 
offering a large lunch menu. 1160 Forest Ave., Portland, open 
nightly until 1 :ooam. No reselVations. 797-6924. 
BAR-B-qUE 
BBQ BOB'S. Chef owned. Real food for real people - slow, 
wood-smoked bar-b-que featuring: tender, meaty pork ribs, 
Texas beef briske~ Carolina pulled pori<, smokey links, chicken 
and more. Eat in or lake out - call ahead! 871 -BBI9. Winter 
Hours: Tu & Th 11 :30-Bpm, Fri & Sat 11 :30-9pm, Sun 12-8pm. 
Oosed Mon. Free local delivery on Sundays ($15 minJ 871-
8819. 147 Cumberland Ave .. Portland. 
UNCLE BilLY'S BAR-B-QUE. Jonathan Saint Laurents original 
Billy's Southside BBQ restaurant reincamated in funky new east-
side digs al the foot 01 Munjoy Hill (one block east 01 Village 
Cafe.l Bone sucking, smoked spareribs, brisket, shoulders, 
wood grililvegetarian available. Dinner 5-CL M-Fr, Sat & Son 
11 :30-0, lunch available on Sat & Son. 69 NewbUlY St. 871 -
563 1. Take out catering available. No credit cards. 
CAFE 
BAKEHOUSE CAFE. Features Bistro style dining for Lunch, 
Dinner and Weekend Brunches in our intimate new dining 
room. Fresh from the oven pastries, breads, cookies & cakes. 
Great soups, hearty sandwiches & salads at noon ... delicious 
dinner choices Thurs-Sal Local microbrews & a very interesting, 
value concious wine list; dessert is a mustl 205 Commercial St, 
773-2217. 
BARBARA'S KITCHEN AND CAFE. Offering Sauteed Mussels & 
lemon lobster broth wi fresh basil parmesan crostini ; 
PotSlickers stufted wi vegetables &. served wla sesame-ginger 
sauce; Baby Back Ribs & Baked Black Beans; grilled salmon 
served wi riee pilaf & cucumber - red onion relish. 12 oz New 
york Strip Steak wi portobello mushrooms & demi glaze. 
Breakfast and lunch, Wed-Fri, 7a-2p; Sat Ba-2p; Dinner Fri & 
Sat, 5p-Bp. Sunday Brunch 8a-2p. 388 Cottage Rd., So. 
Portland,767-6313. 
BLACK nE. Now in the heart 01 the Old Port! Stop by and expe-
rience our simple satisfying tare or our elaborate cuisine. Hearty 
soups, delicious sandwiches and always a tempting lunch spe-
cial. Take home dinners available. Catering specialists on site. 
Hours M-F 7:3D-3. Free delivery available in the Old Port area. 
188 Middle St. (off Exchange behind !he Pavilionl 761-6665. 
BLUE MANGO CAFE. Portland's oasis for fabulous lood. Lunch 
and dinner eatery with full bar. Featuring Salmon Quesadilla, 
grilled chicken with tropical fruit salsa, coconut tempura fish . 
Soups, breads, dressings, and desserts. Full Service - full bar 
seperate ventalated smoking area. Rated ***'12 -Food, **** _ Service by ME Sunday Telegram. Listed by Holiday Inn 
Preferred Restaurants. Credit Cards accepted. Tues-Sun, 11 :30 
to lOpm. Lunch is back. Brunch starting December 6th. 129 
SpringSt. 772-1374. 
FRIENDSHIP CAFE. Enjoy breakfast and lunch in a friendly, 
casual atmosphere. For brunch, over-Sluffed omelettes, fresh 
quiche, pancakes and more served all day. Lunch indudes a 
wide variety 01 soups and sandwiches. Daily lunch and brunch 
specials also available. Specialty coffee drinks. Raled four stars 
in GO magazine. Open Mon-Sat 7am-2pm; Son 7:30am-2pm. 
703 Congress St. on Portland. 871 -5005. 
CARIBBUNICAJUN 
SEV ANAtfS, Come and eat ' Something Different' Our authen-
tic cuisine is sure to spicen your taste buds. Sevanah's is 
Portland's newesl exotic food experience. Caribbean and Cajun 
cooking at its best Served in a bright and friendly atmosphere. 
Dinner ITues-Fri 5p-l0p.l Lunch (Fridays Cinly 11 :30a-2:30p), 
Fridays Happy Hour 5p-7p, Sat 11 :30a-1Op, Sun 4p-8p. 144 
Cumberland Ave., Portland. 112 mile from the Old Port 761 -
7654. MC, V, AMEX. 
DUI & BAKERY 
MAMA D'S DEll & BAKERY. Now expanded - featuring fresh 
baked pastries and breads from The European Bakery of 
Falmouth. Our deli offers Rotisserie chicken, with tasty chicken 
.• i en . • AC . 
STONE COAST BREWING COMPANY. Full service restaurant 
great for a Quick lunch Of a night on the town. From fresh lob-
star & steak to a range of vegetarian items, and fresh soups 
made everyday. Stone Coasl has something for everyone. Open 
everday 11 :30am selVing tit 1 0:00pm Son-Thur. 11 :00 Fri & 
We will be closed the week of 
December 21st, reopening on 
Tuesday the 29th. 
BRUNCH - LUNCH - DINNER LATE ""r:U"T UAIODV (2537) I SO Philbrook Ave. South 
Sat. Plenty of fre: parking. 14 york St. GorhamCo P~nd. 773~ , 
rner, 
FRENCH 
's AUBERGINE BlSTRO-WINE BAIt A Parisian Bistro in Portland 
Arts DistriCt. Taste the cooking of soulhwest France 
Gascony regton, done wi!h a metropoiMn accent Fish she! 
fish, dude. Iamb & always steak wi!h succulent sauces &. amaz 
tng accornpamments. Elizabeth's raw milltcheeses or wonderfu 
desserts to finish. Formidable! 555 Congrss St, 874-0 






ICE CREAM IDUSERTS 
ice 
nest 
Q'S ICE CREAM. ~s own homemade super premium 
cream~ made exdusively on the premises using only the fi 
Ingredtents. Also setVing Green Mountain Coffee, cappuca 
espresso, baked goods & other inspired desserts. Relax 
warm, fnendly atmosphere. Open until 10:30pm Fri & 








EMPTy POCKETS. Fun bar featuring Guinness, Hafjl and 
whiskeys. Portland's only authentic Irish Food Pub, oIIering Beef 
In Gulnness. BOiled dinner in Hafjl, and Homemade scones 
soda bread frorn scralch. Best Irish music in Maine. Hours 
un) Sat 5-1am, Sun 3-lam ($1 .99 Guinness all day on 5 










BElLA CUCINA. Alberta's, The Good Egg Caf~, Bella Be Z"PhY; Grill and now Bella Cucina. This one serves 'coun 
halian whatever that means. Here ~ means salmon poIpeton 
on shellfish risoHa, roasted gnocchi wi!h shrimp salad, wood 
raosted veal chops stuffed With rabbit sausage. Longfell 
Square - open every night @ 5pm - free par1<ing behind Joe 
Smoke Shop. 100 selection wine list that changes daily reser 
vations accepted. 653 Congress St., Portland. B28-4033. 




to try P~nd's finest Italian cuisine. We offer dishes originati 
from all parts 01 naly. Great vegetarian selections, homemade 
bread & desserts & a unique & wonderful wine list Fealuri 
ownerlchef Anthony Napolitano Sr. Since 1960. Lunch $5 






FUJI. Located in the heart of Portland's Old Port. offering trad 
tlonal Japanese specialties, sushi, Korean entrees, and Th 
selections. Japanese Tatami room, hibachi ITeppanyaki) tables. 
SUshi bar and comfortable dining room. lounge happy hour M 
F 4pm-7pm, Soshi happy hour 3-5 M-Th. Hours 11 :3D-lOpm 
Sun-Thurs, 11 :3D-ll pm Fri & Sat. Hibachi room 5-Close. 2 
Exchange St., Portland. 773-2900. Parking garage validatio 
available. 
) 
RESTAURANT SAPI'ORO, Best sushi ~ town. Robala-yaki oPen 
gnll. Tempura & teriyaki. Vegetarian entrees. Dine-in or tak 
out. Tel: 772-12331 Fax: 871·9275. 230 Commercial Street. 
Umon Wharf, Portland. . 
MARKET, CAFE & CATERING 
AURORA PROVISIONS, Portland's neighborhood cafe and 
gounne! food store. S!art your day wi!h our delicious morning 
pastri~ espresso, brewed organic coffee and smoot hies. At 
luncl1, Visit our Cafe, enjoy seasonally inspired soups and sand· 
Wlches along with our tempting desserts. And on ydur way 
home, stop ., and shop for gourmet dinnelS to go, fine wi~ 
artisan cheese and fresh produce. Why cook? Eat Aurora 
Foods! Mon·Sat 7:30-7:00. Closed Sun. 64 Pine Street in 
Portland's West End, free pal1<ing. 871·9060. Me, V, /4E 
BLAQ( TIE TO GO. Incredible delectable cuisine - ta4ce us Ott 
or ta4ce us horne. Located In the heart of Portland's Old Port 
offer~g breakfast pastries, specialty Halian s1yIe sandwiches, 
evenmg entrees, salads, wrap and roll sandwiches, homemade 
breads, Halia". sodas, fru~ smoothies, and more ... What is a 
Panl",? Come In and find out! t 84 Middle St. 756-li230 m4 
7:30-6:30, sat 9-6. ' 
MEXICAN 
AMIGOS, Maine's first Mexican restaurant Celebrating 25 
years In the Old Port. Full Bar . Happy Hour 4-8, Miaobrew spe-
cials. House specialty, Beef, chicken, or shrimp Habanero dil}-
ner lnot for the faint 01 heart) Hours: LuncI1 Tu-Sat 1 t :3<f.2:30. 
Din Tu·Th 5-9, fIi & Sat 5·10. Take out available. 9 DIIna St. 
Portland. 77HJ772. ' 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS. 420 Fore St., Old Port. Portland. 761-
0751. Pr,epanng all of your Mexican favorites: featuring 
Portl~nd s 8est Burritos, Quesadillas, Nachos & more. 
Functional food for functional folks. Hours: M-Th llam-dose 
fIi llarn-12arn,Sat 12-12,Son 12arn-1Opm. ' 
TORTUA RATS. A memorable experience in fine. aftordable 
MexICan cuisine. Chili Happy Hour Mon-Thu 4-7 free chips 
salsa and chill. Open Son 12p-9p, Mon-Thur i 1 :30a<lose Fri: 
Sat 11 :30a-ll p. Free par1<ing. VISA. Me. AJJ£:I.. and ~. 
1871. Foresl Ave., Portland, between Riverside and the 
TumPlke.7g7-8729. 
NATURAL FOODS 
THE WHOlE GROCER. For lunch or dinner: all natural vegetari-
an meals to go induding wholesome soups, vegetana;, roll-ups, 
sandwiches, and sushi, home made muffins and cookies and a 
Wide assortment of fresh juioes. Open seven days a _ M-F 
9-8, Sat 9-7, Son 11-6. Open al new location 127 Marginal 
Way. Call 774-7711. ' 
NATURAL FOODS RESTAU'RANT 
MILUNER'S. **** 112 'One of the most exdting restaurants 
to h~ Portland In a long time: - Go Magazjne. Swingin' lood! 
Rice & noodle bar and natural foods restaurant Serving for 
lunch a vanety of nee and noodle dishes wi!h an eclectic sam-
piing of sauces. Fresh soups and homemade desserts. Serving 
for Dinner vegan, vegetarian & sea foods. Take out available. 
Credit Cards. 51 Oak St (between Congress and Free.l Luncl1 
mon4n 11 :30am-3pm. Dinner M-TH 5-9pm F-SA 5-10pm 871 -9999. , . 
SEAFOOD 
15 OysTER. Enjoy while linen quality dining in a relaxed atmos-
phe,e with a lovely view overlooking Portland's working harbor. 
Savor our SpeCialty.shellfish and pasta dishes and much, much 
more. MCI Visa! DISCOver accepted. Par1<ing in adjacent lot 5 
Portland Pier, Portland. 772-4828. 
PORTHOLE RESTAURANT. Sail on down to Custom House 
Whart for Porthole's delicious brealdast & Iuncl1 specials. Enjoy 
pterSlde dlnlOg on our Sunny Deck or in our ededic dining 
room. Friday IS A11-U-Cal}-Eat Fish Fry. Dinner Fri & Sat until 
9pm. Open M-TH 6-3, Fri 6-9, Sat 7-9, Sonday 7-2. 20 Custom 
House Whaof, P~nd. 761-7634. 
STEAKS 
WRANGLER'S REEF SrEAKHOUSE. 29 Elm Sl, Gorllam, 839-
2906. Fmlly, an authentic Steakhouse in !he Greater Portland Area 
Serving Black Angus Sirfoin and several other cuts. Stop in and ~ 
our great atmosphere; lunch Tues-fri 11-2; Dinner M-TH 4:30-8, 
FR-SA 4:30-9. Dinner Menu only on Sunday 12-2 &. 4:30-8. 
WRAPS 
FEDERAl SPICE. Original four-star conceptuer 5efVing the best 
In wraps With munl-ethnic and heart-heanhy ingredients from 
around t~e world. All under $6! Everything available 10 go. 
Delivery available 11 :30a-2p, Mon-fri. $2.50 Micro Pints after 5 
pi Open Mon-Sat l1a-9p. 225 Federal St., Portland. 774-6404. 
THE KITCHEN. The Kitchen prepares fresh wholesome ingredi-
ents In creative, interesting ways for people who love food but 
don't .have time to cook. Try our homemade Falafel or So~aki 
Ja01alcan Jerk or Thai Chicken Wraps. We make vegetaria~ 
Chili dally and have a Tofu Teriyaki Slirfry you'll come back for. 




Try our omelets 
for breakfast, 
and you'll be back! 
767-6313 or fax 799-5037 
---- -#~t> 
• -:., bet1a 
"'V cucina 
country italian 










BRUNCH & LUNCH! 
Food from around the _rid. 
Sat. + Sun. 9-2 
Tues-Frt 11 30p.m ·10p.m 




Caribbean & Cajun-(reole 
Lundt & Dinner 
Always using the freshest produce & meats available. 
Open Tues.-Sat. Take out available. 
9 Dana Street, Portland· 772-0772 







I _&~JI I I ,..... I 
: OPEN SUNDAYSI : 
: Football Speciclt - I 
I Sa!ellite Television, : 
: Bud Light Draft Specials ... 1 
I & I 
I All you can eat wings : 
: $5.00 I 
I I 
I 1160 Forest Ave., Morrill's Corner : 
I Portland. ME • 797-692 4 I 
I IiIIiiIIiil upscalt fMi in 4 rd4Xtli 4/lHOsp/ttrt ~ I ~ Now atrtpting Mlljor Crrdit Cilrlis 
______________ :1 
What's For Breakfast? 
~ ""'-;0 Tasty Omelets <i.~~;. 
Fresh Baked Honey Buns 
Croissants 
Scones & more .... 
511.99 
BIV.lkLI"t s.tlHh, H 11 
~\ Clllttl 
~Z" 'Dett&~ ~ 
&U'1a4t • .L~ • Z>~ Daily Specials 
Home Cooked Meals 
Rotisserie Chicken 
Eat In or Take Out 






is high energy & motivating: it's the 
non-contact kickboxing workout with 
the kicks of Tae Kwon Do & the punch-
es from Boxing. 
ICARDIO K,CKBOX 
will give you the results you've always 
wanted, while also learning to defend 
yourself in any situation. From shou~ 
ders to calves you will become lean & 
strong, You'll tighten, tone & firm your 
body while building a positive self-
image, increasing your self-confidence 
& reducing your stress level. 
ICARDlO KICKBOX 
is for everyone - from those who want 
to get in shape to those looking for the 
ultimate workout, 
FREE INTRODUCTORY CLASS 
TO All WOMEN IN THE COMMUNITY 
- LIMITED TIME ONLY -
A new year ... 
a new you!! 
CALL 77~347B 
TODAY 
Fournier's Olympic Karate etr. 
550 Forest Ave., Portland, ME, 
774-3478 (FIST) 
PERFORMANCE 
1rio Penumbra and !he premier 01 'Oil 
Woods; a CIlfT1positioo for siring quar-
tet and _ by Sally l.uIyens. 'M 
I1lJSic' wit be provide<! by perrussionist 
Center, 657 CongressS( Por1Iand, ~ 7:30 pm To: 
$8_ 93+9877. 
THEATER 
Submissions lor Ihe perfonnance 
section should be re<eivtd two -. 
prior to publication. Send to Chris 
Busby,' Ciasco Bay Weekly, 561 
U>n!1'" __ , ME 0410 I 
Of e-mail zmiller@maile.rr.com. 
DANCE 
'Ilonce Qmn1s' nm. Dec 3 I . Contemporary 
and jazz dance concerts by Betsy Dunphy and 
Perennial Efferu Oaoce CoIec1ive, Ram Island 
Oaoce, ~ and Oance Inside OIl and-'. 
At Portland Hi!;I. 284 Cumbet1and Ave, ~ 7 pm. 
Toc $10 1$8.50 Ieens 13-17 and seniors, $4.50 
kidsl. 772-90 12-
'Student Show!:ase' SaI..Jen 2. Student perfor. 
mar<es ~ a variety of dance forms. fod Ceotre 01 
MovemerI1. Route 25, Gorllam. at 7:30 pm 
Oonacioo req~ed. 839-3267. 
"A Yltlorian NutC1llder' Sat ar<I Sun, Dec 26 and 
27. Por1lalld 8a11et Con1pany perlom1a1ce feetlJrirg 
Russian dancers Natasha Akhmarova ar<I Valerie 
lantratov, !he Portlalld 8a1let D10rus and 
Orcheslla fod Meni1f AudilOfium. 10 Myrtle S1. 
PorIIalld. Satal2 and 7:30 pm Sun al2 pm. Toc 
$1(1.30. 842-0800. 
MUSIC 
'The Edge of Soun<r Thurs. Dec 31. Those wf10 
ike a ittIe high brow wi1h 1heir Meister 8raU can 
d1eck 0Ui!he 80y Singers 01 Maine, !he classical 
NialIai YudanoY, keyboardisIleo Ka1z 
and IIu1is1 Ka1ie Oowrt fod !he POI1Iand 
Museum 01 All. 7 Congress Sq from 2·9 
pm Til: $10 1$8.50 leens 13-17 and 
......... $4.50 kidsl_ 772-9012. 
'ItomegrJwn" 111"", Dec 31. folK-rock-
oounIJy~ jam wi1h llIe 
PIners, Diesel Doug and !he lang Haul 
TnMie!s,.Jenny Yasi and lynn IleeYes. fod!he Arlt 
Palish CIIorch, 425 CongressSl, PonIand, from 7-
11:30 pm T~: $10 1$8.50 1eenS 13-17 and 
......... $4.50 kidsl. 772-9012_ 
k1ca 5co Sat. .Ian 2. Holiday concert of music and 
dance by !he IItemaIionaIIy ~ perlooneIs 
of lnIdilioMl music from !he Andes and _ paIts 
of l.aIin America. fod !he State SIre<! OUch, 159 
SIaIe SI, PoItIand. 118 pm. T~: $151S7 kids 5-121. 
n~96. 
'l11is Slale Is ~.1lIUIS. Dec 31. Hoof! up 
1o _ our Iirebom~ng of Bagdad ~ 1I1is USO 
era bash IeilUIing !he Olns Ilro\W1 Organilalion. 
!he I'tiI Rich Big Band ar<I!he yot.4h vocal ensem-
ble 'Kids an .1m. -llIe eYeIlt also includes dance 
demos by Maine Ballroom Danre and lessons will 
!he Maniac Swing Dance Socie1y. fod !he State 
_, 609 Congress SI, _, from 7 pm-l 
am T~: $101$8.5Oteens 13-17 and ......... 
$4.50 kidsl. 772-9011 
"On a New YNl', b."111urs, Dec 31. 
Singerl~ Chel)'lYIlleeIer. Cliff EbertIardt 
and Cormac McCar1hy share 1heir songs and sto-
ries. fod Me<rlH Audiorium, 20 Myrtle S1. Portland. 11 
8pm Tix: SID 1$8.501 ..... 13-17 and seniors, 
$4.50 kidsl. 772-9012. 
"Solstice 5mNde" Sal. Dec 26. A _ of 
!he sun's relUm feaWring!he music of Mary 
Kennedy, Rac!IeI 0esIey and Rob HaMe. fod Agape 
'A OlId's 0Iristmas In Wiles" 111 .... Dec 24.llIe 
VIntage Repert<>y Company adap1s D-,1an lhomas' 
_ ofhis _ in, Welsh seaport 
llIe production features _ English carols 
alld wassailing songs. fod Oak Street nmre. 92 
OakS( PoItIand. ~ 2 pm. To: $14 1$7 kidsl.lflro-
t...ionaI non-£quiy 111_ companyI775-51 03. 
'A 0wIstmas CafOi' 111 .... Dec 24. Portland SIage 
~ adap1s Did<ens' ~ fod Por1Iand SIage 
~,25AFores1 Ave. ~ 2 pm. Toc$I8-18. 
Iprolessional EQUi1y _ companyI774-{)465. 
'Olristmas Is • Drag" Sal. Dec 26. Dfag show lea-
1lJrilg!he original New YOI'< Dolls and lOOfe prettily 
wrapped packages. fod!he F ... Arts Crena. 
627 CongressS( PoItIand. "7:30 pm Toc lBA 
772-7661 
_' Man,.Jen 4. A pelf"""""", piece by 
Odele _ ar<I Josie Conte expIorirg !he 
divine implicalions of cyberspace. fod Out 01 Cake 
SIudio, 29 Fores1Ave, PoItIand. al7:30 pm To: $5 
_!mel. 791-2842. 
'Tales Of ... 'Thurs. Dec 31. Stooylelilg festival 
ho!ted by !he 'f\ugue 01 Fa ..... laiuring David 
Sanipas. Maria T es1a, Sloan _, DeIloraI1 
Freedman. MictIaeI Howivd, MictIaeI Paren1 and 
-. fod Oak Street _, 92 Oak S1. PorIIaIld, 
all pm T.: $10 1$8_50 Ieens 13-17 and seniors, 
$4.50 kidsl. 772-9012. 
-Voty Voty V..-- ThIIS, Dec 31. WfW- and 
!he O1i1d"",'s _ 01 Mane host an """';ng of 
v_, mage and COInedy MIl performers 
including magician Phi SmtIh, _ MictIaeI 
Lane T IlIUIman ,nd hypnOOsI Tommy Vee At 
Portland l'ef1onnirg AIls, 25 Forest Ave. Portland, 
all pm. T~. $10 1$8.50 leens 13-17 alld seniors, 
$4.50 kidsl. 772-90 11 
Avner the Eccentric, seen here reenacting a moment from Bill 
Clinton's private victory speech in the windowless hallway off the Oval 
center 
stage 
Office, performs laughter-inducing physical feats with improvisational 
tendencies. His current performance, ' Exceptions to Gravity: 
challenges long-held principles of physics without relying on lengthy 
equations or high-speed particle accelerators. Get blown away Sat 
Dec 26 at Portland Stage Company, 25 Forest Ave, Portland, at 7:30 
pm. Continues through Tues, Dec 29, Sun and lues at 3 and 7:30 pm, 





Submissions for the visual arts 
sectioo should be received two weeIcs 
prior to publication_ Send to Chris 
Busby, Casco Bay Weekly, 561 
Congress Street, Pnrtland. ME 04101 
or e-maillistiogs@maioe.rr.com. 
OPENINGS 
.IJst Mf 510 Congress S1. PorIIand Opening """*"" for paintings and worts an paper ill' 
Reggie Osborn, Sun, Dec 17 from 1-4 pm llIe f_ t.dIuster> Uoef EcI:haus and Mirk 
Murray! wi! pelfomt Shows IfIr1>I91 Wed, Dec 
30_ Hous: llm-Sun.om 12-5 pm 771-a598. 
Maine Pholo Co-op G,lIery 100 Oak Sl. 
_ . B1act ar<I while phOlograp/ls by Alex 
deSt~guershowTUE5,.Ian 5-SaI,.Ian30."Eye 
!he Foreigner: A Sa"Iling from a liIetime 01 
Travel: photographs by Ray Willin show 
Ihrough Sun, Jill 3. Hour.: Tues-Thln II om-9 
pm, Fn II am-5 pm, Sal 10 am-6 pm, Sun 
n00)l-5 pm. 774-1900. 
GALLERIES 
ArtWorks MECA Building, 97 Spring St, 
PortIand_ Maine College 01 M's sales gall"Y 
featUring jewelry. photography. sculpture. 
handmade books and pan"Y created by MEGA 
alumni and sludeo1s, as well as ....,..,." 01 !he 
Maine Crafts Association. Ongoing. Hours: 
TUE5-Sat II om-5:30 pm TIm II onH! pm 
7755098 
Davidson & Daughters Contemporary 4ft 
148 Hogh S1. Portland -A Speria Holiday Gif1.' 
leaturing Ihe wOO: 0135 artisls, shows 1II'ou~ 
Sat. .Ian 1. Hou~: Tues, Wed. fn and Sal II 
om-5 pm. Thur. II om-8 pm. 780-{)766 
Delilah Pottery 134 Spnng 51. PorIIand. Oil 
painting, by Paul Brahms show Ihrough Fri, fell 
5. Hours: Tues-Fri II om-6 pm, Sat noon-4 pm 
871-159. 
Foghorn Gallery 4 Clinlon 51, Portlanrl, 
~temaliOflal 1011< art Daxacary wood caMngs. 
black pan"Y and aaf1s 01 indigenous peoples. 
(»qoong. Hours ill' appoirl1rr<nt 181-1563. 
llIe fore Stroet Got1ery ~ fore St. Por1Iand 
Group show 01 pl!olograplls by Nancy alld 
_ SIee1h and painlings by Tom MaOag. 
NiI1Cf Swasey, Alfonso Gobea. K _ Nelson. 
Maroa Balcer, Richard Roflow. Tom Eflinglan 
and John BicXford is ongoing. Hours Mon-Sat 
10 om-6 pm, Sun 11-5 pm. 81.-8084. 
Front Room G,nery 378 C0l1age Rd, 50_ 
Portland. FIrSt iIlnu~ holdoy show 1 .. 1urilg 
painti"lS ill' PatJick Corrigan, pM1s ill' Ilonno 
Hodgti1s. glass ill' wa flier and jewelry ill' 
Brent _ shows 1IlrougI ThIIS, Dec 31. 
Hours: Wed-5a111 om-6 pm, Sun 11 om-5 pm 
767-9070. 
Frost c..y GoIery 411 ~ S( Por1Iand, 
Painlings by Alfred CII-.., Alan Magee. 
lJurEl1Ct! -. _ Thon, IlahIov P. 
Slephen Hnier, John ~rent and Thomas 
CrotIy "e ongoilg. Hours: Mon-fri ~ pm 
and ill' oppoin1menl 773·2555. 
Galloty at 108 High SlrHt PorIIand. Group 
show Ieahmg wOO: by Peter 8ais Eoe 8emett. 
Juiet Gillespie. Cal SdlwenIc and o1hers shows 
1I1rough Sat Jon 9. Hour.: Thurs-Sa1 noon-5 
pm or by oppoin1menl761-OO76. 
GaI1ery 7 49 Exchange 51. Portland. The sec-
and annual New faces Exhibil I.,luring water-
colors, furn«ure, lamps ,lid masks by ... en 
new _ shows 1I1rough Thurs. Dec 31. Wort 
~om !he Iirs1 New Faces ""'iii mrding bas-
kets. doy, fumillKe, g~ mixed media, fiber 
"'" sculptured meI,l and jewery is ongo;ng. 
How.: Man-Wed 10 am-6 pm Thurs-Sal 10 
onH! pm, ar<I Sun noon-8 pm. 161-7007. 
GleenIM G~leries Middle S1. Portland. The 
fourth annual holiday group show shows 
Ihrough Fn, Dec 25. Hour.: Mon-Fn 10 om-
5:30 pm Soli~ om-5 pm 771-1693. 
Hinge 576 C00l9res, St. Portland. 'Striking 
Matches: work by Karen Gelardi, shows 
(tJ-ough Th.." Dec 31. Hours: Wed-5a111 arn-
8 pm, Sun noon-5 pm. 761-9552. 
_ in Ille w,n Studioworts 1544 Roosevell 
T roil. Raymond. 'Art for 1he Holidays,' paiOO"lS, 
sculplure and glass for hOOday gm giving show 
through Sat Jan 30. Hoors. dai~ 9.30 omS 
pm 655-4951. 
House 01 Frames Gallery 863 Broadway, So. 
Mand. ·Pain1ed fumFlure, Pointed MIrr",,- ill' 
Deb lockharl shows through Fri, Jan 15. 
Hours: Moo-fn 10 om-5 pm Sal 10 om- I pm 
799-2186. 
ICON Contemporary Art 19 Mason St, 
flroJf\SWick. -furrjllxe: an exhibilioo of ane-«-
a-kind and ~mited production furniture by 
Maine ar1is1s and cr,f1speopIe shows (tJ-ough 
Thurs. Dec 14 Hours' Manfri.om 1-5 pm, Sal 
from 1-4 pm_715-8157. 
Montgomoty 
Memorial 
GoIery at MECA 512 
Congress St, Portland. 
Worts by Claude Monlgomery. 
Ongoilg. Hous: Tues. Wed, friand 51111 
om-4 pm, TIm I I onH! pm 775-5098. 
Sawyer Street G,lIery 131 Sawyer Sl, 
Por1Iand, 'WOOs i1 (loy: leabJ'ing 1he wOO: 01 
00e cemoic artisIs. shows through ThIIS, Dec 
2 .. Hour.: Sol 10 om-4 pm, Sun 0000-4 pm 
and ill' oppoin1menl 767-7113. 
llIe Stein Gallery 195 M~dle S1. PortI,nd. 
'Scen1. Sportle and Jayne Redmon: perfume 
boI1Ies by IS American glass _ and !he 
jeweiy 01 Por1\and ortis! Jayne Redman show 
1hrough Sun. .Ian 10. Hous: Mon-Sail0 om-6 
pm Sun noan-5 pm 771-90n 
Hugh Verrier Studio 13-15 Boynlon SI, 
Portland. Sculp1ure and paintings by Hugh 
Venier. Ongoing. Hous:CoI_ 773-9814. 
MUSEUMS 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art 9400 
«;<ge Slalian, Brunswidt Hous: Tues-5I110 
am-5 pm, Sun 1-5 pm. rree 715-3175_ 
• '~ 'lid Ufe in ItIe Ancient Mediterranean" 
WOI1< ""noilg 1he 4!h cenfury AO. Ongoing 
• -Asian Arf A selection of decorative art 
objects from the permanent collecllon . 
Ongo;ng 
, 'Portraits" American poIfr3llure, dating frtJr1 
the 18th century to turn of the cen1ury 
Ongo;ng 
• "Wilderness Transformed: American 
lAndscape Pain1ing" shows ttrougIl Sun,.Ian 17 
Children's Museum of Maine 142 Free St 
Portland 'DiOOSlofies: an exhibition on the 
end of the age of the dinosaur, shows through 
Sal, .Ian 1 Hour.: Wed and Sat 10 am-5 pm, 
Thurs 11 am-5 pm, fn 6-8 pm, Sun noon-5 pm_ 
A_orr 55_ F.~ Fri 01 !he month is Iree. 
818-1234. 
llIe Muset.m 01 Amn Tribal Art 111 Spring 
51. Por1Iand. A coI1edioo of Afncan 1riboI masks 
and ar1JIads represen1Jng """ 1.000 year. 01 
Central and West African history. OngOlng_ 
Hous:Tues-Sun II om-6pm. 871-1188. 
Portland Museum of Art 7 Congress Sq. 
Hous: ManWed, Sol-Sun 10 om-5 pm, TIm 
and fri 10 om-9 pm. Admission: 56 1$5 s1u-
denls and ~I kids 6-121. _ is 
free every Fri from 5·9 pm. 715-6148 or 
1-800-639-4067. 
• 'M ~  0g\Ilqt.i 10 Art 1898-
1998; painlings. sculplure and 9raphics ill' 
....,..,." 0I1he WOO<I1Lry and field rides. as 
wei as paintiIgs by ar1is1s who visied. worked 
i1 or eJIIlfored 0g1l1QlOl ~ 
• _.-of ...... judged to be 1he 
best 01 Moine ;oj shows 11Y1lL91 Sun, .Ian 3. 
'"...., III: llIe _ oIforno,' ~ 
and pho1ogrophs ilcorporaIing poe1Jy, shows 
11Y1lL91 Sun. Feb 11. 
• 'The PrinIs 01 WI Barnet, UJ<I.1resen1," 
shows 11Y1lL91 Sun,.Jen 24. 
'Solstlce Tree decorated wUh ori,nal art 
objec1s dooaled ill' artists from al oves 1I1e 
wOOd shows IfIr1>I91 Sun. Dec 27. 
llIe Spring Point MusNn at Sou1f1em Maine 
Technical College. FOf1 Road, So. Port~IId_ 
'Portland Har1lcr 010nged forever: The legacy 
c1 World W" t' doaJmenting!he i'npad 01 !he 
war on local communities, shows through 
Thurs, Dec. 31. 'Spring Poinl Ledge Light 
House; 'permonen1_ 01 pho1ogrophs 
and artifact. dOCumen1ing 100 yeMS in lhe 
ighrs history. -Portland _.1865-1900: 
Ma<ing a lMng i1 Stonny T,nes; a permanen1 
exhibition on the dipper ship Snow Squall. 
Hours fri-Sun 1-4 pm. Cost: $2 !kids "'" mem-
bers 'eeI_ 799-8337. 
LmbreIla Cover Museum 105 8rad<eII Ave, 
Peaks Island. A Iunoroos dis\Jlay 01 umbrella 
""1hs Ongoing _an by foreign curren-
cy <$1 _  requested!. Hours 
by ~ 766-4496. 
OTHER VENUES 
Americana Wortshop Roofe I, Keooebunl. Oil 
pointings ill' Jean Coiquhour. On~ng. HIlIfi: 
ThuIS-Sun 10 am-5 pm or by appointment or 
chance 985-8356. 
Green Design furniture 167 Commercial St. 
PortIand_ The Iand!cape and IIorO painbngs 01 
lois Strickland. Ongo;ng_ Hours: Moo-Sal 10 
om-8 pm 775-4234 
Maine Audubon Society GisIarld Form, 118 
US. Rou1e I, fOmoulh. Hand woven 1apes1Jies 
and clolhi"1l ill' Nancy Wines-OeW,n shows 
1tJrough Sun . .Ian 31. Hour.: Moo-Sal 9 omS 
pm Sun noon-5 pm. 781-1330. 
Maine Cottage fumittKe ta.er f •• l.1ndio~ 
yarmouth. Work by M~ine arllsts laurie 
Hadlock. T anee Harbert. JJ.R. Hi9gens. liz 
Prest<lU. .Jene Rtan and Greg Frangouis shows 
tlwoug/1 Thurs. Dec 31 _ Hru-s: Mon-fri 100m 
6 pm Sal 10 om-5 pm Sun noan-5 pm 846-
3699_ 
Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers 149 M~n S1. 
freeport 0ispIay 01 hooked rugs ill' members 
of 1he T. P_ OIoptes 01 !he Associa1ian 
oITr_ Hookilg AI1is1s shows through 
Sun, Feb 7. Hour.: Man 11m, ~ 10 om-6 
pm Fn 10 ru pm and Sun II am-5 pm 
865-4519. 
Qo)Ii'" Art Exhibition ~ WOOs by 
local emerging artists can be viewed at 
IIhome.maIleJT.comIoaec. 
Portfand Coffee Roasting Company III 
Commercial St, Portland. Works by B.J. 
Danfortl1. Ongoing. Hours: 6:30 am-5:3O pm 
daily. 772-9044_ 
Portland Public library S Manumenl Sq. 
'WaterCXl1ors by PomieMeV.ne; show 11Y1lL91 
Fri. .Jen 19. Hours: Moo. Wed and fri 9 om-6 
pm. Tues and Thur. noon-9 pm Sat 9 am-5 
pm 871-1700. 
Salt c.nter for floaInentary field SlIdes 19 
P'ne S1. Por1Iand, 'from I'I!formiI1re Artis1s 10 
D<ru Mater. 10 Hip Hop: A Group Show 01 
Re<enI PhoIography and NanIidion Wriilg ill' 
Fall, 1998 SaIt!ibKlents- shows 1hrough Mon, 
feb 11. Hours: Wed-Fri 2-8 pm, Sol 10 am-l 
pm 761-0660. 
USM Osher Map Ubrary 314 Fore~ Ave, 
_ Maps 01 Spain from !he E1Igga$ c0l-
lection show "'rough Sat. Feb 13. Hous: T UE5 
- 11 :30-4:30 pm, Wed and Thur. 11:30-4:30 
pm and 6-8 pm Sal 9 om-l pm_ 7~. 
USM Slone House 642 Wolf Neck Rd, 
freeport '2600 Hours in Nalional Service: 
R_g !Itt Ameri-Corp Service: plio-
lography exhibit ill' Geor9 __ 
shows 1hroo~ fri..Jen IS. Hous: by appoint-
ment 865-3428_ . 
Y,nnoulh Hi'loric~ Sode1y liS Main St 
yarmouth Vision, of Communi1y: ill e_ 
lion depiding Yarmou!h', ~ndscope, people 
and organootioos. shows 1hrough June 1999. 




Oilllorth GaIery seeks iWI worts. insIaIIations. 
performances, artistic renderings and visual 
presenlallOnS for .. 10111 amM!rsory ceielJra-
!ioo exhibition, 1he Way Mayne L'oI.Jioo Was.' 
Send SASE 10 The Spwi1 of Oanlorlh 3OO1h. The 
Mai1e Artists' SpacelDanfortl1 G~Iery, 20-36 
Oanlorlh S1. Portland, 04101, ill' May I, 1999. 
front Room GaRery seeks slideslphotos 01 
wolt for upcoming exhibitions. Send to Front 
Room Gallery, 378 Cottage Rd. So. PortIan~ 
ME 04106 767·9070 
llIe frost Guffy Ganery seeks 10 represem r.o 
or three sculptors with strong ties to Maine. 
Send ,ides andlor phoIographs. along wilh , 
pet'sonal biography and resume, to : AdeUe 
Gabrielson, Associate DirectC)', 411 ~"" 
St.Por1folld.ME04101773-2555 
Portland Parts and Reae,!ioo seeks artisls 10 
submil war'< lor exI1ibitions ro1a1i1g ""'" r.o 
mon1hs A porIfolio must be SlIJrniIed ler ron-
._. Col Branda at 874-a793. 
Portland Public Ub<.ry 5 Monumenl Sq. 
Portland, invites ar1is1s 10 suIJnjt work for a 
one-mon1l1 exhibition in 1I1e lewis Gallery_ 
871-1758. 
• The _ Top c.nter For the Arts seeks 
work for an echili1 beneIiting !he Red er... 
relet effOfis in Ceotr~ America. llIe _ 
"'1Oa! !iOce TIm, 1017-50( 101 g. 563-1507. 
Southern Mol .. Wef1ness Center in~les ar1is1s1O __ wortsin II1ei'Ihnpy 
<Mer. ColI MeniII at 767-1385. 
Studio 313 seei<s work lor JIC)!SbIe __ 
lions. for an ~ form ore to Stu<io 
313, 34 DanIortI1 S( Por1Iand, /If 04101. 
UniOn at MaIne Va ArtlsIs seei<s Iigia1 
;oj for ,Mard!, 1999 show ill !he CoIege 01 
1he A1IonIic. New members irMted_ Submi 
sfides or pM1s to 00ugIas 8ar11ey, RR I 8cn 
625, liar Har1lcr. ME 04609. for IOOfe no. 
cal 188-5199 or Robert at 31~59. 
CLASSES & 
WORKSHOPS 
ACTS hilS photography ilnd drawing for 
adults and kids fod ACTS. 3.1 Cumbes1and 
~ve, Portland. 8y "",oinlment on~_ 761-
1465. 
131 s..,er S(So. Portland. 767-7 113_ 
SheIdr3lt. Studio offers "''"''9 and painIilg 
classes lor adults, beginner or _ed, 
ar<I fun iWI c\l$es for kids ~ kilemaking and 
papermoking. 775-1653. 
The Wilderness School offers a number of 
classes . AI the Wilderness School, 99 
Woodside ReI Ilrunswick 719-8616. 
1'01119 fod Art" Judy faust offer> u""",, art 
c\l$es lor kids ages 5-13 iIld ~eir parents, 
i1cIJdilg .Cloy Stu<io, - "foood Object M' and 
'GioIffi-IheOart M' 761 -9438 or 767-7650_ 
Zl'9ot _worts, Calf offer> dasses on 
book ,..,.. and book and portfolio m.JIing at 
is bi1dery ill 61 PIeason1 g, Por1faI1d. Oasses 




'Actfvati1g your Creati¥i1y' Share)'llK ere-
3Iiw! process and proO.rcb lot _ form1 
in a safe and supporti'le environment • )'OU 
wish lome, pion on 5-10 rmrtes. Mee1s!he 
list Wed c11he man1h ~ Agape, 657 Congress 
S1. Por1Iand, ill 7:30 pm Suggested donation: 
$5. 780- 1500. 
llIe Central Moine friends 01 PIIotography 
hads meeIi1gs 1he Iirs1 Tues and 11wd Wed c1 
each man1h. fod 1he (reallYe Photographic Arts 
(enler, Bales MiU Enlerprise Arts Ceoler, 4~ 
1Ioor, 59 Ca\lI St.lewIsIon. ~om 7-9 pm 782· 
1369 
Maine Antique Paper Show Features post-
cards ilnd paper colectibles. Atlhe Italian 
Heri1age Ceoter, 40 Westland Ave, Por1Iand. 
'tJr19.3Oom4pm. 773-1315. 
MfGA Open House T""" VISi Moine CoIege 
01 M's 'ludic ""ceille first Tues of "'ery 
mon1h 01 !he MECA Buidlng. 512 Congress S1. 
Por1Iand, a1 noon. RSVP 775-5098. 
Open SIde Ng1t The Urian 01 Maine VISUiIf 
AI1is1s irMtes artisIs. aaftspeop1e and anyone 
interested 10 attend on open slide night 1he 
second Fri of eilch month at Jay York 
Aff<lrdable PhoIo, 58 Wtlnlol S1. _, al 
7:30 pm IIring sfides for _  
773-3434. 
The _ Museu!! 01 Art has Weelectlres 
held ~ conjlI1dian MIl is _ fod 1he 
PMA. 7 ~"" ScI Portland. 775-8148 or 
~9-4067. 
"Table Syrup, Box, Insulator and litter" and other paintings 
by Paul Brahms show at Delilah Pottel)' through Fri., Feb, 5. 
Still life, with Zen 
In his latest work. painter Paul Brahms views the natural world with a 
Zenlike perspective, using melancholic recollection to make ordinary 
objects transcendent Though his oil paintings are not partic-
ularly Asian in style, they bring to mind the Japanese 
aesthetic of "wab~sabi: which values the beauty 01 
imperfec~ modest and earthly objects. W~h his 
palette of grays, browns, ochres and pale blues. 
Brahms creates a strong autumnal sense at n0s-
talgia and fragility_ 
Except for two reclining figures. the exhibit 
consists entirely of still I~es, with depictions of 
old bottles, rusty shears, pears, branches and 
oil cans. Brahms' technique is sometimes awk-
ward and moving in the same painting. In 1" able 
Syrup, Box, Insulator and Litter: he renders 
reflections as though they were dense objects, but 
also creates intense poignance with the contrasting 
bright light and dark shadows. The periwinkle blue back-
ground has a seamless and profound sense 01 desolation. 
llIe Oay Cafe has classes IC)' kids. fod !he 
(loy Cof~ 26 Free S( Por1faI1d. 775-3004. 
Cay !lasses • you are somebody inlesested 
in skilul yet casual day classes, call Alison 
Arnold at P1eosanI 51. CoIedive at 761 -7909. 
AI hand-buOJlng. Any age INer 7 is wefoome. 
Creative Resource Center offers free pro-
grams lor kids 01 aI ages, iocludWlg -Apple 
PIcture Mo~' "'" 1\Jmpkil Picturesr AI !he 
Creative Resottce Cenier, 1103 forest Ave. 
Portland. EnrnMmeot is 1iniled. 797·9543. 
lII!nda Haberman. 8U, M. Ed. hokls c1ass-
es lor kids teens "'" adiJIs. AI 3R leaming 
<:erler, 113 Main S1. yarmouIh. 846-9965. 
KopiKal offer> c\l$es in ;,Ierior -9. 
8,6-5663 
Brahms slyly provides historic connections between political 
activism and the beauty inherent in the rustic belongings of working-class 
people, as when he presents a French ' Action Sociale' can in many config· 
urations. Some of the paintings are presented on unframed and even dam-
aged boards, such as 'Pitcher, Blue Bottle on Cracking Paint # 1: in which 
the fractured paint reinforces the theme of temporal decay. Other wo11<s are 
shown i.n white Greek Revivallrames, cast by hand from old moldings, that 
draw the viewer's eye toward the spidery branches, robust fru~ and rusted 
iron artifacts depicted within. 
Maine Mobile Arts offers dasses at Slooe 
Sot4> MisKo, 101 Moone S1. _ 721-
8634_ 
llIe 1\lr1lo11d Museum 01 Art offers a variety 
of classes. At the PMA, 1 Congress SQ, 
Mand 175-8148_ 
Portf,IId Pottery offers a variety of pan"Y 
classes for adults and kids, in addition to 
dosses in silver. ceron-ocs. moIdmaking and 
metO. fod I'or1faod J\jj"Y. 118 Washi1!1OO AI<. 
771-4334 
Sawyer SI ... 1 Sludios has pon"Y dasses 
lor adults and kids. AI Sawyer Street Studios. 
Best known for painting and selling portraits on Old Port sidewalks, 
Brahms studied at the Rhode Island School of Design. His training is evident 
in the atmospheric clarity of paintings such as 'Shears, Action Sociale and 
Apple on Box: in which the past is made palatable. His straightforward titles 
and occasional lack of technique are part of the appeal of these lyrical ever 
cations, Ihough at times the naive quality comes off as merely clumsy. 
Desp~e (or perhaps because oft the flaws, these quietly poetic and slightly 
irrational paintings express an unusual and invigorating vision. 
ANNIE SEIKONIA 
Paintings by Paul Brahms show through Feb. 5 al Delilah Pottery, 134 Spring 
St, POftJand. 871-1594. 
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wanna 
rM so GUU> I WENT TO 
"'NE:1I. POINTES. I GOT SHO£S, 
t.£OT~ TIGHTS IWD A 
finer Poinl., Dance Shop 
43 Sil ..... SIr"",t - Old Port, Portland 
772 -8180 
~~ecialtg of The YOUge 
Appraisals while you wait 
Every Tuesday by 
Gemologist Daniel Dostie 
Bring this ad for $5 off toward a hand engraving 
JDo~!II 
Holiday Store Hours 
M·P 9:30am· 8pm 
Sun + Sat 12·5pm 
154 Middle Street, 
Portland, ME. 
772-3477 
Celebrate New Yeurs @ 
weDNeSDay 
*aLL you caN eat SUSHI 
$20,00 
LUNCH§DINNeR 
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CA'!I:XJ BAY WEEKLY 
MOVIES 
"Mighty Joe young: directed by 
Ron Underwood. Rated !'G, AI 
Hoyts Falmouth 10, 206 
U,S, Route 1, Falmouth, 
781-5616, and Maine Man 
Cinema, Maine Mall Rd., 
Orphaned by the poache!S' kiling spree are Dr. 
young's adolescent daughter, Jill IMika Boreem), and Joe, a Six-mcrth-old gorilla suffering from a rare form of simian gigantism Cit only that were a joke/, The youngsters behave more ~ke sib6ngs than zoo-logical cousins, mostly because Jill, unlike the befuddled aduIIs aroood her, has sufficient acumen to understand that Joe is really just a boy in a IItOI1-
key suit 
In a pledge to her dying mother, Jil promises to raise the young primate - a task she regards seri-ously enough to duck out early from her mom's funeral and go skip through the jungle with her hairy friend, It's a shame, too, because it's not evefY day you attend a funeral on a verdant, emerald1)t'een mountainside where confetIi-COIored petals shower down on the mourners. appearing precisely at the same mom(!l1t the soundtrack reaches its elegiac 
cimax. 
roo Pictures knew what they were doing when they released "Mighty oe young" in 1949, A shameless 
rip-off of the studio's own earlier ape Hick. "King Kong: the less ambitiouS "Joe" was an act of cre-ative Xeroxing that paid 011 financially and critically, FdIy years later, Disney has taken that idea of seIf-plagiarism to heart. In remaking the jungle classic, the studio scooped aI the vitals out of the original and packed it instead with leftover sentimentality from "The lion King: The result is a cinematic Beanie Baby, Cute. huggable, PG-rated and l~eIess. So here's some advice right of! the bat: Fans of the 1949 "Mighty Joe young" should spare them-
selves the !JieI of 
both reading this 
review and seeing 
the updated film, 
The rest of you, 
meanwhile, 
should skip the 
review and wait 
for the picture to 
come to the doIar 
theater, Anything 
else is a waste of 
time and money -
precicus com-
modities during 
In arry case. the friendship is still going strong 12 years later, when zoologist Gregg O'Hara Ia swag-gering. pearly grinned Bill Paxton doing a remark· able turn as a swaggering, pearly grinned Bill Paxton) arrives in search of a legendary god betieved to roam the Pangani MoIJ1Iains. After an awkward encounter with the now 2,OQO.pound, 15-
the holidays. "AI right. there's the audIente- you cIsIn1d them with ooeacllng willie I stun them Too bad, then, willi this dart gun": NIM8I AndIew5 left) and l1li Paxton In "MIghty Joe young." that time and 
money are the two most outstanding features of "Joe: Clocking in at just ooder two hours. the film uses an expensive mix of computer animation and I~e-size puppets to tell a story thafs not nearly as sophisticated as its special ellecIs, 
Set in the lush Pangani Mountains of Central Africa, the whole regrettable tale gets under way after primatologist Dr, Ruth young (linda PurO has a fatal encounter with two greasy, growling poachers named Strasser (Rade Sherbedgia) and Garth a>eter 
Firth, best known for his role as Alan in another ani-mal flick. "Equus"), young's murder is the violent final chapter of a distinguished career, one largely spent hiding behind ferns and observing how gori~ 
las react to being stared at for hours on end. 
foot-tall Joe, O'Hara meets Jill ICharlize Theron), who's ~ed into a rabid - and ravishing - an~ mal rights activist It's love interest at first sight. and the two realize they'd better get the gorilla stateside as soon as possible. lest Joe miss an appointment to plummet from a burning Ferris wheel on the out· 
skirts of los Angeles. 
It's hard not to sympathize with the poor gori.a. Even though his fateful plunge can't compensate for the much greater tragedy of wasting eight bucks, it's only fair someone on screen should have to experi-ence the same, awful pain endured by the audience. 
ALlEN DAMMANN 
NEW TIllS WEEK 
THE FAQJllY Psss/! The teachers are possessed by aliens. I mean, more than usual. I saw the geometry teacher devour two sophomores today. Fascist jerk! We're meeting .... school 10 decide" we'", going 10 IIghI bad< or wllat. Or maybe we're gonna play touch football , I can' t remember. Poss n on. Directed by Robert Rodriquez. Hoyls Folmouth 10. Maine Moll Cinema 
promptly goes ape-shit in traffiC . Reviewed 12124198. //oyts Fa/mouItI 
10, Moine Moll Onemo 
f'lUSN(lVU£ Ted Turner's .-earn 
oome true. " pair 01 teens ... e zapped into ·Pleasanlville,· a wholesome black-and-white TV show from the 
'50s- '" Ihe lown's miIk-and-p\e-<eSl-dents Ieom a Ihing or two ~ lnde-pendence, they discOYer -ng etselhey""'" _mod~: color. Then again , maybe it's Maybelline' s dr!'lm come true . Reviewed 10/29/98. Keystone _Cole 
SOiEDULE EFf£CT1VE FRIDAY THROUGH THURSDAY, DEC 25-31 , 
Owing to scheduling changeS after CBW goes to press. moviegoerS are advised to confim times wI1h theaterS. 
I'RACTlCAl MAGIC Sandra 8uItock 
and Nicole KidmIr1 are sisten -- or cucsed - wilh wildlY powers. WhIle Gilian OOdmanl uses her sor· cery 10 hex Ihe opposite sex. Salty _ finds her magic 10 be r_ 
(HO)'1S ClAIIIl'S POND ~ Oartc's Pond Rd., So. PorIIand. 879-151 I 
NO SHDWtIIGS _ NOOII ON III. DEC. 25 
~I'G-Ill 
SlB'MOM Isabel UuIa _ hils a 
way with kids - a way that makes Ihem lOrIU'e her ......... commenIS and airbo<ne cereal. anyway. When she attempts to ~ay matron to her boyfrIend'. rugralS, Isabel dIscoYerS 
,agi<:. N_ CinemaS 1-6 
PRINCE OF EGYPT Holy Moses! SeYen\'f 10 100 mItion bucks 10 rum . she'. no _ .. e lor Ihe real Ihing: 
..·wlle and supermom Jackie <Susan Sarandonl.Hoyts CIork" Pond, Hoyts 
Falmourh 10 
Ihe Bible into a cartoon twhIIe IhoU-sands 01 kids are eabng strung p0p-corn for Christmas dinnerl? DreamWorks studio partner Jeffrey Katzenberg 's gonna have some 'sp\ainlng 10 do when he meets the 
TOUCII OF EVI. Thanks 10 Ihe d\scoY. ery 01 a ~ memo \rom Orson w .... 10 Universal Studios, Ihe leg-encwy direcIOr's 1958 aime IIicI< has been restored 10 match Welles' pi0-neering vision. Set in • smaI __ 
big M in person! Hoyts CIork's Pond, 
Hoyts Folmoolh 10 
THE PllNCESS BRIDf. " - . lor with all Ihe trappings 01 a classic _ town, Ihe 11m pits Ihe rnoraII'/ 
bankrupt and alcoholic cop Hank Quinlan _ against a _ and 
idealistic government official, Mike vargas IChartton _ in regrellllble 
makeupJ 1/Ie Movies 
ALSO SHOWING 
P,UOI ADAMS RobIn WIHiams ..... as Ihe title character in \I1is film based on the founder of the Gesundheit InstiI .. e, " mod studenl with a pen-Chant for probing the funny bone. 
Patch uses humor to ease patients' Is. Sadly, Ihe goofy doctor ~ helpless to do anything about the nausea induced by another cloying Robin Williams film . Hoyts Falmouth 10. Moine Moll Onemo 
AMERIC"N HISTORY X Edward Norm" 1"RounderS"! is as a reIormed skinhead who returns home from prison 10 _ tIIat his 1ittIe_ 
IEdword FurIoogIIs now a !JOOS"-SIe!>-ping radsl Keystone 7IIeolre Co'" AI'ITZ W","" AIen pr<Nides Ihe YOice of the (neurotic, to be sure) lead Insect. """'s determined 10 win Ihe heart of the beautiful ant princess. Nictelodeon Cinemas 1·6 
BAIlE: PIG IN THE CITY The --.g talking bacon _ Separaled from 
hiS kindly owners Farmer and Mrs. HoggeIt during a public·appearance tour, Ihe .... squealer hooks up .... a band 01 urban animals. Babe's hammy performance in lhe flick is already generating buzz, and many crtics .... belling Ihe little oinker will pic!< up an Oscar Mayer in '99. On Ihe _, _ Babe tII11S In lis 
first dramatic performance in ne.t 
unrper's "TIle .hI1gIe: -CInemas 1·6 
A IIUG'S UFE Dlsney's response to Ihe poputar ' ,,"Ii' Is this computer· 
ar1rnated tale ~ an '-' -.g 10 cwercome lis foes and prow! lim-... ~ Ihe bener bug. HoylS Clarn Pond, Hoyts Falmoulh 10 
WZAIIE11i Director Shekhar I<apSs biopic looks at lhe Hie 01 lhe 161h· cenlury monarch, Queen EI~_ I. 
With Cate Blanche1l and Geoffrey 
Rush. Keyslone Theatre Co'" ENEMY OF THE STATE WiII5milh IInaIy ventures ... 10 see I his dizzy· ing popularity from -Men in Black" remainS Ihe same. Directed by Ridley Scott's 1IasI>and-crash brOlher, Tony Scon I"Top Gun" I, "Enemy 01 the State' pItJ1geS a labor lawyer ISmithI into a nightmare of double-aossing and hHech surveillance . Jerry Bruckheimer ("Dangerous Minds,-
'Armageddon~ proOxed. SO you can expect music videos to replace tradi-tional storytellng devices, such as Ilia-\oI}Je and pial With Gene _an. Reviewed 1213/98. Maine Moll Cinema, Hoyts Folmouth 10 
fairy tale, told with a contemporary sensibility. Then again, classic fairy lales never had Andre the Giant: Slarring Mand)' Padnkln and Robin Wrighl . Directed by Rob Reiner. Keyslone Theatre Co'" PSyCHO PurIsts are already wetting themselveS CNer the thought 01 tam-. with Hitchcock's masterpiece. ~ shol·by·sho! remake directed by Gus Van Sanl t~My Own Private Idaho"), Anne Heche takes over the role of a woman on the run who makes Ihe fateful .-01 checking into the Bates Motet Vince Vaughn stars as Ihe creep'! beIIbo\' and taxi-dermist. Norman. Reviewed 12110198. Nicte/odeon Cinemas I· 
6 
THE RUGRATS MOVIE From Ihe Rat Pack 10 Ihe Brat Pack - bad< 10 Ihe Ral Pack again. TVs trouble -ing _en hit Ihe big screen. Maine Mall Cinemo, Hoyts Formouih 10 RUSH HOUR O1ris Tucker is a cop _~IO _. baron's kid-
napped daughter 1aII- landing him In an _water partnership with kmg Iu .-.. .Jackie Chan. NicIce/odeon CinemtJS 1·6 
THE SIEGE '" \he head an an\HerrOI" ist team, Denzel WaShington joins forces .............. 8enIng 1O....,1he 
Big Apple from a wave of anacks. When their rn<XIerilIe .......... 1aII to solve the problem, general Bruce _ moves in and declares martial 
law. Reviewed 11/12/98 . Nickelodeon CinemtJS 1·6 
ST"11 TlIEK: INSURRECTION PIcard and crew _ 10 their phasers 10 pr0-
tect • colon)' 0I1he eternaly young. But as Trekkers know, the real foe here ~ tIIat ,nsurnodion" Is Ihe ninth film in \he series - Ihe dreaded odd number. ReYiowed 12117/98. HoytS CIork's Pond, Hoyts Falmouth 10 THERE'S SOMETHING A80UT MNI'f E....,. guYs dream: Ihe chance to go 10 prom .... \he most _ girt in 
school. Every guY. nightmare: lousing up tIIat chance by getting his !ahem) rr>aMood caught in his ~_ in front 
01 lhe most beautiful gin in schOOl. WhaIta 'yo do? Wail lor years, hire a P.l. 10 lind Ihe girt, and take another crack at a dale. Wrth Cameron Oiaz. Ben Stiler and Matt Dillon. ReYiowed 7/23198. Nicte/odeon Cinemas 1·6 URBAN LIGENO Haw! you heartlihe Slory about the lunatic with the hOOked ann? The people """.- , Know Whal you Did Last Summer' bring you \I1is tale 01 urban horror st0-ries come true . NIckelodeon 
Cinemas ' -6 
THE WATBUIOY " bumbling water· s10pp'" on a college loolball leam tums out 10 be a tackling ~
With Adam Sandler and Henry Winlder. Reviewed 11126/98. Hoyts 
Oork's Pond 
WHAT IlREI\MS MAY COME A man is killed in an aulomobile accident and transported to the afterlife. Once there he learns his wife committed suicide not Ior1g after his death. Stuck in a _ region 0I1he aIterwortd, 
J"CK FROST A cold· shouldered lather lMichaeiKeatonl gets his come-uppance when he dies and is resur-
rected as his son's snowman. WMcIy Inaccurale, the film ignores over, ~ming scientific evidence that aft dead people relurn as Benji. HoytS Clark's Pond, Hoyts Folmoulh to I'll BE HOM( FQIt OIRtSTMAS JusI as reWabte a tridtion as mom's -adult eggnog" ~ Ihe annual O1ristmas IIicI< _ -. lilting and spiked willi good 
cheer! This year's serving has to do with Jake, a setI-absorbed dreambOat Uonathan Taylor _ """'s aban-
Ihe loving husband goes in seerch 01 his spouse. With Robin Williams. 
Nickelodeon Cinemas ' -6 THE WIZARD OF OZ The grealesl road movie of all time. Digitally restored and remastered ItIlough that dunI<y cottoo-bal twister _ little 
chance 01 """ being improved!, Ihe film returns lor its 60th anniYersarY. Nickelodeon Onemos 1-6 
10:50, 12:10, 1:20, 3:10,4,6:40, 7:10. 9:30, 9:50 IIINClOFEGYPIIPG 
I I, 11 :50, 1:40, 2:20, 4:10, 4:50, 6:30, 7:20, 9:40 STAll T1\EK: IN5IItItECT1O" IPG 
11 :20, 1:50, 4:20. 7,9:45 
JACI( RIOST I'Gl 
I 130, 2. 4: 15, 6:45, 9:10 
A BUG'S 1ft IGI 
11 :10, 12, 1:30, 2:20,3:50,4:40, 6:50,9:20 TIE WATEIIIOY f'G.ll1 
7:30, 10 
(HOyt'S FALMOUIII10 
~ U.s. Rrue I, FaII11cMh.781·5616 
NOSHOWttGS _ 12:45 P.M. ON III. DEC. 25 
TIE F.I(lI.TY till 
130, 4, 7:25, 9:55 
PATOI ADAMS 1'G-131 
10:45, 12:45, 1:25, 3:30,4:10, 6:45, 7:10,9:35, 10 ~l'G-ll1 
10:20, 1:15, 4:15,7,9:50 MIGHIY JO( you.tG IPG 
10:15, 12:50, 3:25,6:30. 9:10 
IIINCl OF EGyPT f'GI 
II :50, 2:20, 4:50, 7:15,9:40 
you'VE GOT MAl. f'GI 
11:15, I 50,4:30, 6:50, 7:20, 9:30, 10:05 STAR T1\EK: IN5IItItECT1O" IPG 
7:30, 9:45 
JACI( FIt05T I'Gl 
12. 2:25, 4:35 
A BUG'S 1ft tGI 
11 :40, 2. 4:20,6:40, 9:05 
II'BIY OF TIE STAlE l1li 
10:30 
TIE lUGRATS MOYIE tGI 
12:10. 2:40, 5 
~SIUNE 1HEA11IE CAFE ~ Congress St. PorIIand, 871·5500 
NO SHOWttGS _. P.M. ON III, DEC. 25 
EUZ.UEIH III 
1,3:30,630, 9:15 
TIE IIINClSS IUlE IPG SHOWS TlftOlIGH WED, DEC. 30 OILY-I :45, 3:45, 6 IIfASANI'IIl! 1'G-131 
1:30, 4, 7, 9:30 _ Ht510IIY X III 
SHOWS TlftOlIGH 1Wl, DEC. 30 OILY-830 
(MAlHI MALL CINEMA 
~ Mal Road, So, Por1Iond. n+ 1022 
yOU'\'t GOT MAl.IPG 
12:55, 3:45, 1, 9:35 
PATOIADAMS I'G-ill 
I, 1:30, 3:50, 4:15, 7, 7:20, 9:45,9:55 MIGHIY JO( yeuNG IPG 
1:20, 3:55, 7:05, 9:40 
TIE F.I(lI.TY III 
1, 3:30,7:30, 9:50 
TIE RUGlATS MOVE tGI 
12:45, 2:50, 5 
ENEMY OF TIE STAlE .. 
1:15, 4:05,7,9:45 
(THE MOVIES 
~ Exchange St, PorIIand. 772-9600 
lOUCHOFM. 
DEC 25-»FRI-1Wl 5, 7, ~T·SUN MAT I, 3 
(;ICKELODEON 
~ empIe and Middle Streets, Por1land. 772-9751 
NO SHOWttGS _ 4 P.M. ON III. DEC. 25 
RUSH HOtI! I'G-ll1 
1:45, 4:30, 7:20, 9:30 
BAIlE: PIG IN TIE CITY IGI 




The Avengers • 
R4SEketbaii . ' 
Koock Off • 
64orrtaoa • 
Why Do fools Fall in I pye • 
Disturbing Behavior • 
Or Wbc)' The Mind of Eyil • 
How geMa Got Her r.,moye Back • 
Ot d of Sight • 
Scaaed CIt¥ • . 
doned In Ihe middle 0I1he California desert by a pack 01 prankish footbal players. Dra.ed in a Santa sUI. Jake must make his way 10 New york by six o'clodc on QwIstmas Eve - or risk los· Ing his girtlrien<f 10 Ihe schOOl stud. Nickelodeon Cinemas 1-6 MIGHTY .JOE youNG A zoologist IBii Paxon) stum~ ilCrOSS what toots 10 be King Kong's baby brother playing in Ihe big backyards 01 Mica, Pooued by poachers. Pa>on and Donkey Kong Jr:s orphan handler tCharlize Theron) 
VOU'VE GOT MAl. "" independenl bootcsetIer \Meg Ryanl ~ suddenly up against Ihe WI! tI.WII ..non a mega-bookstore chain owned by Tom Hanks invades her -. Iwithout. howeY. er Ihe help 01 a massive lax br_, NOverthe\eSS, Ihey na,,;gale Iflrough the storms of kiddie porn on the Internel to find safe harbor in each other's IoYing arms. Hoyts Falmouth 
'0, Moine MoH Cinema 
ANIlI'Gl 
12:45,2:45, 4:45,6:45 PlACItCAl MAGIC I'G-l J) 
130,1 
WIZARD OF OZ IGI 
1:20,4:20 
IUIIE HOME RIR C1IIIt5TMAS I'Gl 1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10 
_T DREAMS MAY COME 1'G-131 
4,9:20 
TIE SIEGE till 
8:45 
lHERE'S SOM£I1tNG AIotIf M»!f \III 
6:50, 9:30 bring Ihe specimen 10 LA, _e he 
• 




584 Coogress 51" Portland ME • Z07, 77 4.5946 
Ii 7 Brown SL Westbrook,ME • 207,854.Z518 
@€J'hze V~~~f @tl1" 
:;VewIJy'JExpimJeJ ~f€>f"e 
fof" lite tf€>q~Jay~ • Eileen Fisher • Hana Kroa 
• Jill McGowan 
• Sigrid Olsen 
• World's Apart 
• Dakini 
• Wooden Ships of Hoboken 
lS 1h'1t ;0'1 51~t1 (1"4» {. 
• 
• Unique Home Accessories 
• Handmade Gifts Women's 
36 Marina Rd, (Lower End of Main St. towards the Boat Yard) Mon - Sot 10-6 SUn 12-5 • 846-6816 
BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY 
LorAnna 




Lowest Meter and Out of 
Town Rates in State 
761-7949 or 
756-3365 
McAleney Oil Co. 
"Our IUUIU is on the door 
arullhe owners in the slore" 
Check our ~ IaN prices! 
207-871-0637 
TAKE AaION!!! 
fCTION URIER PRESS 
Call lor ali )'OUI' pacI.ago/ document dot"""" .--. If>or1Iand) 541·1990 
'The phone has been ringing steady since I slarted 
advertising in Casco Bay Weekly" 
- Sco4t 
McGreggor's Mason/)' & Chimney Services, Inc, 
ARE YOU AS BUSY AS YOU'D LIKE TO BE? 
CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
call and advertise today • 775-1234 
Do You NEED YOUR 
CHIMNEY CLEANED? 
Miriam Olis AI/en 
1106 Highland Ave, 
S,Port/and, ME 04/06 
207,741.2010 
r---a I"" All New Books 
And Spec' ...., .......... 
Orders 295 m... A ...... 
PonIand. ME 04101 20% Off! 
(Z07) 761-4474 0CXl<S00CXl<S 
A&A 
Property Services 
Remodeling, bathroomI, kitchens, finished _, 
roofing, decl<s, additions, interior 
and elClerior painting, vinyl 
siding, complete mobil home 
sel·up and service. 
No job 100 big or small. 




COMPULSIve T ClEANING 
... and other life support services 
If you've ever cleaned 
up ror the cleaning people .. , 
or worse, cleaned up 
aher them .. , 
You need me in your lire. 
Katherine Murphy 
879-0391 




QUAUn' Cl...f.AtrilNO IN 
ALL KlMDS Of Pl..ACES 
EXCElLENT RI'J'£RENCF.S 
Jaspen Towle' 828-8092 





LE.T~S GET BUSY! - YOUR AD COULD APPEAR HERE FOR AS LITTLE AS $11 PER WEEK 
Ele~clans, snow removal, p!u~bers, ~iI~rs painters, housecleaners, handymenlwomen, masons, movers, roofers 
Siders, or anyone else prOVIding sel'Vlces In Greater Portland; please call our classified department@ 775-1234 ' 
--
. 

































CASCO BAY WEEKlY 
35-YEAR-OLD, PROFESSIONAL SWF, 
attractive, physically fit, thin, enjoys classi-
cal music, hiking, cross-country skiing, 
intet'OSled in starting a family. ISO profes-
sional SWM, 34-40, attractive, physically 
fit, n/s, similar interests. ,.85908 
50, SUM, 5'8", attractive SWPF, •• -country 
skier, ice skater, meditator, painter, has var-
ied I~erary tastes, interested in martial <VIs, 
ethnic cuisine, snow shoeing, seeks intelli-
gent, spiritually incined, n/s, relaxed, trim 
SWM for friendship, maybe romanc •. 
Portland area ,,85806 
SO-YEAR·OLD, 5'7", 150 Ibs, healthy, 
happy, professional, "easy on the eyes" 
Female, wishes to meet Male, 50+, who is 
also healthy and happy . .,85819 
ADVENTUROUS, AMBmOUS SWF, 
seeking professional, nls, fun-loving, co 
mitment·minded SM who loves kids, 
and wants to meet a Woman who is emu-
tionaIy sec .... , warm, loving, kind, fun and 
sensuous. Why wait, give me a calli 
,,85352 
AFFECTIONATE, ATTRACTIVE, 
arlislldencer, fit, funny, gentle (usually), 
happy, intelligent, imperfec~ Buddhist-
leaning think ... , loves blues, jazz, movieo, 
theater, outdoor$, travel. ISO dance part-
ner, friend, CCHdventurvr, kMtr, pnIferabty 
all in the same Man, _ cornpeIlbIe qual-
IIies, 40-60, n/s, rlQhl dri~ h1CiaIy 
fuIcIionaI. ,.85732 
ALL I want for Christmas is iorMone to 
meet me under the mistletoe to ring in the 
New Year together. SWF, 39, enjoys 
movies, music, dining in/o'A "'ading, tak-
Ing walks. Desire SIDWM, ~, for frier,:I-
ship, Iong-twm relationship, F'oItIerod _ 
,.&5897 
ARE YOU striving for the best thai if. oan 
oller? Very attractive, blonde SWPF, 36, 
seeks someone to en1husiaslical1y share 
\lis goal. This someone should be a 91&-
garious SWPM, 30-44, nls, tall, distin-
guished and warmhearted! .,85547 
ARTS, SPORTs, eclectic Woman, passi0n-
ate about lif., the arts and playing. 
AIIractive, youthfu~ HJWIF. 4O-ish, com-
mitted to slaying young-at-hear1 and main-
taining an op\inistic aIIiIIJde. ISO iveIy. nIs 
arts appreciator, .njoys being active, 
sense of humor a plus. ,.85876 
ATTENTIVE, ATIRACT1VE, tall SWF, 40. 
educated, artistic, romantic. Seeks hand-
some SM for fun. companionship and 
more •• ,.85343 
ATIRACTIVE, ATHLETIC. fll, enthusiastic 
about life. cOllego-educaled. emotionally 
healthy Woman. 42. seeks upbeat. fit pari-
ner to share hiking. bikinlJ, skiing. ;>oow 
shoeing, ntading. travel. I am ,Jfectionat •• 
romantic, artistic. good cook, io,e boling a 
mom. haH time. You appn.ciat.lhave chi~ 
dren and enjoy a good pace with a emile. 
,.85617 
ATIRACTlVE, EDUCATED. professional 
Woman. 34. seeks Man with similar attrib-
utes and internsts. lor possible mlation-
ship. I enjoy e.ploring the outdoors, ntad-
ing. movies. cooking. painting and garden-
ing. I am thoughtful. creative and f.8IIuine. 
nls, nld. ,.85612 
--------
ATIRACTlVE, UNCONVENTIONAL, older 
Woman, 47, 5'4". 120 Ibs, se.ks younger 
Man who needs mo'" dapth than cha~ 
lenge in his relationship. I am patient, per-
ceptive, direct If you are communicatFve, 
lov. people. tolerate uncertainty and pos-
sess .motional and physical endurance. 
call me. ,.85850 
AVERAGE, GOOD-LOOKING Woman. 
SWF. 37 (can pass for 28). fikes music. 
dancing, walks, dimers in and out and fun 
times. Seeking same in special Man. 
Serious repfies only . .,85275 
BEEN AWAY. SWF. 36, 5'10". bIondeIbIue. 
n/s. health professional. believes in healthy 
living but having fun. Enjoys kayaking. 
backgammon. snow shoeing, photogra-
phy. Sunday mornings. ISO SWM. 36-46. 
5'10" •• n/s. active. enjoys .xpIoring new 
past times, knows how to laugh at life. 
,.85689 
BLUE·EYED. BLONDE ringlets, fit DWPF. 
45.5'4". 112l>s, educaled, happy. sensu-
ous, active. hOOlOlllUS, seeking depend-
able. sophisticated. adventurous SIIlPM to 
enjoy skiing. canoeing, hiking, travel. the-
at.r, fine wines, fine foods. ,,85632 
BUSY? ME too! ISO SIDWM. brownlbrown. 
~. n/s, who's creative. passionat., 
secure. adventurous, appreciates the chal-
lenges of building a relationship _ an 
•• dependent, no nonsense SWF. 38. How 
woufd you finish 011 a busy dey? I know 
what I want, you? ,.85649. 
CAPTURE MY attention! Intelligent, attrac-
tive, tall. frt SWPF, blonde. engaging per-
sonality. wondering when! althe SPM. 30-
45. ... tiding in Portland to southern 
Maine area M you interested in <iscowr-
ing my mysteries and exploring life's w0n-
ders? Call! ,.85851 
CAT DANCING, health walking. blues lov-
ing, window shopping. haltlworking. book 
reading. movie watching. tao aspiring, 
ind.pendent, 46-year-old WWWF. 5'3". 120 
l>s, brown/hazef. ISO occasional COlllpM-
ionship leading when! ever the universe 
OIdains. Portland area ,.&5892 
CATCH ME ~ you cal! Healthy. aIIractive, 
honest, educaled, highly evolved F. 48, 
seeking lifelong. committed partner. mar· 
riage-minded, 35-55. n/s, social drinker. 
who certainly knows what he wants. 
Buxton, ME, near Portland .,85868 
CLASSICAL MUSIC lover. SWF, 42, slender, 
blue-eyed. brunett •• with two children. 
IIIO'Iing to Portland area. liberal, profes-
sional. generous spirit. Wants openheart-
ed. good·humontd. energ.tic SWM to 
share the beauty of natu'" and IW • • ,.85447 
CREATIVE AND fun. courageous, spiritual-
ly aware. financiaRy stable. intellectually 
CIMus SWPF. 39. tall. attractive. loves art, 
nature, IflOsic, movies, animals, friends, 
con .... rsation. Seeking SWPM. 35-50. 
who's thoughtfuf, gentle, has polish, depth, 
appreciales beauty and wants to share 
c.nter·stage with wonderful Woman. 
,.85195 
CUTE. SMART. fun. eclectic. unconven-
tional. financially/emotionally secure. spiri· 
tually inclined. independant. curious. cre-
ative F, 40$, brown/blue, seeks compatible 
Mal. pal for adventures outdoors and in. 
You are attractive, thoughtful, sometimes 
silly. mostly happy. close to friends and 
family. ,.85822 
DELIGHTFULLY PLEASANT. attractive 
SWF. HJWIP. warm and witty. clever and 
kind. fun and ftufly. sensuous and sensi-
tive. seeking funniest things IW. has to 
offer. n/s. Seeking good-looking 
GeriUeman, 45-55. who shares my same 
characteristics. ,.85874 
00 YOU believe in fat. or is ~ our destiny 
to be together? N/S Female. 39. loves 
danc:rtg, movies, romantic evenings. 
Seeks to share new adventures and my IWe 
with the right person. ,.85894 
womeNwmeN 
ENERGETIC LASS ISO stocking stuffer. 
DWPF. 37. eteaIive, witty. irrelevant. raven-
haintd. 5'6". shapely. not fit, not fat You 
are intriguing, seIf·sufficient, kind and !un-
loving. Please be Single. financially stable, 
non-icky. ,.851140 
ARST TIME ad. Smoker. social drinker. 
loves dancing. seeking romantic, fun~ov­
ing partner, 44-59. ,.85512 
FOR CUDOLE time. Hopelessly romantic. 
affectionate SWF. 39. 5'8". redlgr .. n. 
searching for available. kind. loving. sup-
portiv. BM. late 305-40. who is intellectu-
ally stimulating and able to woo me as 
well. For wannth, laughter and snuggle 
Hme. ,.85181 
FREE WOMAN. 53, lOves ntading. writing. 
music and the sea. Seeks Man who is glad 
Eve at. the apple. To him. IW. is a comedy 
(though divine) and questions are mOIl> 
intentSting \han answers. Speak that I may 
see thee. ,.85770 
FULL-FIGURED SWF, 40, 5'2", sweet, 
afIecIionat.. inlenigen\, funny, laid-back. 
Seeking S8M, 35 to 45-iah, average looks, 
medium to large build. n/s, light drinker. 
afIectionate, funny. genuine. financially 
sec ..... Friends first, _ romance. snug-
gling and spending time together. Be my 
Christmas elf! ,.85834 
GOIlOESS SEEKS mortal. High atop Mt 
Olympus I gaZII upon mortal men and 
dream what ~ woufd be ~ke to daI. them. 
Me: SWF. 20, Rubenesqu.. 5'7". 
IlJburnIQntOI1. You: SWM. 21-36. 5'9"" 
somewhat at1ractive. with great sense of 
humor • .,85227 
HAVEN'T DATED for over five years! Hope 
~'s lik. riding a bike. Devoted myself to 
school. miss the company of a wonderful 
Man. I'm 49. attractive. nls, love outdoors. 
theater, discussing ideas, comed)c Please 
be intelligen~ funny and fun-loving. kind. 
45-60. ,.85895 
HEY YOUI Tiled of cookie-cutter personal 
ads, ~k. cookie-culler restaurants around 
the Maine Mall? New to dating scene. 
heard this was a good avenue. Sounds fun. 
Seeking good-looking. well-balanced Guy. 
26-41. I think he'U be pleasantly surprised. 
Intet'OSled? Please apply _in. ,,85631 
I DON'T want a baby. I want a Man. ISO 
soulmate. but will Slart at respectable. I 
want to enjoy the little things (trips, beach-
es, rainbows). M.: 26. 5'11". open-minded. 
You: open·minded. respectable and taller. 
,.85346 
INTERESTlNG. INQUISITIVE. fun Woman, 
50s. seeks 45 to 65-year-old Man for com-
panionship. laught.r. travel. possibl. LTR. 
Please be nls, occasional drinker. emo-
tionallylfinancially secure. dancer. bridge 
player. sailor would be bonus. ,.85830 
ISO GENTLEMAN who enjoys the arts, 
reading. theater. museums, good restau-
rants. I'm short. fat and 40 (5'1". size 18). 
but honest Please be well-d",ssed. intelli-
gent and open to the censory joys ot Ine. 
I'm worth ~ and so are you. ,,85681 
UBRARlAN TYPE, shy at first but wild at 
heart, brigh~ curious. interested in new 
ideas. ful~figuntd but lovely curves. ISO 
inteNigen~ confident SlDWM. 35-45, for 
friendship first. possible LTR. ,,85754 
UFE. LOVE and the pu/SU~ of... SWF, 37, 
into the outdoors. music. good conv.rsa-
tion. Looking for a Guy to light my fire. 
Open. honest and smart, are real tum ons. 
Let's set the world on fire. ,.85866 
LL BEAN Gal ISO LL Bean Guyl 
Professional. intelligen~ tall SWF. 29, 
bfondelblue. n/s, outdoorsy. cross-country 
ski. hike. dog owner. seeking funny. nls 
SWM, 29-40, with simiar interests. .,85710 
LONELY IN Portland and looking for a spe-
eiaf someone to enjoy winter w~h. SWF, 21. 
brown hair/.yes, 5'5". s~ghtIy overweight. 
sense of humor, seeks SWIBM. 23-30, to 
hang out with. Seeking soulmat •. ,,85733 
LONG·HAlRED BEAUTY. intelligen~ c .... 
ative, medicine Woman, entrepreneur, 
seeks competent shaman of business and 
life. Pref.r tall Man, physically fit, suitable 
for long hikes. skiing. wnh int .... sting 
intentions on top of spirituaf insights, 
,.85517 
MAlNE'S BEST kept secret Very attractive. 
petite SWPF. nls, fit, energetic. sexy. viva-
cious, love to tra~ ski. saI~ dance, etc. 
You are tall, dark, very handsome, n/s, 35+ 
SWPM, fit and think you can k .. p up _ 
me. let's talk. ,.85767 
NEW SUBSCRIBER Attractive. intelligent 
DWF, 45, 5'8", seeks attractive, clean-cut 
SWM. late 300. to late 50s. Friends first, 
movies, dance, dinner, walks. Prefer n/s, 
IigIIt or n/d. Desirn honesty. openness. car-
ing, dependability. H you fit \lis descrip-
tion, cal. Near Portland. ,,85465 
NON-HiBERNATlNG, 42-YEAR-OLD DWPF, 
peHt.. grounded. funny, artistic, mom 
(daughters, 10 and 14). seeking DWM. dad. 
who enjoys outdoor activities (ClOSS coun-
try skiing. skating. snow shoeing). ntading, 
theater. music, with kist for life. learning 
and adven\u"'. ,.85841 
OPTIMISTIC SPF. attractive. fit. no kids, 40. 
sense of humor, spontaneity for day trips, 
etc. I'm comfortable in kitchen as in gntat 
restaurants. Seeks SPM, 36-48. sincent, 
succ.ssful. sense of humor and good 
last •. My standards are high. y.t reason· 
able . .,85787 
OUTGOING, FUN· LOVING SWF. 5'2", aver· 
age build. great sense of humor. nls. ISO 
SWM, 25-30 with similar interests. Dancing 
a plus. but to make me smile a must. Won' 
hurt you to answer this ad. Well. go ahead 
and call ,.85469 
PARTNER FOR lif.. DWF. 44. 5'4". 
blondelblue. fit. attractive, great smile, 
energetic, goal-oriented. yuppy personali-
ty. enjoy walking. biking. tennis. boating, 
socializing. Cooking (a passion). gardening 
(a hobby). intimacy (my goaI). Looking to 
travel. enjoy life wijh attractive. educated. 
self-assuntd Man. ,.85609 
PASSIONATE SEEKS adventurous. I'm 32. 
attractive. fit, intelligen~ successful. enjoy 
skiing. hiking, reading, travel. lijerature. art. 
Seeking SM. fit mentally and physically. 
preferably 5'S" and over, college-educat· 
ed. athl.tic and ambitious. Kids ok. 
,,85582 
PERPETUAL SMILE. SWF. 25. 
brownlgreen. 5'10", slim bu~d. I .njoy 
movies, dancing, outdoors, travel and 
ntading. ISO SWM. 5'10" •• 25-32. with no 
excess baggage. Looking for a Man, 
strong-minded, compassionate and 
romantic. ,,85809 
PETITE DWF, w~h children. 40. would lik. 
to meet Man tor movies. dinners, walks, 
.tc. Lik. kids? Ant you kind. considerate. 
supportive. caring. want LTR? Will respond 
to all calls. Portland area. ,.85772 
PROFESSIONAL. ATIRACTIVE Woman. 
52, enjoys outdoor activities. Call me for fly 
fishing, canoeing. kayaking and sharing 
meals that you prepare. I'll enjoy. ,.85605 
pLace YOUR fRee peRSONaL aD 
caLL 24 HOURS a Day. 7 Days a week 
1- 800-972- 3155 
RetRIeve messabes fOR fRee! 
to RespOND to aNY aD 
caLL 1-900-454-2195 
ONly $1.99/mIN 
18++ • tOUCH' tONe pHONe ONLy 
QUESTION: WHO would be the most 
appealing to a bright SWPF. 38. who is very 
alluring, _ blonde hair and blue eyes? 
Answer. An intelligent SWPM' 30-<12, 5'10". 
n/s, whose handsome pr9SOI1C8 wi! capti-
vate her! ,.85408 
STlLL WATERS. Attractive, politically iber-
aI DWPF, 37.5'7". 130 Ibs, nls, emotional-
Iylfinancially secure, many int ..... ts, 
including: ~ music. theater and outdoor 
activities. Seeking matu", S/DM. 35-45. 
n/s. _ intelligenc. and sense of hLmOr. 
,.85185 REDHEAD WITH inner beauty. Outgoing ,-----------
Female, 5'4", 160 Ills, aubu'nlgreen, loves SWF, 33, HJW/p, Single mom of young son, to cuddle. hold hands, enjoy country _- honest. easygoing. good sense of humor. .m music, dancing, cooking. beach walk- varied interests. Looking for someone who ing. Professional. nls, social drinker. have values honesIy. ,.85595 
Siamese cat. Seeking White Gentleman. 
5·11"~·5". HJWIP. honest, easygoing, able 
to see inn... beauty. ,.85750 
SEARCHING FOR a simpler life. slower 
pace. SWF, 44, Italian-American. suburtlan 
New Yorker. writer. tintd of all work and no 
play, thinking Of moving to Maine, wants to 
cOll8Spond with and eventually meet nice. 
~ smart, funny SWM in Portland 
area Wil be vMing Portland soon. I love 
dogs and kids, fixing up tag sale finds, old 
movies, mystery stories, coot jazz, hot tea 
and warm hearts. Nts. nldrugs, no dog 
haters. ,,85479 
SEEKING SOULMATE SPF, 32, 5'6". 128 
Ibs, n/s, enjoys IIIlI1ing, hiking. skiing, con-nects _ nature, music, spiritual _ 
Buddhist tendencies. Seeks other with 
simiar interests, who's honest, educated. 
wnotionally/physically fit, loves laughter, 
dogs, tolerates cats and is ntady for fun-
filled adventure. ,.85826 
SELF-EDUCATED, SHORT. jIicy, serious, 
unplediclable. lighthearted, loyal, social 
with reclusive moments, _. smoker, 
drinker. frank. Seeking same or compatible 
in mostly confiden~ stocky. virile, oddly 
handsome Man, ~. (Aesthetics neg0-
tiable. depending on substance.) ,,85686 
SERENELY INDEPENDENT. attractive 45-
year-old professi~ looking for a special 
someone to share IW.'s simpfe pIeastns. 
Seeking intelligent. emotionally and finer18-
ciafly secu'" Gerillernan who enjoys stimu-
lating conversation. trivia, polyphonic 
"'-'sic. chocolate and humor. ,.85560 
SLEEPLESS IN Portland. Love movies? 
Dinner for two? Long walks on the beach 
hand in hand? DWF. 24. mother of 3-year-
old daughter. seeks fun-loving. financially-
sec .... M to engage in life's adventul8S 
together . .,85330 
SOLO PADDLER seeks partner for kayak-
ing. skiing. fun. advenlunl. etc. DWF. 41, 
nls. no kids, 5'4", b1ondelbrown, slim. fi~ 
very pretty. Successful executive. ISO 
romanc •• companionship, possible LTR. 
Lots of indoor and outdoor intet'OSls, let's 
compare ours soon! ,.85815 
SOPHISTICATED SAILOR who is comfort-
able at the symphony or the helm, for Ine-
time of sharing with this youthful, intet'OSl-
Ing. loving 5O+-year,0Id. ,.85751 
SWISS MISS. Attractive. slim. blond •• 
blue-eyed. fanner teacher. adventu .... 
some. energetic. caring. Enjoys gardening. 
walking. tennis, boating. dancing. candlelit 
dining. travel. Seeking prof.ssional. nls 
Gentleman. honest, heaHhy. fun·loving. 55-
65. for friendship. laught... and special 
times together. ,,85548 
SWPF, 43. average siz., blues. dancing. 
ntading. NPR. theat ... , ocean. strong 0pin-
ions. walking. solving problems, traveling, 
time alone. line together. writing, cooking, 
broad.ning horizons. narrowing focus, 
provoking ideas, inspiring work. counting 
bfessings. gelling wood in. thinking about 
what's next ,.85607 
TALL, ATTRACTlVE ·SWF. 36, seeks friend 
and lover for LTR. Must be nls SWPM. 30-
40. serious about family. Enjoy good food, 
fine wine. the arts, as wei as lie's simpler 
pleasures, like a moonit walk and picnics 
in the sun. Ale you my Mr. RighI? ,,85633 
TALL, BLONDE SWPF, 27, nls, n/drugs, 
fun·loving, easygoing. vivacious, open to 
new ideas, trying new things. Let's do 
something unusual and difIenInl Seeking 
taN, clean-cut, educated, Well-traveled. 
cultured. interesting Man with good values. 
,.85613 
THIS HEART needs a second chance. 
Portland 8(1!a SWF. 39. with good sense of 
humor. enjoy dancing. movies, car racing, 
dining in/ou~ music. humor. Seeking 
SIDWM, 29-45, with a sense of humor and 
no head games. For friendship. long-term 
relationship. ,.85740 
WHAT OOES she want? For starters. intel-
ligence. affection. self-awar.ness. This 
slendar SWF. mid-4Os, enjoys outdoor 
activities. movies. theater, music and din· 
Ing out H you'", a SlDWM. 4Os.5Os, n/s, 
_ similar internsts. who also seeks LTR, 
perhaps you'", what she's looking for. 
,.85852 
WISH LIST. Quick mind. rebel spirit. pas-
sionat. heart, gentle soul. warm hands, 
lover of dogs. fast car. If you possess six or 
mOIl>. let's talk. Happy. curvaceous SF. 45. 
. n/s. seeks playmat •. ,.85534 
meNwwomeN 
2012 A.a. approaches. where will you be 
on December 21? Forward looking. back 
rubbing. organic eating. Man of means by 
no means. Accompany me while w. swing 
through these exciting .nd tim.s. Be 
adventurous and 30-45. ,.85619 
SPIRITUAL. STRAIGHTFORWARD DWF. 
30. 5'11". brownlhaz.l. slender, fit. attrac-
tive. likes old houses, ocean swimming. 
music, ruming, dancing, niS, nid, seeking 
SlDWM, 32-40. taller than me! Fit, not part 
of the rat race. Loves animals. emotionally-
inancially secure. for possibl. friendship. 
,.858gg 
A BRIGHT. playM fit SJM, Boston attor· STlLL SAD they canc.lled my so-called ney/realtor. 40s. seeks smarl. accom-
life. SWF, 26. 5'4". 125 Ibs, ISO slacker plished. attractive. nls SJF, 300. Goal: Dude who will listen to Morphine. watch Marriage/children. ,.85762 
Fargo. make art for me and who thinks Ws . 
all good to move forward or Slay stagnant 
,,85820 
A UFETlME partner. YouthM medium-
buill DWM. young-looking. healthy, 52, n/s, 
nld. 5'6". 160 Ibs, friendly. considerate. 
philosophical. fun'loving. affectionat •• 
romantic. music. beach, warm weather 
Swims, art. camping, nature, homelife, 
dancing. Seeks similar SlDWF, 38-52, sin-
cere, honest, gracious, pretty. curvy, 
HJW/p, passionat •. ,.85147 
A NEW cU'" for loneliness. Professional 
DWM. 34. relkl healer. honest he~ active 
IWeslyle, sense of humor. seeks SIDF, 25-
40. shant IWes wonders. Enjoys children, 
t,iking. movies. dancing. South Park, lazy 
Su1days. converSation 0 .... bottle of wine. 
Call now. operators are standing by. 
,,85817 
A STURDY Maine Boy in search of a 
healthy mate. 41. 6'2", rugged and hand-
some. Fertile mind (and minded). with ~ 
grace and chann to amuse you. We'U use 
our common sense and nonsense to defy 
the cold of winter! ,,85833 
ALLURE OF the Libra. SO-ish. artistic. car· 
ing Libra, enjoys happiness, laughter, good 
conversation, simple pleasu,.... the unusu· 
aI. snowy days. wind. moon. Looking for 
anyone 30·50, somewhat fit, who would 
lik. an old. w.lI-preserved. balding. bea/d. 
ed Libra. to have for long time. ,.85356 
ARE you a ,ttle shy and from a small 
town? So am I. The only way w. wiN meet 
is to Iak. a chanc •. I did by writing this, 
maybe you'lItake a chance and call. DWM, 
311.6'. 1751bs. ,.85861 
AAllSTIC DAD. DWM. 48, ,5'11". mathe-
matical. spiritual, educated. enjoys hiking. 
campill{j, ddncing and playing the piano. 
Seeks open~minded, sensitive, under· 
standing, slender SF, 30-50. Am looking for 
intimacy with space. ,.85620 
ATIRACTIVE DWPM. 5'5". 140 Ibs, great 
physical shiljlO. likes sports, dancing. din· 
ing in and oo~ quiet times at home. looking 
for Woman. 40-50. in good shape and trim, 
who wants to be spoiled. Give me a cal~ 
you won' be disappointed.,.85808 
ATIRACTIVE, ADVENTUROUS. athl.tic. 
sensual. kind. thoughHul. passionate and 
romantic. Many int .... sts outdoors and in. 
seeking slim/average. n/s, affectionate. 
adventurous Woman to share laughter. 
have fun enjoying afl that Ine has to offer. 
Portland a", .. ,.85860 
CALL NOW. Expoct th. .xceptional. 
Renegade Christian bachelor, fit. tall, flam-
boy::nt. Whit., 36. d.si",s very thin, 
straight-figuntd Christian Lady having 
impeccable morals, sensibfe personality. 
for l~eIiino marriage, _ adventtn. pas. 
sial" purpose. iMichigan) ,,85904 
CHARMING. PASSIONATE and sexy Irish 
Gent. 30. seeks the company of an efegan~ 
sophisticated and above all. fun·loving 
Lady, 23·55. who can set me ablaze with 
desi"'. Not asking for aIotl,,85823 
CHUBBY TUMMY. handsome, warm DWM. 
54.6'. parI·time t.acher and writer, s0uth-
ern accent Enjoy "'ading. hugging. cook-
ing. " 'alks, hat. dining o~ aports on tv. 
Seeks educated. humorous Lady. 45-55. 
looks unimportant Plus·sized ok. ,.85514 
COLD NIGHTS, Middle-aged. somewhat 
reclusive DWM, no child",", n/s, n/d. 
enjoys hiking. camping. mountains, dogs 
and the coast Seeks Female _ no major 
baggage or children. who has similar inter-
ests, to develop a relationship and stay warm _. ,.85524 
COUNTRY SOUl, city spirit. DWM. slim. 
young 50. enjoys writing. watercolors, sail-
ing, travel, hiking, camping, books, 
movies. champagne. chocolate. theater 
and slow dancing. I sUI believe in love and 
the Impor\rulce of open communication. 
Seeking slender SIDF of Uk. spirit ,.85390 
CREATIVE, YOUTHFUL, Capricorn OWM. 
48, seeking thet special. Earth sign Woman 
for friendship and companionship. leading 
to a committed. monogamous LTR. I love 
the arts. music, (a day without music is not 
a day lived fullyO. museums, romantic din-
ing, movies, holding hands and laughter. I 
am financially ~. sensitive and sell· 
aware. You are 35-42. a nonsmoker. attrac· 
tive. curvacaous, HJWIP and under 5' S". 
You have a great sense of humor. a sense 
of yourself. a", educated. affectionat •• 
empathetic and have the time to devote to 
a mlationship. ,.85453 
CREATIVELY INCREDIBLE 39·year,0Id. 
incessant explorer of joumeys. div.rse 
interests include fitness, children, giving 
and caring for others, always with a smile. 
Wishing for the decidedly comple •• sensu-
al Woman who dreams of paSSionate 
romance protected by integrity and char-
acter. ,.85723 
DANCE PARTNER. SlDWF. wanted for seri-
OUS dancing. Me: DWM. 36. 5'10". n/s, love 
to do all kinds of dance often. You: 25-40. 
n/s. petit. or slim. brunet1. pref.rred. This 
could lead to a LTR. Call soon. ,,85891 
DOCTOR, OUTDOORS Man. forlysome-
thing. 5'7", 175 Ibs. great shape. youthful. 
attractive. energetic. ISO attractive S/DWF. 
prof.ssional. nls. four season Girl. for LTR, 
best friends. Ready to travel Maine to 
Alaska. ,.85662 
EARLY 40's Guy seeks fun in 1ate·9Os, 
DWM. 6'. 180 Ibs. n/s, college-educated. 
warm. creative. easygoing. good·looking 
Guy. Seeks SlDF. 35+, HJWIP. with sim~ar 
qual~ies, to explore interiors and .xteriors 
of Maine. Cross country skiing. movies. 
music. ,.85672 
EDUCATED PROFESSIONAL weekdays, 
mischievous, adventurous leprechaun 
nights/weekends. Nts. spontaneous. ath· 
letic. incurabl. romantic who IQves to 
cook. dance. entertain. seeks Portland 
a",a. n/s. slim/av.rag.. affectionat •• 
aports-minded woman to sha'" adven· 
tures, thoughts and feelings. ,.85598 
FINALLY READY. Tall. goocHooking SWM. 
39. medium build. nevet'-manied. no chi~ 
d",n. seeks a friend. lover. wit.. tutu", 
mother. Serious responses only. please. 
,.85100 
FREE SPIRIT seeks soulmat •. SWM, 6', 
235 Ibs. grayish hair and _. blue eyes, 
fit, emotionally/physically and spiritually fit, 
romantic, oceans, roses, candIeI~ dinners. 
Seeking SWF. 45-55, attractive. fll, sense 
of humor. aware she desires love and noth-
ing less. ,.85764 
GOOO MEN are hard to find. Young-look-
ing. Sagillarian musician. 36. college grad. 
5'7". slim, brownIbrown, faithful. honest, 
fumy and affectionate. Enjoys classic rock 
and mostly eve<yIhing mild to wild. Missing 
one special Woman. Listen to my voice 
mail for more. ,.85526 
GREAT GUY. blue eyes. what more? This 
professional, educated. good-looking Male 
is athletic. caring. passionat •• secu'" and 
available, ISO attractive. witty. happy 
Woman. n/s, for fun times and possible 
LTR. ,.85909 
GREAT SWM. 35. 6'. 100 Ibs. brownlbrown. 
never-marrled, Portland, ME area. seeking 
mat..... Single Lady. 25-35. who knows 
what she wants.l·m wifting to try if you are. 
Serious only. I'm handsome. intelligent. 
seeking at1ractive. intelligent. Thanks for 
ntading my ad • .,85712 
GUY WITH a clue. Secu"'. playful.thought-
ful. vibran~ conversant. fit DWM, can' do 
thirtysomething anymo"'. Has integrity. 
spontaneity. cool stuff. yada. yada. 
Seeking thirtysomething, hip, sh.ik, 
Woman and mother. for ... ,.85705 
HAPPY. HEALTHY. 44-year-old DWM. likes 
music. movies, dining M speciaf times 
with special Woman. good sense of humor. 
loyal. honest. Seeking partner with same 
qualities, to experience life. Nonsmoker. no 
drugs a must .,85739 
mIN RespOND NOW 1-900-
meNwwomeN 
HAS NO vehicle. H you're ISO a SWCM. 32, 
5'9". brownibIue. mentally and physically 
attractive, sincere, affectionate, easygoing, 
funny. dedicated. non-superficial or self-
c.ntered. enjoys walking, reading and 
more. Seeking SCF. 30-45. _ similar val-
ues, looks unilJ1)Ortant, Portland area 
,.85688 
HAVE YOU learned IhaIthe personals is an 
easy way to meet disappointing people? 
You've been sean:hing for that one amaz· 
ing. delightfu~ intelli~ interesting and 
very handsome Man. I'm that Man! I am 
that ra", and delicious Man you 'v. 
dntarned of meeting. I'm 44. 6', 185lbs, no 
children. world traveler. multilingual. intelli· 
g.nt. confident. hones~ adv.nturous, 
warmly affectionat.. delightfully playful. 
deeply sensuous, .motionally sound. pas. 
sionate lover, a kindhearted, good-natuntd 
Man. Please be slender. trufy attractive. 
intelligent. truthful. 300 and a lover of 
laughter, affection. intimacy. .nduring 
kindness and quiet tenderness from a lov-
ing Man. Photo available. Portland area. 
,.85635 
HONEST, CARING. attractiv. SWM. 42. 
never·married. enjoys sports, dancing. din-
ing out. romantic times. Seeks attractive. 
fit, nev.r·manied SWF. 25-42. for friend-
ship. possible long·tenn relationship. 
,,85832 
I 00 all the fun things (skiing. biking, trav-
~, dinning, movies, and adventurel. 
DWPM. 48. 6'. 160 Ibs. brown/green. hand-
some, nls, ISO a trim SIDPF to laugh. 
lounge. play and grow old with. Portland 
area only please. Calli ,.85696 
I SEE that you'", checking out my ad ... you 
chose the right on .... k .. p going. This 
Portland·based SWM, 43. enjoys mounIain 
hiking. camping. the Maine Arts Festival 
and more! All this includes a good SOJ¥ of 
humor. What mo'" could you want? You 
should be outdoorsy and 25-45. ,.8s298 
I'M IN touch with a Woman's needs. y.t 
still a Man. Can pamper. without being 
possessiv •. I'm an honest, monogamous. 
talented, athletic. funny. slim WM, 36. You: 
Kind, loving. fit, jeans to heels. funny SF. 
Fun or money back guaranteed. ,,85548 
I'VE SEEN you at classic jazz and organ 
concerts, antique shops and shows. You'", 
a nonsmoker of shorter Rubenesque 
stalll'O and the restraints of motherhood 
are behind you. An earth sign or cornpat~ 
bIe with. You're oPen-minded, sensual. 
artistic. Your name? ,.85008 
IF THE world ends and I'm sUI SIngle. 
that's really going to suck. Morn says I'm 
handsome and I have a good job. so why aren' you ladies ~ning up? 28-year·oId 
SM. 5'9". 100 Ibs, ISO happiness. ,,85871 
IF THIS were a wint ... picnic. I'd bring my 
Bauers. the boom box and the Mertot 
You'd bring Tori Amos CD. the chocolate 
and yoor silver blades. DWM, 38. 5'7", 
brown/blue. very athletic, committed dad. 
seeks complement to a busy lif •. You'", 
attractive, athletic. petite, 30-38, intro-
spective and passionate about yoor pur-
sOOs. ,.85805 
IF YOUR idea of a good time Includes hik-
ing. boating. whK. water rafting and quiet 
times, this handsome SWM would like to 
meet you.l·m 5'11". 17Slbs. slim and mus--
cular and seeking SWF. 27-35. slim. edu-
cated, pretty. ouIdoorsy. ,.85544 
KIND. AFFECTIONATE. grounded, 
Aquarius DWPM, 41. 6'3". elhletic. gntaI 
shape. at1ractive. dart< curfy/green. fun. 
adventurous, tolerant, communicative. an 
outdoor/indoor Man, varied interests, look-
ing to connect _ a Lady of form and 
grace, who hasn' lost her wild side. 
,,85492 
LONELY TEDDY bear looking for someone 
to cuddle with. DWPM, 45. new to the ..... 
would like to meet an independent thinking 
Woman with a capacity to understand. A 
former weekend athelete who enjoys many 
indoor and outdoor activities. Hoping to 
find someone to shant intimate moments 
and thoughts. ,,85816 
LOOKING FOR matu", person for friend-
ship first, moving on to a committed 19Ia-
tionship. SBM. 26; 6'2". 250 Ibs, one child. 
enjoys spending time togelhw, loves kids. 
Seeking SWF, 25-35. who eJioys walks on 
beaches and candelK dinners. Must ike 
spending time togelher.,,85664 
MAYBE AESTHETICS. mutual vulnerability. 
down·to-earth. creative person. nls, n/d, 
emotionally. spiritually. physically, healthy. 
4~year-old Man seeks SF. similar interests 
and qualijies, for conversation and friend-
ship. L.t·s see what happens!,,85569 
MILD TO wild. Honest, romantic. kind. 
funny DWM, 36. 57·. slim, brownlbrown, 
musician (keyboards). college graduat •• 
enjoys outdoors. live bands, rock n' mil. 
thunderstorms. quiet times. Seeks petite, 
slender. smart SF for relationship. 
Interested? Call my voic. mail for more 
details. ,.85096 
MIRTH. MUSIC (making and dancing). Talk: 
fiction. baseball. history. Go: cities, W.st, 
"across the pond". Find: cathedrals. wh~e­
water, deserts, islands. Appearances: 
physically fit DWPM. Portland, too young 
for 44. starting to look, no huny. ,.85893 
NEW YEAR. new possibilities. 
Approachable. articulate. athletic and 
artistic SWM. 45, no dependents, hiding in 
Portland whil. collar jungl •• seeking spe-
ciaf. inteltigent. sensual, attractiv •• trim SF. 
33·50. w~h good sense of humor and 
adventure. easygoing nature for friendship 
or relationship. Love the arts. hiking, 
movies. theater, books. dining. kayaking. 
dancing, traveling, picnics, classical 
music, int .... sting conversation, weekend 
getaways and Sunday newspapers. 
Possess quick·wit, easy sm ••• warm heart, 
reliability. hon.sty, reasonable shortcom-
ings and I can cook! More giver \han laker. 
more friendly than deadly serious. mo'" 
affectionate than distant. Wanna play? 
,,85872 
NORMAL MAN. SWM. 53. 5·S". 150 Ibs. 
n/s. nld, a bit of interest. low keyed !We 
style. likes museums. exercise, dinner out 
occasional. looking for Woman with same 
interests, lakes care ot hersoH. 45-50. 5'3"· 
5'5", HJWIP. brown hair. ,.85625 
OLD TlME values. with Independance 
SWM. 32, short dark hair, hazel .yes 
"clean-cut" looks. Looking for Woman who 
has old time values and morals, honesIy 
and trustworthy. Who's looking for similar 
quaiKies in a Man • .,85700 
OPENHEARTED. OPEN· MINDED. Ire&-
spirited, emotionally available. spiritual. 
5'11".170 Ibs, brownlblue, romantic. affec-
tionate and loves IWe. supportive. caring. 
wants LTR. Will tIIswer an calls. ,.85859 
PASSIONATE AND compassionat .... DWM, 
49. wants a Woman to sha'" walks on the 
beach. a hand of cards. a bowl of popcorn 
and afl the little pleasures that make IW. 
worth living. Intellig.nce, hon.sly and 
open-mindedness valued above all. 
,.85856 
PORTLAND AREA SPM. 5'9". 160 Ibs, 
enjoys tennis, golf, skiing, dancing and 
travel, in superb physical and financiaf 
shape. ISO trim. SSt Lady to form a 
dynamic duo. ,.85624 
PORTlAND AREA professional. nls, athlet· 
ic. adventurous. hones~ kind. caring and 
sensual. Seeks a Portland area. n/s. 
slim/average Woman to she", 
outdoor/indoor advent ...... friendship and 
possibly mOIl> Of the chemistry is right). 
Call. you won' be dissappointed! ,.85867 
PROFESSIONAL SWM, 34, at1ractive. edu-
cated. physically fit, brownlbrown. 5'11", 
180 Ibs, clean-cut, n/s. Honest, mat ..... 
emotionallylfinancially secure. enjoy aU 
outdoor activities, running. tennis. etc. 
Dining. movies. music, animals and ntad· 
ing. Seeks attractive S/DWF. n/s, who's 
educaled. honest, healthy and fit ,.85663 
PURE, SIMPLE, 42·year-old SWM. 5'11". 
180 Ibs. professiona~ with lets to offer the 
right Woman. 22 •• I'm looking for someone 
to share talks and laughs with. n you Uke 
travel, natu", and are spirituaf. sensual and 
coot.let·s get together. ,,85713 
SALTY DOG seeks wild ca~ to howt. hiss, 
bay and purr. Outrageous beauty and vicis-
situdes of lite. I'm 56. fit, Widowed. tall. 
spiritual. i""veren~ thin. c .... tive and 
unconventional. You are intelligent, artistic, 
beautifu~ sophisticaled and pert1ape a bit 
crazy? ,.85870 
SBM. 38, 5'10", 225 Ibs. very fit. 
brown/blue. seeking Lady who enjoys ife 
and Wlrlts to be treated like a Lady, age 
and race unimportant Please caI~ you won' reg",t it, I promise. ,.85636 
SEACOAST WWM. 60. 5'10". 175 Ibs. 
good-looking, in good health, financially 
secure homeowner. college graduat •. 
Seeking Lady for companionship. I have 
lots of TLC to give. ,,85537 
SEEKING SlDWF to help run the race of Ine 
to compl.tion. Me: 51 y."", old. 6'. 200 
Ibs, honest, down·to-earth. ,.85638 
SEEKING SOULMATE. Handsome DWM. 
43. 5'7". 140 Ibs, loves traveling and camp-
ing. Seeking at1ractiv. Female who values 
trust and compassion. ,.85853 
SENSmVE, QUIET DWM. 48, Singl. dad 
with two teenagers, good listener who 
likes to kid around. loves watOf. goll. cook-
ing. ntd wine. making money. My hope: 
Slender Lady with good values and great 
att~ude. teenage kids a plus. ,.85883 
SHARE UFES adventures. Divorced Whij. 
Male. 48. 6'2", nonsmoker. romantic. soH-
.mployed. professional, seeks affection-
at.. intellectually inquisitive Lady who 
engages lif. with passion. ,.853tS 
SHARE TlME with gentle. fl.xible Man, 
5'10". 180 Ibs, nls, seeks trim Lady. mid-
40s to earty 50s. who wants to hear. be 
heard. sha"" build. laugh. She knows IWe 
can be fufler. Friendship is the goal through 
communication. tru~ support, empathy. 
,,85478 
SHARP-DRESSED TARZAN seeks all ter-
rain Jane. Fit, handsome, professional 
SWM. 38, 5'8". 145 Ibs. seeks a Woman for 
all seasons. Why not hang w~h the good 
Guys? ,.85849 
SINATRA AND dinner by 
candlelighl ... stmlling through the Old Port 
in the snow ... skating on crisp Sundays. .. 
At1ractive. fit, intelligent DWPM, 36. 6'1". 
dog-lover. hopeless romantic, looking for 
attractive. fit, Intelligent S/DPF. 25-40. for 
movies. music, outdoors, poetry, laughter. 
,.85864 
SINGING BLUES. For real. Local musician, 
28. less \han tall. seeks real Woman to 
shanllocal beer. swing dance lessons and 
good conversation. Crazy band schediJe. 
but let's by. Yoor smile is more important 
than your size. ,.85669 
SINGLE FATHER of 3-year-old boy. young 
4Os, sculptor, teachw. highly energetic, 
runner. spiritually·oriented. Looking for 
SIDF _ young child"," or interested in 
family, wish to share depthfuI. loving re1a-
tionship and chid centered partnership. 
,.85558 
SINGLE. HANDSOME, hones~ sincere, 
active. humorous, outgoing. fun-loving, 
open-minded. 39-year-old professional 
seeks attractive mate, 25-45, w~h similar 
values, for long evenings by the fire and 
r91ationship. ,.85781 
SOPHISTICATED, CHARMING. Ivy-educat· 
ed Boston writer/e.ecutive. DWM (no 
kids). fit, fun. S·lt". romantic. second 
horne on Sebago, seeks relationship _ 
Hler&Iy. artistic. interesting. pretty. petite 
Woman, with something special nteom-
mending her. ,.85858 
SWM, 26. wishing to find SWF, 22-28. for 
friendship and possibly mOIl>. Must fik. 
animals, kids, have sense of humor and be 
a nonsmoker. ,.85857 
SWM, 33. never-married. no kids, attrac-
tive. intelligent. fit. college-educated. 
clean-c~ successful. professional seeks 
SlDWF who is 21-49. highly motivated. 
intelligen~ fit, attractiv. and fun·loving, for 
monogamous relationship. Nonsmokers, 
no drug·takers. ,.85577 
DECEMBER 24. 199B ~3 
• 
4-2195 
THOUGHTFUL, ROMANTIC, 50s DWM. 
-. think.... Interests include cinoma, 
travel. cooking. music. An educaled pr0-
fessional, matll'O and _. seeking kin-
dred spirit lei's get togelhw and have a 
good time. ,.85758 
TOTALLY INDEPENDENT. Yes, I cook, 
clean and even do laundry. I'm handsome. 
41. Single dad. lik. camping. hiking. the 
outdoors. Looking for counterpart in petite. 
sen·sufficient, lOVing Woman. for best 
friend. lover. I~. partner. Children _ 
come! Give me a call! ,.85513 
TRAITS I hav., traits I seek: Geritle, warm, 
compassionate. loving. intelligent, attrac· 
tive, inquisitive. sintent. poiIically aware. 
Me: DJM, 54. professional. You? ,,85506 
VERY FUNNY Man seeks funny Lady. Love 
my daughters. PBS, ntading, tennis, South 
Pari<. Seeks fun, humorous, wacky (smart 
ones are noticing a pattern here), indepen-
dent, emotionally and physically healthy 
Woman. Not looking for the perfect Bar\)Ie. 
nor Roseanne. ,,85234 
WHAT ARE you Women thinking? You 
don' find Iov. in the newspaper. lov. just 
happens. Even n you discover a romantic. 
mlaxed. attractive. educated. professional 
SWM. 31. destiny will deliver him. not witty 
responses to his lame. personal ad. 
,.85645 
WHITE MALE, 45. seeking a F.male com· 
parlion. age. race and weight unimpor\al1t 
Enjoys NASCAR. bowling, football. softbal 
and most indoor activities. ,.85684 
YES. I like slaying in. casual walks, bread 
baking. eenic music. woodsmok •• mean· 
ingful conversation. church. quins, but I'm 
the most interesting bore you'll .ver meet 
Only gender-confident, philosophical. con· 
servative. courteous, driving SPF. 25-33, 
need cal. Others, start changing. Depth 
does matter. ,.85568 
meNl&meN 
ARE YOU 5O-ish. confident with who you 
are and not afraid to show it? 35-year·oId. 
very mascufine. matu'" Man looking to 
spend time _ someone his elder and 
IIf10y ife. ,,85704 
AWAKENING MAN. Rich soul. tender '-'. 
Portland area. longing to consciously par-
Iak. in the ecstasies of our evolving spirits. 
GWM. 40. S·S". 150 Ibs, bIondaIhazeI. nld, 
nldrugs, attractiv., compassionate. wann, 
tender, spiritual, imegrity, also loves laugh. 
t.r. Seeks sensual explo",r with sub· 
SIance. ntady to ",vel in, but not c0mpro-
mise wj10 they truly arB. Let's share how 
we move through this thing called life, and 
have some fun while we'", at ~I ,,85423 
CLOSE FRIEND. GWM. 33, enjoys music. 
movies, nalunl. sports, life, 57". 145 Ills. 
Woufd Iik. to meet GM. 20-40, for friend-
ship, mlationship. ,.85643 
DATlNG IS daunting, but I find myself 
wanting. Ambivalent but delennined. wry-
witted. cynic·tumed-cautious-optimist, 32, 
seeks n/s, light drinker GM. is perspective 
enough to .xamlne his IW •• wise enough 
not to take himsoH too seriously, for c0n-
versation and .xploration. ,.85642 
FALL GUY. GWM. 30, 5·tl". 2tS Ibs. 
blacklbrown. Hopeful romantic who loves 
the fall. seeking partner for foliage drives, 
appl. picking. w .. k.nd trips. Pirates 
games, candelight dinners, quiet Sundays 
in bed. Friendship or mlationship. Take • 
chance. call. ,.85535 
GWM. 38 years old, good·looking, seeking 
similar. I am looking for someone who is 
honest and sintent. The most important 
thing to me is that you be you. Drop me a 
line, I will ans_ sA who respond • .,85795 
GWM. 43. brownIhazei. 5'8", stable. attrac· 
tive. fit, intelligen~ professional, _ ~ 
sense of humor. Seeks similar to date and 
maybe LTR. I enjoy family. friends, animals, 
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GWM, 44, Wyndhom ..... bIownIbIue. eckIcaIor; INiIing IIIIICUI .. GM, ~50, who's Single. CIring, ~ lor IIIendIIIip II1d pouible rUIionIhip. Me: SinconI. CIring, ~ honoeI, _ of humor. 
'/bu be \he _ I hIwt IIIIIIY Indoor/out-
dOer inIIIM& PIoaoe cal ... ,.85878 
GWM. 48, IooIIiIg lor friend ot poaibIe 1IIIationsIip. ColI me today. I'm I11III 1nX-Iaus \0 meal. Let's get togaIher II1d .. whallift is III about. ,,85847 
HANDSOME, RUGGED WM. 38, 6'. brownIIIazeI, ....... 1IIiItiC. 1IIIIItivt. Seeks sirriIar, lor IrIendsIIip, paIIion II1d .......... Blonde a plus. No bar IIies, 
~.,.85780 
INTIICATELY DISHEVELED IIUdenI of lit. 36, kMr of rinaIs II1d people. wHIl a wIIimeicaI smile fnIm \he '-I, chene 
~ include arts, tIInesa II1d home. IlreIming of • 101M wHIla ~aI gold 
II1d a '-' lui of love. ,.85717 
LOOKJIG FOR .... +. 8'+. 35+. HIV+. _ 
of 1unor.1IJirituII+. hi1g life. Life is graaI, but I wooId like 10 .... " wHIl __ special, __ who __ 11ft. no! watdI-
• It. Let's COIIIpIn noIeeI ,,85/i84 
LOOKING FOR aomeIIIing cItIonInl GWM. 24, 8'3". 340 .. husky/cIHJlby, Guy next dOer. Classy Guy. l kas to go out lor ooIIee, meMes, hanging out and COIMIII8Iion. Race. •• size doea nol matter. WIIngo_ 10 expIooe ... Ihinga a I11UIII. w85775 
LOVE IS a drug II1d I nood to scoral 27. bIacI< hair. blue eyes. 130 Ibs. Love meMes, rrusic. IaJghingI l.ookiIg lor cute Boy to 
keep me out of trouble. Tons of 8II8I\W II1d devilish sIr8aII! ,.85807 
MY HEART says I'm RIIIdy Irld allarll1l8t ,... of being Single Irld COIIC8IIIJatilg on "." anar. meeting that special Guy wooId be iIICI8dibIy cool. I'm sinc:ete, 1IIhIetic. trim, heailhy-liYing, 40 Irld .... \he mas-
culine, ruggad type in graaIIr PorItnI. ,.85719 
NO GAMES. GWM. 35, 5'9·. 175 lis, look-
ing to meel oIhef GM. 25-35. lor a re1ation-
ship. TIred of tile head gM1IS, hIwt IIIIIIY inter-. PcrtIand .... ,.86e97 
OUTGOING. SARCASTIC. but sensatiYe GWM, 25, 6'1· . 220 lis, enjoys meMes, Iast-paced COIWeII8Iion, MadoMa 1IIIIix-.Irld CSIWI. Hoping lor something ...... Seeking IwI, fII1ky. aolightlolld GWM. ~ 40, who Is no! hltimldaled by ~
Guy. Give me a ring. ~4 
READY TO INn! Educated lIIollII;o"aI, 38, nIs" IIIIIiuIiaatic, optimisIic, pqcticai yet IpoIIIII_ outgoing yet IIIIIecIIve, 
NtpCIIISibIe yet inpoaift. enjoys out-. doorI, -.-. food, IIInII, ... IIIap--. aIIiIction, '*-iIy, homt, rinIII, I*Iion. ganIonI, IriIndI, spirit. III9iIII! So cal, ... -'II \he chInct. w85531 
REAl. MAN. SGM, l1li, bIonda. honeII, Idly, IooIIiIg lor 1IIOIIiIr ..... MIn, SGM, good '-I, honoeI, kMs CiUIdocn, nIs, nId, irHIiapa, .. to ..... ..:II _ 
,.85518 
SEEKING FRIEND 10 visit wHIl ... 1-11\1 movies, rrusic. fooIbaI, love -'ling. GWM, 51. 5'11·. 190 Ibs, baiding hair. blue eyes, fumy II1d kMis life. Let's iAiIk II1d meet soon. AI call .......t. .,85684 . 
SINGLE GAY parant of a loddler. 6'. 1iIondeIbIue. 33, 195 Ibs. MnIitIve, em0-tional, CIring, inIeIigent IeIIiniIt, nIs, nId. 
Seeking ......... II8IIIitive Guy to maIre friends lor "-' II1d maybe 1onIf-1IIm niIaIionsIiip. PIoaoe cal ... ,,8Ii64O 
STUNNNG MAN saughI by tall, Iiandaome GWM, 401, 011 -. hairy, inteIigent, 
earthy Irld ceIaIIiaI. actor; teacher. 1lIIMr. ISO IIIniOIg, hairy, inIenioting, IIriing, 1eeIing. equipped Man lot occasional 
des, ~ loading to IIIIIIY long, pas-sionate lights Irld LTR. w85711 
WE HAVE OIlS lire to Ihe! H you'", bold II1d beaItIIuI, wily no! grab this dynamic Irish, 
~ 40, by \he horns Irld ride into 8 worfd of natunt. horsaa, fitness. 1iIJgIiIIw. support, success. stnngth. IIISpOIISibiIit II1d passionate romance. ,,85718 
WM. GOOD-LOOKING, weI-buiII, ..m. ing lor WM patner INtI 40, must be ".,.. cUar. into love. WNSIIing Irld WIIIf<ing out. Let's do do ..... ,.85783 
WRESTLING ANYONE? One of tile best ex"",.... IootbaiI Irld Wi8SIIing 11\1 "." favorite apotIs. GWM. 51. soutIiem Maine. inIIIIIsted in meeting others who wooId love to exercise. watch movies and enjoy 
each other's COfI1l8ilY. CaI~ let's talk. ,,85693 
YOUNG MAN wanted to sIiaIe ife with SGWM. 43. MUll be 18-30. slim, !lin, slcin-ny. .no love sports. candIeiiI di"",", 
-. diwIcing. '""'f rnmantic. Looking lot lhe same. nol hilo head games. l.ookiIg lor IcMng ~ WInter's coming, IeI's get warm. ,,85885 
womeNwwomeN 
ARE YOU tar ... ? GF. 28. inIaIfigent. 
"- II1d ....... ~ movies, IIIUIic, dancing. Neding. dining eM, IIimu-IIting COIIVefI8tion II1d faking walks. Seeks kidlpelldall, ecIucIIed II1d IiIIIIIIy 
GF. 25-36, to -'" time II1d '- fill willi, lor IDIibIe LTR. No gIIII8L "wsl 
NOW 1-
womeNwwomeN 
HERE'S THE Ifing. I don' nind being Single Irld I hIwt lOIII8 grail friends, but I 
'- tIieI dating can add years to yoII' life. Couid be true, am IooIIiIg lor otIieII wiling to participafe in tIis -"- I'm 43, '-\he "came of age in tile 70's· lnlluence. Oi' at least tile same haireIL Favora things incIude...,thing ou1doOi'I, good live music 
and ~ wHIl "." dog. What .... you doing next SaIurdar nvt'I ,.85518 
HIGHLY ENERGETIC (N(F IooIIiIg lor tIieI special lady. 3S-5O. likes outdOor .:tMIies as wei as quiet romantic -*'91. enjoys plays Irld rrusic of III kinds, nil, nllI, no games. sec ... wHIl her IUUllity.I..et's talk. w85fi62 
I'M NOT perfect, but I'm nice. (N(F. 46, NIocaIIng to BnnIwick area. Employed in Sociaf Serviceo, 5'8". 175.., like WIlting, home life, arimaIs, fmiiI. paIIion. SeafIing LlR wHIl COII.'Ii\II.1I, yet fnIadom to Ifill be unique indIvIduaII. w8S536 
IF YOU don' pfay by most peopie's rufas, '- a larger vocabuIaIy than, like 1If1-1fing. .. (II1d witty 1Do) Irld you can .... fill II1d introspection wIIhoIlt a cigar8IIe. you may be \he friend I'd like 10 meet. Not I88icing iOIIIMCe nor medioaity. ,,85768 
LATE 4OS, athIefic: adventurer. enjoys pfay outdoon!IindOOlS, inpollant things: "." dog. spirituaiity, friends, lYing each day to \he fullest, bean suppahs, Iunor. pfaying. H you 11\1 a 40+. n/s Irld tile above piques 
yoII' In!-, cal quick, • time's a _-ing. .,85812 
LUCY RiCAROO looking lor her Elhef Mertz, 40. outgoing, professionaILasIiian who enjoys travel, 1IIIIIic. theater, dogs. meMes, waiking tile beach. Are you out and proud. professional, fun-fovIng. fInM.. cially stable? PI-. cal me. I'm ...-mg you. .,85682 
NICE (N(F. 52, 5'1·. Ik8s going to beacIi, 
waI~ by tile ~ watcting movies, din-ing out. looking lor GF. same age. same 
heigh~ lor friendshiP. possibfe LlR. ,,85837 
NORTH COUNTY coastaL SWF invit8s slim SWF. 5O-eO, to ."..., tnpIace evenIrigI. jazz. dining out. travel. homecooldng. bfoocIy mawy's. SIIiday morning footbaI, IIIOIIOgIIlIOUI LTR, defectalioll" ,,858fjO 
OUTGOING. 24-YEAR-OLD Single White Female looking lor friendship. possible ....Iioollhip. SeafIing F ..... 22-32 yon of age, whom ~ cMdoor actMties, quietlinls, going to \he movies Oi' out to III. Lets talk. ,.85905 
WINTER AI/. Love \he ouIdocn, meMes, CIIIIIaf9iI, reading • good book. ke you 
~ 3f5 Irld 45? lII's talk. No gIIII8L Be IionIII. ,.85567 
WINTER IS r-. I foeI\he nood to share. Being friends may lied to deaIni. W WII II Ioge\hIr by \he In. May our hHrta 
~ 01'18, ........ fun.,,8583e 
YOUNG OF '-' II1d body. EmoIioo~ Irld h1ciaIy SIabIe. 37~ ..m. ing lor playmate to ."..., such things as a lui moon on __ shoes. romantic C3I-
dIeIt dinnarllrld iowdy WNBA portIeI at home. .,85773 
.FRIENDS ARE lor life. Single, ywIg, IIW-Iysornefting. hetaroeuual Female ..... same lor quie~ sociai Iirnea, showing and IaIghing. ,,85224 
0l/TG0tNG, ACTIVE. hefarosuual WF. 27. IooIIiIg lOi' lOIII8 other cticIcs 10 twig out II1d IaIgh with . .,s5614 
I saw you 
BACK COVE, 12110: I was out of breath from "." Nn and said something 10 thai afIact rtough"'" today. .. 1. Latar I wished I'd said """" .. .colIN? Anfway. hopa this ..... you smile. ,.85898 
FREE STREET .. Incredibfy bufI.1iaIIdsorne, gralllI!Iife. cowboy hallilipl8l88d by thai afphamaIe attitude. Can, IIISisI a iiIUe Man 
wHIl a big truck! Rattieonake Is a nice louch. Woufd love 10 go two-stapping wHIl you. Dixie? ,,85890 
LOLITA, 11·28, 7 PM, You: Alone. shoulder length. dark hair with bangs. Me: Stupid-
looking. gray hat, short, looking at you. Crazo{I Call. ,,85854 
MORIIKl ANGEL Maiden, _ me? I 
_ tile Guy in tile fronl row. W8ing tile 
Niwannora l..nll. Yoo ..... tile Girl wHIl tile spii<ad hair. thai lent me her pen. Pizza Irld a beer1 .,85907 
NOVEMBER 25. 1:30pm. Shop n' Sava. FonisI Ave. You: In ... ahead of ... I 
~ 011' banter. Meant to say so as you said goodbye. I'd love to get 10 know you. I iliad Newsweek too. Cup of oofIaa? ,,858fi6 
PUBUC MARKET. Portfand. Saturday. 11121. 5 o·cJock. You: Male wHIl short, 
graying hair. baiding. 5'7". loop earring. bIacI< coat, jeans ~ butt). Male friend with you: Red coat, dart< hair. Me: Yoo ...- saw me (but wish you had). Clone 01 you with facial hair. You cisappeared into paking garage. I think I love you. .,85862 
SHOP-N·SAVE ON Marginal W.y. lale one 
night, 5 -. ago. you ..... looking at cocoa mats, you in blue and wIiIe wind _II. I hi mufti-cofored one. I said "Yoo can' go wrong lor $5,. you said "SoId". Giw. calf. ,,85745 
SPORts eNtHusIastS 
LOOKING FOR _II to loin us 
Wadneeday -*'9 lor IIICt8IIionaf ski I8Cing. AI in fill . .,85875 
SINGLe paReNts 
LOOKING FOR friend, maybe more. 
AIhctive, physically fit SWPF. 38, 8IIYIIO-ing. fun.lcMng. afI8ctiorwIe, COIISidIIIa ISO SWM. 35-45, who .. 10 laugh. 
~ cHtdNn, apanding -*9 in wHIl home coofrad _Irld movies, aIao get-
ting out to ch II1d dance, c:amp, picnic ot r6IIf fill .:tMIies we can coo.. up wiIIL Let's do lunchl ,.85718 
I am a IllY In my _ties lOin. throup the twisted motions of datln •. My problem I. this: When I 10 up and talk to a Ii"', how do I know H I ....... Id uk her for her number? I mean. I'VIi had plenty of nice convenatlons, but I'd like to know If th .... are spec:1ftc .1 .... women ..... you H they are Nally m-ted In you, not Just beIns polite. Can you help me? 
-Which W.., I. Up! 
You'd eliminate a lot of )lOUr confusion if )IOU'd lust start dating baboons.A girl baboon isn't going to ask )IOU a lot of dopey questions about your McJob. your rec"""red memories. and your most recent iricarceration in hopes that )IOU'II get the hint that she's Interested. If a girl baboon likes )IOU. she'lI get right to the point: She'll swivel around. bend o...r. and stick her big red butt In your face. In hairy pri-mate terms. this means ·1 want you to make hot monkey kwe to me as soon as possible." Imagine how much simpler your life would be if higher mammals followed suit: You'd be at a party. chatting up some girl •• nd she'd suddenly whirl around. pull down her pants. and wiggle her pink cheeks at )IOU. (Clever girls would c"""r all the bases by mack- markerlng their phone numbers across their buttocks.) 
If you aren't attracted to baboons or lucky enough to meet girls who ..... in touch with their Inner primate. )IOU'II have to muddle through the ambiguities like the ..... t of the guys. If a woman plays with her hair while talking to )IOU. she is either hoping )IOU'II ask her OUt or she's realizing that she should haWl stopped at the drugstore to pick up a new bottle of Head & Shoulders. If she smiles at you a lot, she Is either wildly attracted to you or she's showfng off the results of her teeth-bleachlng. Other classic signs of attraction are just as vague: Making eye contact. then looking shyly away. getting you to talk about yourseH. telling you about herself. trying to find stuff the two of you have In common. and speaking in an inordinately high or low-pttched \IOke are some of them. So. when you meet a woman with a big stu-pid grin pasted across her face. who stares at you. then looks at her shoes, asks a lot of nosy questions. then brags about herself. ali the while sounding like she's trying to imitate Betty Boop or Lauren Bacall or both, run and grab a pen. (Or lust run.) 
Better yet, stop trying to win at these guessing games. If a woman )IOU',.. talklng with doesn't ...... desperate to escape )lOUr COllWlrsa-tional clutches. take • chance and ask her for her number. When )IOU call to ask her for a date. if an Indonesian man answers the phone and asks if)lOU want hot sauce with your monkey brains. you'lI know she wasn't Interested. 
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COMPASSIONATE. SINCERE, outgoing, 24-yew-ofd SWf. looking lor friendship, poaibIe I .... iollafip. ISO Female, 24-32, 
~ IiiIiing, ~ afciing, movies II1d dining eM, _ who ~ .... CCIII*IIIfIon II1d a good _ of Iunor. 
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You can browse through our 
singles ads whkh are updated 
dally. create customized search 
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ads )IOU like. even 
piace your"""" ad 
or respond 
via e-rnali. 
Let them hear you. 
Record a m greetktg when )QJ ~ ill ill. 
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~ aI $1.99 per rriule. 
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Instead of ....-ching the entire personals 
coiumn klr the one or two ads )00 might 
be interested in re>pOtldi.g to, fncl them 
fast I<ith Sorted Browse. You'1 ..." 
hear ads bebro they appe;r hi prind 
1-900454-2195 $1.99 per minute. Must be 18 or older. 
It's EaSY to PlaCe A CBW peRSONals aD 
HeRe'S WHY: 
You can call 1-800-972-3155 24 hours a day or fax your ad to 605-622-3020. attention Casco Bay Weekly Personals. 
• 
Your FREE 40-word ad will run for 4 weeks. (Additional words are 50 cents each) 
• 
Message retrieval is FREE! 
• 
We can even help you write your ad and explain how to retrieve your messages. 
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Portland, ME 04104 
H •• d :561 Congr ... SI. 
FINE PRINT 
Cla"ltled ads must be paid ro, In adv,nce with (lIh, pcrlORI' chuk, lftOne, order, VIM or Ml$tcfcard. Lost & Found lIell' listed tree. CI."lfIed Ids .re non·refund· able . elY shill not be lI.blt tor Iny typO. sr1phlc.1 CHon, o",lnlo"I. or Chins" In the ad which do not .ffecl the •• Iut or content or substentlilly chlnge Ihe .cln· Ing 01 the ad . (redlt 'llflll M Inued whcn yl,blt error hi' bltn dctc"nlncd within one wuk of publlCition. Ruden Ire edvlsed that In .ttempt WIS lI'I.cIc to veri· ty the .ulhenUclt., of ,II Id" but thlt such verlflc.tlon is nol .lwI", possl~c . The Ittttr Buslnes' 'urelu mly hIVe .. ore Intonnltlon on the cOftlptnlel IdYcrtl"ns In thll publication. 
YOUTH & COMMUNITY 
OUTREACH 
COORDINATOR 
Can you meet the challenge? Become part of a team offering high risk youth opportunities to make !,?sitive. choices and expand .lead-elSh i p skills. Our Peer Leade.' team IS l<>?kmgforan energetIC. diverse and flexible team player to Jom them m faCilitatmg male & female mulricultural youth groups. Offer s~pport and education to low income youth . families and co":,munlties [hrou~ tramlng oppor· tunities. recreational program~lng and . networking. ~~w1edge of high risk youth issues. community experience and a belief m the next generation a must. B~.or .BS m Huma~ Sc":'ICCS or related field . or 2 years experience fac~lit.t1ng a~d working With y~uth groups; ~pe­rienee managmg conflict resolution preferred. Evemnghours ~wrcd. Clea~ driving record required. $9.43-10.00 an hour depending on experience. 
RESUMES FOR POSITIONS DUE BY 5:00PM ON 12/31/98 TO EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT. PROP. 510 CUMBERlAND AVENUE. PORTLAND, ME04101 
Semester Break Work 
$12.50:start 
• S::'8C1al 1-5 wh V/[)rh pr' q·.111 
• FleXible Hours 
• S..::-cure Spr:nq or S.HTW11·r 
00si110n5 
Begin After Finals. But you 
must call now! 
EOE 
A PIT PAID PERSONAL CARE ATTEN-I OANTIHOUSEMATE wonled lora human-itarian Portiander In his 40', partility I,mit· . ed by Young On·ooI Poritinoon'sllisoue Oil<e Michool J. Fo.). Musl be kllty friendly. wood-stove friendly and be willing to share some I househokf dutin and yard work. Rent ntgo--l i sbl • . Wooded deadend street. Call 207-797·8<488 and I .......... g •. 
A. INCOME POTENTIAL· ploasanl atmos· phere. flexible hours and ground ftOQ( oppor. 
I tunities with strong and prowing group. We r will train honest communicators to 8811 inter· net based ~uct tocullomars who are excit· ; ed about itlleave name and p:hone n~mber :==;;:..;~ for l ate December IOt,rVlew s: 207-871-1800 
797-5765' 12-4pm 
B U L LET I N B 0 A R D FEMALE MODEL wanled 10IVory lun. coe. 
Roundtrip I\llfares As Low As: 
Europe $320 AsIa $380 
South AmerIca $259 
Be 8 littie ne.ible & save big $$$. 
I\fR COURIER INTERNATIONAL 
800-29S,1230 (24hrs.) 
·'BOLD! BOLD!! BOlDUt It .. lIal Aak for bold lin •• when you place your • d. n5-1234. 
10,000 000 CIRCULATIONIlIl Wouldn't th.t be f.buloullIIlTh. Nallonol_iling Network. Inc (NANII can deliver. To find out mote about IIIti IIrgeII 01_ ._ng _ hi IIIti counlry 
call 775-1 Z34 or l-1f1O-28I-tI01 and.sI< for THE HANI NETWORK. 
DAILY HOROSCOPES .. UP-TO-DATE SOAPS RESULTS. IiALL NOWIII 1·1IIJO.288·2266 eld. 627C. S2.98/mIn. _ 
be 18 • . Sorv·U 1619)645-843C. 
GOT A CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP OR TIMESHARE? W.·R l1l<I m Coli America's 1oIg000Icampgroundlll .... hanI). rosort ... clearing house. Resort-SaIH·lnternatlonai 1·8IX)'c23·S967. . 
BUSINESS 
OPPOR·TUNITIES 
$l.ooo·S A WEEK. Simply by advorlising • " .. 8001. 1·8OI)-811·21Ct . When lII<ed. gi .. Ihis code 162189. 
$875 WEEKLY! Work from home localing people owed government mortgogo refundsl 1·8OI)·725-2C17 •• Id. 5445. 
ative photography project. No I lpet'ience needed. Call Frank 842·1C99. 
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED $625. weekly processing mail. Easyl No experience needed. call 1·800·426·3689 Exl. 5500. 24hrs. 
MODelS un inhibited, unclothed, physically flexible . Inexperienced O.K .. Academy of Carlo Plttore, Bowdoinham. Professional. 207-666·8453. --- ------ - ---
START 1999 w"h a OREAT NEW JOBI SPIRITED GOURMET in Portland is hiring PIT ·FIT got.mel sandwich chef. Wage raIIocIs experience. Weekday ttour. only. Please call or .Iop by. 207·773·2919. lC2 SLJoiln SI.. Portland. 
BUsiNESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
AMERiCA'S BEST HOME BUSiNESSI Endonod by_PaNOIIog._ondon __ .
No risk. lrwonIory or delivery. UnIimiled In ...... _ volliclft bonus. l-1OO-87H373. 
AYONPIIOOUCTSI StIrI. __ .
w..I<_horn.EriIOY_ ......... ColI kIIlrIt 1-1110-902-«153. 
AYONSAI.£S.~I._I1111 ... _· ed. Mrra1 be 11+. Mall. _ ........... £am up 10 _I CoII2C houri. 1·1IIIJ.5CH3IIO. 
ENYELOPE STIJfFBiS NEEOEOi £am S500 10 S25OO..,.,!rom _ . WooOiy poy! Frao 1UP-
pllesl Rush SA$l1O: Col EnIerprH. P.O. Box 598. _ . TN. 37168. 
EIT_ED IllACllFOOD iIUSIIIESS. .... • Ing. mu.1 .... S20.000. ColI 207791-111140 _ 
...... and nvmt.r. No bn.*erI. 
IIIVESTOR(1l WAIIllD lOr ........ gilt Mop In PortIand.lnvontoryol_. CO·sand..,." mort with locus on Mal .. pnJducII. Grool opportunI. iy Iorgolting .. voIvedln slun projecI while k_ ing ,000r d., job. 5eekIng 10 ,., .. $25.0lI0. Call 207·878.008II. 
ROOMMATES 
2 GIM LOOKING FOR male roommate 10 sh.,. Iorgo3BRNorthSI.--,~ng_ lown PortIond. Dn .... Iaundry. stonge. S225/mo. and 1/3 ._. C11120H61.Q12fi. 
DECEMBER 24, 1998 ~5 
FAX : 775-1615 
VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
INSTRUCTION 
MASSAGE THERAPY Pra.-ID ....... nllDfI .... ttIi .. reor u. Mo_ TIoer-.ptst. Appfy DO" to tile Do" .... Sdioof 0' M ..... ror M ..... n..npycoa .... offeredl •• d.y.lldillPtsdied. 
BACK COVE. NlS FEMALE lor large. sunny 
be lid J Select Sport MIs-
2BR apartmenl. Siorage. S3351mo .. 1/2 ulil· ule, beclaafillSopteta.. • ... ry. itlts. Call 207-774·3014. .....Sbili .... or_y.MIiId .... .-to ............. tbeco ... curricul ... n.. pnifJnlll .1 DSM II A« ..... 1ted '" AMT A 
HOUSEMATE WANTED FOR 2BR cape in COMTA, VAlppro ••• h..r_", M.IDO Stote Dept. 
Scarborough. 20 minutes from Portland, close Ed. aDd Caltaral Services. to beach, marsh. woods. Pet. welcomed. for turlltn iIt/ormal;Oft CMMet S450/mo. all included. Availabl. January. OOWNEAST SCHOOL OF MASSAGE 207-883-3280. Bo.24 Waldoboro. Maine 04572 • (207) 832-5531 M/FROOWMATETOSHAREhome. Mul tlike l::===Ca::II:lor:.:n=:n:H:o:u"=Sche=d~U~Ie Or=ou=r="'~w~I9'!8~'~I9W~~Ca;"~I~::;::;:==j 
dogs, but not have one. Parking, WID ... ~ S35Olmo.plus 112 ulilities.Coli 207076HlB68. TUTORING 
d 1 ........ 1~ .. Y_r..c.a.. 
SHARE LARGE SUNNY OEERING apartmenL E::pan your , ........ .t 1'_" , .... 'L.S-.t _ 
VA. OIR. den. k"chen. NlS. S3501mo. 112 
•• _ ....... uIMi ••. 207·874·19C3. Potential! , r..p.I. • • s..-t ~ APTS/RENT Creativity r_.....,c:r=.:;,.~.-II .... Worbhops bring (207) 774-9341 STATE STIMERCYIMAiNE MED. AREAS. Stu· dio. l&2_. HIH.W .... kfloors,.ttroc· live kilchen & bllh. Some willi parl<1ng. S1Irt· ins It $3751mo. n3·1814. 
ROOMS/RENT 
FALMOUTH: PRIVATE SUITE In sunny SIll' cious house! OWn bllhroom. Yard. deck. Will and rTIOft! Must see. S4501mo + 113 utilities. 2070797·C232. 
ART 
STUDIOS/RENT 
TWO ARTIST STUDIOS FOR RENT . $85/$18Smo .Secure building naar U Bean on Congress St. 6 month lease, all utilities included. 828-0031. 
Il,EAL ESTATE 
SO DOWNI HOMES V.A .. FHA. HUO. REO·s. E·Z qualify, )ow GOy' t financing. Caliloday lor lislll ToIllr .. 1·801)·777·6948 exl. I • . 









FORECLOSED HOMES. DELIO. TAX REPOS I . D aI' . I . & Bank"",lcy'S being sold. For curr.nt Ii"· Po artty n.e lzanon nstltute ing. call now. 1·801)·501-1777 .xl. 279B. Pottland, ME 207-828-8622 HOMEOWNERS. NEED CASHI?! CREDIT Profesaiooal Level Trainings 1 Accredited IMSTAC problems. soII_loyed ..... benkruplcies. d b M ' D fEd ' F P king Fast approvals. no appllcalion I .... p....... ~~ .. ==Liic:e:nse==y=: .. =n:e=e:p=t:. :o=:u!ca=u::o::n~:::r~ee=:ar===C"~. 
al servlco. GOOD PEOPLE HAVE HARD TIMES II! Tooll Toll Fr .. 1·888·383-8168. 8:30 am • 
B:30pm. BUSINESS SERVICES BODY & SOUL 
ATTENTIDN DIABETICS:;I you ha .. M_ ar insurance Ino HMO's) you may qualify to receive your supplies at little Of no 001t. Call Ion freo HQ().985·85C5. 
GIVE YOURSELF or someone you I ... a "'" 01 well· being! Amy Cousins. R.M.P .. C.P:T .• C.H.C .. CoIl772·(Q55. ---_ .. _--
HEALING.IlASSAGElIIOIFT CERTIFICATES! 207·885·~88. Nickoloi Yodonov. 
LIVE PSYCHIC. TAROn' LOVE. MONEY. know your Mure!!! Talk live 1·1 now!!! call 1-1'00·370·6777 •• xl. 54C2. SUi/min. Must be 18 •. Serv·U (619)6CS·843C. 
Polarity pracliliontr' _1Hming massage-lho cornbinllion ia -"'II . Seelung to 
"rong,,*, oncf share ... lochnlquos far 1~~~~~~~~~~~!c~~~~~~~~!~~~...J 
pIIysiCII and spiritual hoai~" you -. 
,"_oaf.__ 0I1ow 
cold. pie ... cafllIura 207-774· 792. Port· land 10000ion. 
aUIETER QUIET TIMEI New __ 
reI •• alion. focus. Counselor _. 
HOUSE ClEANINO PAR EXCELLENCE. MIrI-
~ 8 •. Money back gUlrenleo. FiOOlhip-
1m Otis _. 11011 Highland Ave. S. Port-
prng. On Mil :S18.00. Symphony 01 Palms, 
land. ME. 041011 (207)741-2010. 
P.O. Bo. 8732. PortI.nd. Moine. 04104. DO YOU NEED HOME hailinG oil? Cotl lor (207)772·2442. www.sympIIclnyofpolmo.com. our OViryd'~ low priCisl IicAle •• y Oil !lACAED BODYWORK: H.lllng III .... ' Co .. 207-871· 37. Enorgetic bodywork. Rod,l .. _,,1- FIT'" E S S ..r pam of sail. A ...... patte .... thai .... !!~ pain.Krf!!."'~_ DI¥fd 121-6411. 
TIMETOLOSEWElGHT1 Aft nattnlproduc1 •. Doctor recommonded. 1\sI< me how. C .. Undo 2070799-ClCB. _. _____ ._ ._._._ ••• __ ••• _A_ •• _. ____ ._ • • _ 
ns THE _TO HIlEALTHY.1II¥E MAl-!lAGE 01" CEATlFiCATU. NoM __ LIlT. 171-111 • • 
LOSE WEIGHT -FEEL GREATI Willi Ih_ incredible n.tritionol produclt. qulclcll. bel· I. results. no meal replac ... _. Cllllodoy 1·801)·829·3830 axl. B191. 
ANIMALS 
HAPPY JACI( MANGE .DlCINI: A _ biond of _table ..... promolOO holing I hi!< growth 10 · hot II>OIs· I _ mange on dogs & _ WITHOUT sl..-. OM IIIU. ACE __ 813·5058. www.hIppyIdInc.com. 
COMPUTERS 
A. CERTlFIEO TECHNICIAN . PC tro.· bInhooIing. upgrode _~. oncI uporI WIn· _ help. me ...:" immodiolo Portland 
1I":~.!"_"_7_911-0430:...::..c=-' ____ _ 
IBM COMPUTER 3fIfI """,w, _UII. keybol.nI-, 81W MonItO •• 0,,1t 1_ !!~"'"" "'1_. eal __ ,073. 
CASCO BAY WEEKLY 




call 874 - 1901 
DAME 












Brian M. om., N.T.5., CoM.T. 
N_"'" T"-'.,..", spKWw, 
CmifiN/ M..,. TIwrtIpist 
Holiatic Health Ed..-ioD 
Masoag< .» Polarity ~ Rdlczology 
Movement Classes 
879-8934 
• 222 51. Joh. Sueer. Porrbnd -






Beginning Jan. 7'" 
Caseo Bay Movers 
871-1013 
Revitalize your life with 






eo.ms.Jmg 1-, CoMpk! 
LISA BUSSEY, LCPC 
775-7927 
Holiday Streee Gsttlng 
to you? Give rourNlf 
a gift 
-Holistic COUl= & 
~ -Gift Ce . cates Avai la~le 
Namaete - Amy Couelne, 
'toM""" C .... T" C.H.C •• 7'12_ 
IN TOUCH 
• 'Welcomes Patti Stevens 
Certified Massage Therapist 
Offering: 
MyofasciaI Therapeutic Massage 
Treating chronic.!r """""'" ronditiOO 
6U-5909 " 774-6876 





Sunday Jan. 7'" 
IO/weeks $85.00 




719 Main St. Westbrook. Me. 
(Unitarian·Univenalist Church) 
,I Fri. CI ...... : 7:30-9:00pm I 
Sun. Services: 6:30-8:00pm 
For more info call 
797-2039 
/Tom 1 Oam-4pm or 7pm-9pm 
~fll~ Sa~~:~~r 




LifeWOrD Chiropnc:tic Ceater 
SprrioIiri",. Nctwd <linpnaic 
....... D'II" .... -.. -
"'1''''' 
G~ spinal adjUluomb for 
HcoIi .... Wdl ..... ac PcnonaI Growth 
Eft".criw. Afliodable. IndMdu..liud c... 
Pathways 10 Wellbeing 
Counseling ~ 
Reiki ~ 
Anne Kocb. MSF.d, LCPC 
Call: 774.7170 




III \I.I'<;C; \1.\\\'\(, f 
Wllh Krisl'ne Dobson le/lOres MIT 
Feeillie lofely of non judgemenlol 
rerepllo, In your body 
"'I;fR(,IIIC BOIl\ WORK 
wllh Kr'lllle & DO.'ld Dobson 
Exp~rif'ncf Ihe 1Eonng touch 0' the 
:omblned ~e!l1:r:Ir:e &'~Q'j(iJl(w crcrgiC", 
( till !-.!/). ,i" {IJllljl{d!llld 
.,OMEGA SHAKTI HEALING ENERGY 
,. helps to release stress, promotes relaxation, & eases 
~ pain and headaches. The burden of emotional 
~ and mental "baggage" is often lightened. For an 
appointment call Don Labbe at 854-9257 
Psychotherapy Groupe 
Co·l.&:l t>y Male & Female PSYGhoIogl6U 
Im:erpereonal Growth 
for Men and Women 
Monday5 6-7:30pm 
A.:MInoed Group Work for 
Sexual AIIu .. Sul\llvore 
Thur'6<Iay6 4-5:30pm 
For further information or confidential Interview pleaee call 
Merle 5ragdon, Ph,D, Tom N~ron, Ph.D" 
712-1510 712-1164 
178 Middle St. 
Portland, Maine 04101 
INSURANCE REIM6UR5A6LE 
I , 5 D 
.EO .• le.p.C· 
MINuL ItEMnI CaNIUIII 
23 0cuN AVI. 1"cInANI, ~ 
n2 .. 1014 
AnIIety. Oepmsior\, s-..._ 
~-..­DysIwIdlon. fie. 
~ Crt_ ....... fungIIn 0.-
..... r tidGn 
0- 2S yean of Experience 
AIIlnsuronce Plan. Accepted 
Eveni~:;:-,* -





Holiday Gift Cmifiaun A,..,t.b!< 
\:itu\PI~ 
~ Pea~","j Worl(j 
In a ~v-
\!lion a.-r, LMT . , 





Tap· Ballet· Jazz 
767-0870 
Now offerIng Dance 
Classes in Falmouth 
Saturdays" Aqes 3 " 10 
Tuesday Teen Street Funk 
and Seq/noers Adult Tap 
417 U.S. Rt. , 
www.cltydance.com 
iJ,-i"t(~'~~~-,­
:: Don't Let the ~ 
l Hollu,. Go to Wei .. , 4t. . Lose weight fast. ,i. , . Natural weight Control ;'" 
, Makes Natural Sense. ~ 
~ call linde ~7IH148 I. 
~ ~#f/""'~'~~ 




I I ( , .," 
REAL ASTROLOGY 
By Rob EII'eDny 
ARIES(MAACH21-APR1I. 19): Med-
icaI .-chers are beginning to 
"'IlOrt an unexpected downside to 
the use of Prnzac and simHar drugs. 
Some pat_ find they just can't ba.-
the strain of laeIi"Ctent and well-
adjusted. HavinjI accustomed 
10 their depression lor so long. they 
laellost without ~ . I·m concerned that 
many of'; Aries will face a com-parable hi in 1999. Even without 
the help 0 pills. you',. ~ng to be 
far more comfortable with youlll8ll 
thanyou'vebeen in a longtime. Let's 
hope !his ·won·t freak you out too 
badly . 
TAURUS (APRIL20-MAY 201: ear-
lier this '{e.. President CHnton laid a 
stem decree on the leaders 01 the 
OlineseQOll8mfT1lll>t "Geton lherigtl 
side 01 hlstory." He meant that they 
should RW*Ner their country away 
from Iotalitarian communism and in 
the direction of democracy and cap-
ijaliam. Now I'm borrowing Clinton's 
injunction to use as your rallying cry 
in 1999. Get on the right sicIiJ oTms· 
tory, Taurus. That Is 10 say, analyze 
the destrucliveand constructive pat-
terns that '-shaped your life' s path 
up lilt now. and then throw all your 
weqrt and all your love towards the 
latter. 
GEMINI ~Y 21-JUNE 20): The 
next time a  01 doom assails 
you with visions of global economic 
collapse. remind him that Ghina and 
Inda. whichcompriseone-thirdofthe 
earth's populallOn. will finish the 
1990's with more Ihan twice Ihe 
wealth lhey had when the decade 
started. And the next time a pes. 
simistic friend or relalive undermines 
you with hints that you'A never be bal· 
ler or bigger than Ihe person you are 
loday, quote me as saying thai 1999 
wit belheyeeryou" blow awaywery-
one's expectations. 
CANCER(JUNE21-JUlY22): The 
Eco"o",ist~ predicts that the 
prison population in the U.S. will 
II,row to 1.8 mllHon in 1999. the largest Incaroeration In civil hlsto-
ry."lf true. K would represent a 546 
percent increase since 1980. That·s 
the bad news. The good news. as far 
you '''' concerned. Is that a dispro· 
portionalelysmall percentageol new 
inmates wrn be Gancerians. That's 
because the astrological omens sug. 
gest your tribe will specialize In lill· 
eration In the coming months. (Not 
justinAmerlca, but all overthe wortd.) 
Even your most covert sub-person· 
alijies will be singing freedom songs; 
even the most dank and dimIy·ln 
regions 01 your psyche wi" thr1ve on 
blasts 01 fresh air and bright illumi-
nation. 
LEO (JULY 23-AUG. 22): LIfe will 
invite you to embody the archetype 
oftha congenial Trespasser in 1999. 
Leo. ~ you accept this assignment, 
you'lI learn 10 vioIete taboos In the 
friendliest way possible; you'" try to 
explore forbidden areas without stir· 
""9 up whirlwinds 01 opposijion. 
Think you're up for this breathtak· 
ingIy subtledare7 As long as Y.?J blend 
your cagay inlenllons with poIKe 
Innocence. I think you'lI be amazed 
al how littlelroubleyou'lI have reach-
ing the wildest frontiers unhindered. 
VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22): /oJgN 
Scientist is a respectable magazine 
wijh a skeptical approach 10 the 
truth. n may not command the rev· 
erence accorded to lhe august Sci-
entfflc American. but ~ ain1no Nation-
IJI Enqulrarelther. lmaglne my pleas-
ant surprise. then. when ij "'IlOrted 
on research thai seems to confirm 
what a wacko paranormal guy like 
me has always baIIeYed: that we 
humans may be able 10 affect events 
which havealreadyhappened.1 don'l 
have enough room here 10 summa· 
rlze the evidence. but suffice n to say 
thatlheexperment waswel-deslaned 
andthe_~. \I\JhicIt 
brin!lsus 10 YOU. Virgo=,sus that you" provetltelheory In 1999. 
Again and !'IJain,you' getthecttance 
10 rewrite history and alter the past. 
UBRA (SEPT. 23-0CT. 22): Your 
conscience wID soon be bu!!U!ng you 
to drum up some heavyweighl1llew 
Year'S_ Naggingdo-good-
ers and whiny puritans may put pntS. 
sure on YOU. too. As a pubic service. 
though. I'd like to help you rebel 
agaIriat tt.... opprassive forces 01 
the superego. My hope Is that n'H fire 
you up for all the dissident actions 
I" be counseling you to pursue in 
1999. Ready 10 gat started on the path 
to Insurgency"T Make a ist of your antl-nJsolutions. What _ habits 
do you promlselocunivatewith even 
more vtgOr In 19997 What problems 
are you going to exploit in order 10 
makethe status quo accountablefor 
ilsconuplion7'1Yhich boring rules and 
traditions win you thumb your nose 
at. paving thewaylorllXCitingertCOtn-
tefS with strange attractors? 
SCORPIO(OCT.23-NOV.21):My 
therapist recentlyconf •• sed that """ onlyacceptsclientswhoseafftictions 
are inleresting 10 her. She feels she's 
unlikely 10 be heipfullo anyone else. 
I completely understand. and would 
make a further claim. lsn'l n wise to 
choose all your fr1ends and lovers 
according 10 this principle? Every-
one's messed-up in some wiy or 
ana_.afterall. soyoumightas_ 
pick the messes you like best. Keep 
this~ in mind In 1999,Scar-
pia. oursuccesswildependootyou 
having companions wijh antertaln-
ing and educational problems. 
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-0EC. 
21): Wililhe millennium's approach 
bring deadfy plagues. nucM .ter. 
rorism. a doomsday as18!Okl. Y2K 
chaos, and morefilms like WaIetboy? 
Nah. probably not- ·aIthough I do 
expeel sever;tl outbreaks 01 media 
hysteria lhal surpass even this year's 
Lewinsky Bin{je. You. on the o~ 
hand. Sagittanus. Ift8 scheduled lor 
some fabulous upheavals. Un!ikelhe 
events thaltheapocalyptic prophets 
foretell for our planet, hoWever. I 
balieve your . mutations will shal<e 
lOU up in rather pleaSural>le ways. 
Examp/e8:a~that 
requires you foteam lTlO!e_ebout love 
than you thought you could handle; 
a recovered desire from your youth 
that stirs up sadness and excitement; 
and a brainstorm that wHI be both . 
very difficun and very fun 10 bring 10 
~Ie. 
CAPRICORN (OEC. 22-JAN. 19): 
I'vecomeup with tivemelallhors that 
captura what I balieve will be your 
!He's essential qualijies in 1999: 1) a 
300-year-01d vase filled with fresh 
lilies; 2) a posl-men0p8usal woman 
wItoaurprises herself byfalMng in love 
like a I_er. 3) a claustrophobic. 
toR:h-It tunnel that '-Is to a aparking 
MaIth spa; 4) a five-year-old chili! 
holding a Stradivarius. ~. lor a first violin lesson; 5 immigrants 
studying 10 masler t enlrance 
requirements 01 their new COUntry. 
AQUARIUS (JAN. 2O-FEB. 18): I'm 
a great edminl< 01 lhe role lhe jester 
played in the royal courts 01 medieval 
I:ur'ope. They had license 10 speak 
the innocenl truth about the bom· 
bastic or deluded behavior 01 imflO"· 
Ian! people. I also love the lradition 
of Ihe ombudsman. a person who 
receives and investiQalescompiaints 
about powerful institutions. A good 
modemexanple Is Bit Kovach, Whose 
job it Is to monitor the and 
objectivity of the ~'s 
COnlllnt. What does ~Is have 10 
do with you? I hlgtlyrecommandthat 
you get your very own jester-cum-
ombudsman. You'lI have a million 
fresh Ideas in 1999. but only about 
30 percenl oflhem wMI beraaHygt881 
fresh ideas. 
PISCES (FEB. 19-MARCH 20): A 
Ch_ proverb says. "M a man has no nickname. he _ grows rich." 
I have reason 10 bellevelhls curious 
• formulation wi. soon apply to YOU. 
Pisces. While 1999 wH/ be prime tima 
to lay the groundworlt lor greater 
weaIth, l suspecI you'" have !fie best 
pooeIbIeUc:k in that efI<lrI W)'OU·'''-
some playful tweak In your identity. 
-like by adding a whimsical new 
moniker. for instance. How about 
Rumbler or Flux or Splashy or Hooch 
or Lynx7 
The last week 01 the year harbors the power 10 change things you've always assumed you were stuck with. What 'impossible' 
metamorphosis will you launch? 
Box 761, Petaluma. CA 94953 or www.realastrology.com 
You Cltn .... 1 Rob 1IreDny, day or night. lor your 
EXPANDED WEEKLY HOROSCOPE 
1-900-903-2500 
$1.99 per ",loute· 18 over' touchtono phone roqLired' CiS 612/373-9785 
Don't forget to check Rob's website at www.reaiaslroklgy.comI 
Color AnalYSIS 







lARRY JIU\ lNi>AlJ 
761-2142 ... 967-5965 
5cu.Ioe In,.or1:IftI & ~





Free Infro eIosses 
Tuesday Dece",&' 29th 
KripaIv ,.. • 87J-8274 
CALL NOW TO JOIN' 
DATING SERVICES 
. ~ 'r.. Destiny Dating 
~ f;: IntrodUCing Singl .. 
by Comparing Common 
Interests, Values and Goals 
1/2 PRICE MEMBa\SHIP. Exp. 1/1/99 
453,4199 
The ra~d SINGIliS' 
~ONNECTION 
A Dynamic Network 




Travel g~oups & more 
helping single· adults 
'GET CONNECTED' 
800 - 775 - 3090 
DECEM8ER 24, 1998 ~7 
~" FE ELI NG STRE SS ED? 
FINANCIAL 
as WE BUY as Soller ftn_ not •• lnsur· 
Ince M111em ..... land noIe portfolios. buli· 
nt.. not.. . Colonial Financill 
1·800-969-1200. e.1. 33. 
$4700 V1SA/IIASTERCARD. No dejIoIit. bid 
cradij O!(l Fasl 1_ dIy"""" .... CoIl 
HOO-835-1402. 
BILL PROBLEMS? Debl consolid loan. Ind 
programs ava~lbl • . F'H consultation. Save 
thousands in interestl ArneriOebt, Non-prof-
" . 1-800-945-4445. e.1.9OO. 
BURIED IN debl? Consolidate. Lower pay. 
ments and interest on creel" cards. Call 
1·888-442-5221 now!! Non·prof". 
CASH: YOU'VE SOLD REAL ESTATE AND 
RECEIVING payments on I mortgage and 
note? 1'1 pay cash lor .. 1 remaining paymenls. 
CaD Frank loll frM 1-800-977-9777 ext. 20. 
GUARANTEED V1SA CREDIT CARDS: $5000 
maximum limH. No oocurIIy deposH. Simple 
and eaay to get even with bid credit. 
1-800-658-8879. 01. 565. 
WIPE OUT DEBT NOWI! Debl consolidllion 
from 31(-1001( in 24 hra. No etIdit check· 
resl ... Cladl1 ... ilHary __ Coli nowl 
1·800·401 -3906. 
ITEMS FOR SALE 
BED: OUEEN. blick wroughllron ClIlOIIY. 
orthoj)odlc meI1reA. box and frame. unuted. 
IIAlln bo •. Coat $199. HII $350. 443-359S. 
BUSINESS COPIERAS IS PanasonIc FP-3040. _ LITTLE work. It has In IIIe 
e""'l & wi! do AllIIIe work lor you! LoI· 
I • • tog" & 1acI~ size _ cartrigdel. Sella 
for S7500 new. ask'ng S850illili I bargain. 
Jeffrey • 775-8801 ot.444. 
CASSETTE DECK. TEAC model V-385. _ 
great. S80 .. 207·780-8634. 
FOR SALE; SURFBOARDS AND ROAOBIKE. 
Hobie l'IIil Edwards 9'6" loog_d $0125. 
Pearson Mow 7'10" hybrid wIProlHetra.· 
,k:ase $400, Medici 55cm. roadbike w/Uhe-
gra STI $500. minI condilion. 201-93.\-9633. 
ITEMS FOR SALE 
KING BED. orIhcII>dC ~ _. 
boa and tr_. _. 1Ii1 in plalic. Cool 
SII00.ucrtflcalor sm. 44)-3521. 
L-sHAPED~ROFFICEDESK·_ Ity ___ buII-In cord otarogo..-, 
buHl·ln If9OIIomIt: koyboonl !ray. Warllt 
$550 .• liking S15O. mUilpicll up. Cd dIyI 
71W601. Ilk lor Will • . 
OAKWOAKS .. ASSAGE TA8l£. Greal con-dillon. $250. Uving Ear11I Craftl _ _ . $90. ___ ric typIWrItIr 
sao. C11120H7t-70110. 
ONKYO ~ECE1VER TX-4S00. 100 Wlttl. 
ExceUent conditfon, fantasltc sound. Many 
leall .... $85. Coli 207-780-8634 . 
RECYCLE TONER CARTRIDGES & SAVEl 
cartridges Irom $45.00. including picl<up and 
delivery. Guaranteed. Discounted toner for 
copit,. Inilable. We buy empties. 
1-800-678-0748. www.nllionaltoner.com. 
STAINLESS STEEL hoi high preuure wll11-
er. 4000pai. gasoline. electric. Factorydlroct 
55" discounts. Finlncing. 1-800-324-2822. -. --- _ ... --. -- - -
STEEL BUILDING FACTORY CANCELlA· 
TIONS. FarmicomlllllCi" 1IIrucIInI. 24'. 30'. 
40'.40'.30'.80'.45'. 70'.50'. 100'.64'. 
210'. 1-800-21'-9593. e1123. 
T·SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED. S4.50. 
HEAVYWEIGHT. Fruil 01 Th. Loom. Hals 
$2 .75, mugs & more. F,ee Cltllog. 
1-800-242-2374. Berg Enterprl .... 
USED SEA KAYAKS' BIKES: BAR HAR· 
BOR: CooIIII Klyoing To"" Annual Used 
Equlpmenl Sale. 1998I0I0 klyab 11IIIIn9 
II $595: IIntiom kayaks 11l1li", II $695: 
Bikn Ity Cannanti ... and Raleigh. Save ... .-1 .... rolill. 0.. 70 _ in groat 
condition to choose from. On-lit. flnlnCtng 
or IIYlway IVIIIlbIe. C"ll -800-528-8815 • 





~ Sr&,(v4 -I e.t-
The Yoga Center 
137 Preble St.. Portland 
775-0975 or 799-4449 
'CHRISTOPHER BUCH' 
JUNGIAN ANALYST 
0ipI. C.G. Jln<IInat. - ZItic:II 
321'1eat!1n St. PorIIand. ME 04101 
" m-U79 ~ 
WANTED 
A GREAT WAY TO SAVE ON ,... _ DonaIo __ .. to_Luna_ 




BASS EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. _1 
condition. SWR 18' Cab & Head. Sl500. Cd 
lor _II. 715-2526. 
MUSICIANS 
WANTED 
BASSlSTNOCALIST wanted lor _ cia· 
lie rock bind. bperlonCtld bind """"'. pIouo. CoIl Alan 165-4188. 
DOO WOPS WANTEOI Fun original bind 
seeks temale back-up lingers. ASAP. Tlme 
to practice/gig Ind delir. to ham it up nec-
essary. Calll 7-883-3280. 
EXPERI .. ENTAL, INSTRU .. ENTAL, lOund· 
tracky, space rock bind seeks mUSicians to 
add "color"'oounound. WIllI do you pllY? 
Seeking organlsl. keyboardill. lurnllbles. 
calio .... ophone. lrumpel. etc .. cln JllOI1 
871-9968. 
GUITARISTNOCAlIST Wlnlad lor Beillos 
tribule band. Must play 8011los mulle ICCU-
rlle1y. call Alan. 885-4168. 
KEYBOARD PlAYER WANTED for •• peri. 
menial, instrumental bind witt! established 




DRU .... ER WITH LAZY LIGHTNING _s 
1nIaI ... 1 wort< 10 fill acherlUle. CIII Jell. 
207-7It-3188. 
WHEELS 
'HOT 'HOT 'HOT 1913 MAZDA RX7-
Gold _NlN., SIp., good .0IId1ttott III" 
tie or no rult..any"" patti. V_IHY 
"",rtyIIU SIcrtIIce 1111&0.11.0. c.H 
J ....... n5-tlO1. 
1914 SKIDOO. facatlonl contlijion. _ 
irICk. S8OO. CoII201-8S4-S168. 
11184 CHEVY S10 PlCK·UP. 4x4. ext_ 
cab. Boon rulorad. facallonl condition. 
S55OO. CoIl 207-283-3227. _._---
1. MERKUR XR4TT -U turbo coupa. 
51P., 84K 1IIU .. , loaded, runl great. 
many new p_, good It ... , helled 
leather Int.,Io'i.."'" aporIy, AC. Vary 
lolid Cltr. $21w, ""0 partl Cltr for S2OO. bollt lor $2200. 191-0231. ............ ......... ..... .. --- -------- ---------_ ..... --- ~ ... - - .. - .. .. 
..... John Toker, 
.-.MA,LCPC 
Uccnood~ 
New England Family Institulr 
IocIMduaIa, Couples, Groupi 
Sma M ............. t Scmiaan 
871-1000 
AFFORDABLE FEE 
ROLFING . , . 
MIc ..... Morrison 
871-8002 
WHEELS 
1111 DOOGE CNlAVNI- Vary Good condI-lion. 17.000 _. $3,500. C11111I-1314 
(7:300n>6:3Op1n)or 111-2150_ 5: ..... 
1l1li HONDA CIVIC. lItIao. el_ .. good 
contIiIion. Ilk. $2400. 201-128-7104. 
11111311ERCURY COUIWIXR1-,"_ _1II1IIe1.,.. be.'" contIiIion._ 
coIor. IoW"". S1II5f1nn.CIII885-17t3. 
1915 FORO EXPlORER XLT. _ ..... 
4_.4x4.S15.9OO. ~.CaII7It-1314 
(7:3Oam-S:3OjImIorIl7-2I5O_5:3Opo!. 
1811 CHEVY BlAZER· 34.Il00 _. ~ 
1ant condition SIUOO. 4 _ . 4.4._. 
CoII7It-1314 (7:3Oam-5:3Opm1 or787-265O 
1ft. 5:30pm. 
1881 TOYOTA CAMRY LE VI. I.callonl 
Ihapo. 1_. le.oOO milos. SII.500. CIII 
799-7314(7:3Oa .... 5:3Opmlor 117-2650_ 
5:30pm. -.-- -----
97VWJETTA,green.5sp. AIC.I8k,SI3.900. 
207-232-2205 (P.ortllnd number. pltl .. 
Iosvol~. - ---_._. 
BERNICE IS A 1988 Ford EICorI Wagon. 
11K. F,1IacI wl1II poIilivaonergy! SI 100. ColI 
207-173-1644. 
GAS TANKSI NEW GAS TANKS IN STOCK 
FOR: GMC. Ford. Chevy. 00tIg1. AUC', 
including C.O.D. & lreighl $99.00 (imports 
SII9.001 Deli.ered. U.P.S. Coli Greg II 
1·800-561-8265. 
GREAT CAR. 1995 Ford Wind ,Iar GL. 
Fully loadad & warrantad. "4.000/B.0 . 
175-2499. 
HONDA ACCORD Ox. 11196- 831<+""'.4<11' .• 
5 spe.d , two Inow ti, .. . MUlt 11111 
SI0.500/8.0 . 828-4424. 
IIAZOA "lATA, 1887· Loaded. black on 
black, 2tK mild. new tlr.. mUI' HI' 
$18.900. 191-1750. 
5MB 900 SE TURBO 1811. Scarabe gr .... 
Ian lealher . .... led _1 .. liii0,, 5_. 3Ik. 
S17.900. 207-782-2290. 
VW VANAGON 91. Sit>w. lutomallc. Good 
condition. $5200 or 8/0. ColI 201-799-8482. 
"Ull HI" 
BOATS 
16' OAYSAILER W/GN..V. TRAILER. E.ceI-
IonIcondIIIon. YaI_~CudtIy 
cabin ....".-2. Roomy cockpil. 12.800. 
788-4305. 
BAYLINER 24'· Volvo In/aul. UII-$IO.500. 
HllIor $2.5OOi1racle for .. ilboll or lruell. 
MooracI. EIII End a-h. 713_. 
, , . 


























CASCO BAY WEEKlY 
ADULT SERVICES 
PHONE ENTEATAINMENT DISCLAIMER: TtIS ClASSfnc:A'1OM CONlAU'S ADS row COWEItSATIOtrI Of! MCORDED MESSAGES THROUGH THE US( or tELEPHONES. THESE ADVERTISERS HOVlD£ A $(R\'tcE fOl A fIE. CALLS 10 SUCH NUMI£RS IIIAY R(sULT IN A CtWtGl: TO THE CAlUNG 1lU1II1£I. YOUIt PtIOME IUoY IE OOl[D Acens TO SlJ(H NUMBER'S IY CALLlMG ATlANTIC BEU AT 1-800-585-~66 , .[OUESTING A 900 #: CAU 'lOCI. NoT All 900 NUMBERS AllOW A CRACE PUtoO ow WARNING l£fOft[ THE CAU IS eHAKED T~ lour f'HOtt( IILL THESE TEl.V'tIOME RELATED SERVICES "RE rrucowlllUNICArlONS AM' ARE REGUlATED IY THE FCC. COMPlAINTS VA., IE DIRECTED 10 FCC. 1919 N. Slam N.W., WlSHINCiTIHI. D. C. 20554 
PORTLAND 
PLEASURE SEEKERS 
Just enter the box # below and 
Make direct contact where the adults play 
1 900 255-0888 Credit card 800 790-6699 ....... . ...... . ............. . .......... .. .. . ...... 
BOX II 339735 Mindy 
[ am a very opeD suy 26 yr 
blond, full of sHual 
I am looking to 
~v •• "rw;th the right 
BOX 11339744 Plmela 
I'm S'412SIbs with blond 
hair & grten eyes. I'm a 
natural 36d cup wilh 
LARGE nipples. Will "Iurn 
all calls. J also like making 
hot flome maik sex video's. I 
am very passitmaJe &: loving. 
Seeking a male partnu that 
Is a nlg"l person. 
24yr old sexy brunette. Pm a 
single never been married 
Of action that knows how 
ID please a man. [llave 
mlmy saual fetishes thai I 
will discuss wilh you on the 
When you arrive to 
up you'll be pleased. 
for fun. Mirrored waHs 
& ceiling. SC);}, framed 
photos, king size bed with 
red satin sheets, large 
screen TV for the hottest 
movies and of course me. 
Carrie I'm hot, sexy, & 45. 
BOX # 339740 Sherr; 
25 yr old den'tal assistant. I 
have dark hair and bed-
room eyes. 36c~24-36 with 
lips that Ire soft, lovely & 
wet. I assist a oral sur,eon 
at the office, and perform 
my own oral surgery at my 
home. Bye ... 
MODELS 
WANTED 
Females only, 18+ 
Nude Bond ... Phot .... phy 
Pafd, ProfHslonal Wort 
Friends Welcome on Set 
$sl>~our n4-s.S9 
CtMA INC, 
II 339747 Amanda BOX 1133~737 Diaone 
28 yr old divorced 
with no children. J 
don' t claim to be I beauty 
queen but I'm not ugly. I'm 
~'S and 8 chunky 140 Ibs. 
Being a little over weight 
bas made my boobs bigger. 
] enjoy kissing, massage, & 
oral pleasures. 
II ALERT II 
If you are having a problem 
K~lting through 10 our serv-
ice you can E-mail us al 
PleuureSeekers@ 
AmericanGlobalMedia.com 
Tell us the problem and we 
will1r), to help you. 
BOX 11339739 NI!W ad 
Sexy 41 yr old Red"ead l1Ial 
really can 'I get enough. 1 
have a very in shape 38d~26-
38 body that is better now 
thai when I was 20 &: 1 know 
how to use it. l1ave you ever 
s"aved a woma" 's legs wllile 







Wuted: Cute maD over 30. 
Must be bonest, clean & 
very sexy. I'm 33 tan & and 
witb nice legs, perfect 
breasts and very kiss-able 
lips. I look forward to first 
dates as I get to wear my 
sexiest revealing clothing 
that drive. you crazy. 
BOX # 339745 Theres. 
I'm searching for a mao 30.-
SO to join me in weekend 
swinger parties. My reveal· 
iog message will tell you 
what take.!! place and what 
should know and do. 
"BORED HORNY HOUSE-
WIVES! BEST SWINGERS! Get 
Real Portland Names & Home Phone 
Numbers, Try it , it worksl 
1-900-420-0420 ext, 161. 
$2.95/min. 18+ zmc (702)387·6465. 
"OLDER PORTLAND LADIES"-
private phone numbersll·900·737·1122 
Ext. 796. $2.95/min. T.T .• 18+. NNI 
(702)593·0303. -.--.-
Actual GIRLS of Portland 
names and phone numbers, 
1-900-737-1122 ext,352, 
$2.95/min, Must be 18+, NNI, 
(702)593-0303, TouchTone, ONE NIGHT 
STAND 
DATELINE! 
Owned and Operated 




AMBER- 18yrs .• 5'2 '. 1031bs., blond, 
blue eyes. well endowed. seeks hot guys 
lor hot talk & to meet. 1-473·407·9793. 
CHEATING WIVES, PORT-
LAND. GET NAMES and private home 
numbers. Call 1·900·288·5533 ext. 372. 
S2.95/min. Touch·tone, must be 18. Nal· 
N (702)593'0303. 
You won't meet your 
wife here but we 
guarantee you will have 
ONE DAMN GOOD TIME! 
1 .. 473 .. 473 .. 4363 
fROM ONLY 4U PER MIN. 
WORK IN 
ADULT FILMS 
No experience. All types. Maleslfema~ 
~qulna. Video$, Alms. Uve Internet Sites 
Make Money While Havin. Fun! 
Call Today! 
1-800-414-0 1 36 
$1.99 Conned;.., Fee 
'-800-7Q5-5483 
$ 2.00-$4., 99/M',., 
, aprus 24. Hours 
/lOT h .. - 1 AcnON 
PENIS ENLARGEMENT 
Professional vacuum pumps or 
surgical. Gain 1'·3'. Permanent, safe. 
Enhance erection. Free brochure. 
Dr. Joel Kaplan (3121 409-5557 
For latest enlargement information 
1·9()()'97EH'UMP (S2.95/min.l 
• 
Check Us Out On me Internet At: www.VIOEOEJlPO.com 
For The Siore NeareSI You Call: !· 811-UIDDKPO 
HEY GUYS. SHY? Nervous? Firsl Time? 
We're live and experienced! 
1·900·336·2500. e,\. 8980. S3.99/mln. 
18+. Serv·U (619)645·8434. 
HOT HORNEY COLLEGE GIRLS. Live 1· 
on·l. 1·900·993-5159, 1·800·785·2833. 
S2.50per/min. 18+. 
LIVE GROUP PARTY LINE 
1-473 -32 8-2251 The hard Line 
1·473·328·2881.ILDA 18+. 
LIVE HOT GROUP ACTION 
1·473·328·2251. Live Gay Chat 
1·473·328·2280. ILDA 18+. 
ROLL PLAY- Top NYC Domina now 
available for outcall in Maine. Fetish, fan-
tasy & rollplay specialist· all aspects, no 
straight. Beauliful. highly skilled & Cre· 
alive, Extensive ward robe/equipmen\. 
(207)775-5050. 
,.. sn'1 MB1 DOU.s 
1-900-745-2154 
1-800-456-5639 










22·YEAR·OlD. BEEH wishing ", ... SingIe, sexy. spiro 
ituaI, bisexual Sf. CMlnoI seem to find one lI'lywhere, 
even thoogh I know you'fB out there somuwherB.l8t's 
go on advenllns iI1d II the best of Me with inner hap-
piness along with kinky """""""". ~4< 
BEAUT1RJtANO BUXOM. Bi-<:uious MarTied WOflWl 
seeks liscreel other fer kXllWKt games, suctl as role 1JIav'>9. _ be ""'"' 300",",25. MIF. Must be ok 
with 00sband. ~78 
BIFEMAI.£ SEEKtNG BiFemaie to fulfil my fantasies 
300 yc<KS. No stmgs. Call me 300 Iet·s get togetlw. 
1f90269 
BIG SQUEEZE. 27·"",-<Jkt C8Iifomia Gil wilt be iI 
PoIttard~. Seeking _ Maie. 23+. 
with II warm studio for !!lOmB hot n9U- tt90314 
CAN YOU ",",,? StiI icJokW>g lor. few good Men to 
flfflI "'I fantasy of tine Men. ~ lIIimportant. 
Asklrglor a willingness to please. Musl be ok with "'I 
husband thefe.I'm 45, fit, attractive, wtth rrBlY excep-
tional """,ties. tr00007 
DARK CURtOSITY. Overweight, Married WF. 29. ISO 
SSM. ooder 35, for occasional, fiery enta'lglemenls to 
lulfil"'l_ -.. and CI1Mngs. lTA prefemId. 
HeaMhy, safe a1d disaeet. You be too. tr00185 
ADYENT\JRQUS,NTE1.lJGENT,sensitive.ma!iClAine, i1. __ port~heaI"forwinl", F""'Y. hug-
gable snow buddy for friandstll>. ~Ip and 
oh so much more. Hurry! Only cne of these fine items 
1ett.tr90268 
AT1ilET1CAU. Y·BUtlT,MAARtEOBNIM.27.S'. ISS Ibs. weft.proportioned. construcliOn _. 1WIhy. 
clean, ~ing similar, MCI'ried or SHiM or select 
BiCoupIe Iorfun. frianJIy get.togather>. No! into pain. _Otlemmes. __• __
pn>n>plly. tr90262 
ATTtHT1OIIlADtESl_.~ Maie. 36, 6'. 200 Ills. good __ ladles for aftemooo get. 
together>. No"",,,,,,",,, no baggage. just _ 
ardgood ado;tfun. SIroog-mindedladles.25-ss. need 
apply. Cofor 300 siDJ ~ I eM fultllait 'fW 
needs. tr90337 
ATllIACllVESWM,4S. 5'10". 1651bs. -.y,,,,,,",. 
rJk:e.icJokW>g, very disaoet. n1s. _ManiedlSF.25-
50, to efloy quiet tines ind to share aI. You won't be 
disapponad with • calf .,00319 
ATllIACTlVESWM.ond-4Oo,S·1". lootls,groaIshape. 
-. Couple lor adult fun. I'm clean. dweet. _. 
going. with a sense of 1'kJrnor. CM travel Of entertain. 
Opeo-minded. "m79 
DECEMBER 24, 1998 G9 
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meN seeIaN{; coupLes 
FAll ROMANCe. GY&, 30. seeki1g companion for 
weekend road trips, late night skMy dI~, camp-
ing 1.IIde<.my skies, cardlelildiJne<s, lazy SiJrdays 
in bed. Interested? Cal, k!t's make this a fall to remem-
ber. tt9OOO2 
fANTASY GIRl. WM ISO special F. If you're bored 
with the LlllUai, cOOousOl~ yrgsexuakty, 
thM tNs is )'OU" chance. Occasional and SM1eti"nes 
brief encountetS. eacIJ differenl t,,",!he last. long Ot 
short ·tm. Something /of almost everyone regWess 
ofage. siDJ, r.ICe. No S&M or bondage. Let'sgetlogeth· 
• and talk. I:l00, nas ttis opportunity to experience 
'"' extnoordnaIy -.,,;p. tt90t 16 
F£MALE VOYEUR sought. Attrac1Ive SWM. 26. _ 
bUll extibitiorist ...... attrac1Ive F", woyu to 
walcll !In attractive, yw'IQ Male. 0isc:t9ti0n as..vad 
and _ad. ,,00047 
FREE /1M) east, truck driver. Sirge dad. 39. 5''''. 
200 tis, iIIas outdoors, ~. dancing, motoroy· 
des, rode. n' roI and country 1fIJSic, ISO easygoing SF 
Wlih similar intnst, musllilul chikhn, possible lTR. 
~84 
GWM LOOKING forsane, 18-40, love movies. m.JSic, message pomo, rI8ed a special someone. I'm 5'S-, _. smoottJ and am ready leave message 
OPEH·MINOEDBWMaIe,seeksgoodtinesWl1hgood ACTlVE, SHOWMOBtUNG Co..!lIe ISO 0 .... snow· poop •. I am __ to Mylhin9 IIoat I .... good. E<joy motJoiing Couple, for w __ IIY' 300 tr.O! 
CoupIas. let·s ~ay. tr90308 adv8ll ..... trOO326 
RElAX, ENJOY. Tall. athleticDWM, 50, wOOd like to 
exchange massage with sensuous P:IviduaIs. Neat 
300 ...... hy. nosOilgs. ,.00163 
SEEKS BONDAGE _ • . SWM, _egad. 
despe<ately seeki1g Female mat. fOt dating. pertJaps 
leading 10 L m. iofOlOStad iI onld DIS. I", Ot bottom. 
iII.loswilch.discreel._tarong,safe, ...... con· _."'Y_ •• agent __ .v9Q297 
SPEQAL CURE fa Laies. Tall, 'If!IlI/tmdsaneS8f.A, 
knowhow 10 treat a L..aa;, open 10 suggestions. Seek-
ing heavyset. big WF. 30-50. 200 "" . for fiji boitf 
massage. fooIletish. """ for the boitf. oomance. eM-
<leigtJ1 outings, filepjaces. 0IMICh more. ~36 
STAI'1NG tN ~sometimaslonaly. Heaflhy. easygoing. 
late 40s DWM seeks affectionate Wonal of hart'nooy, 
who loves 10 cuddle Mel wallS 10 shcn IM!Ilings at! 
home.~99 
----------------ATmACTlVEMAllRtED\\1oiIeCo..!llelooking kvCoo-
pie with BiF '" SF. He's 33. Sllaight. S·. 240 Ibs. with 
a!J08l personaity.She's29. 5"'. 1201ls, with a great body. ikes"""",", dirr4l nt flIWtYin9. _ be clean 
300 discreet. trOO309 
A TTRACTlVE, ADVENTUROUS Co..!lIe whIi stmlght 
Male 300 bi-a.rious Female. He', '5. 5'10'. 160 Ibo. 
",,', 30. 5'''". 1351bo. seeki1g -... Couple with 
Sllaighl Male IOd BI Ot ~-ruIous Female. We enjoy dImer, -. pool. _. dancing. ootdooB, like 
Iao.9*>lwlwW\IU\,1ooking kvhorll!lip 300""1*>1-
ilg ilHmale desir9s. HIIMthy and cb::reet a I'I'l.IStt 
~19 
Bt.cuRlOUS GW Co..!lIe. 2Os, seeks ffl . attrac1lve F, 
possibly Cot4lIe, for Bi ekpeOence. Wen both attrac· 
tive Md of above aYI!fage endowment. hep make our 
fMlasies ooma !rue. tt90164 
RJN. GOQD.lOOKtNG Co..!lIeIooking /crCo..!lleoillJ str"ai!1rt M., BlFemale. I'm 5'11", 1::.1 Ibs, 3ifs, 
_. He', 5'10". 100 tis, <Os. Enjoy dinner. 
-'CAidoo<s.pooI.SlllQl8f e>dtelronl ard .... 1daas. 
tt9032' 
GWCOUPlf,4Os, one 5'5-. 1401bo._mus· 
atlarbuid. _5'10". 190 Ibs. 00sky. Oish dad. look· 
ing fer hoi, active Men for adtII too. l..oc::II8d in York Cruoty btst wI_" _ ~71 
HAPPY ToorntER. She: 30, bk:IJOOus. He: 25. 
sV3iitt Seeking BiF. 21-3). wanting "' .... ",,-.0 ooma!rue. Must be heaIItoy 300 _ . WI ...... 
aI. tt90149 
HEAl.TlfY,EDUCAlBlMil.Co..!lIe~heaIItoy WnlM. must be "'Y _ 35>. 5'9" •• wiling .. 
beWltchad with ..... WI ..... II. tt90195 
JUST CURIOUS. Bi _ WM. 36. oeII-tfII!iIOI'ad. _d;tfard __ .Seeks"'YI.IIde<· 
standr>!I. ~Co..!lIe Iortong.tonn._ 
Iriandship. ~ -.at. "'Y wio<Is to_iIOd 
connect. Seiect Singles COIOSIdeIad. ~tI 
_0 WIm Co..!lIe ISO other ~ Ot Si>-gle Male Ot Femaie to shaI. good. __ with. No 
ageOtoacehang_ f'teosebefllWlP.Seriousreplies 
or;y.~17 FRIENDLY I OUTGOING, ,g·year-old Female, ATTRACTIYE,HUSKY,assertiveWMlSOstJ'ai!tIl.mas-brownlblue, 5'S".haavyset,seeking Female,under40. Clb Male lor fun days or evenings. tfOO221 
with nuntoe<. W~ cal aI. -.g "I.ewistonIAIiIooJ 
..... .,00318 
GWM, ATTRACTIVE, dwI<, haIry and masculine, 
WW/P, seeking same, in a35to 50-year-old Man, lor 
occasIoroI. safe. _ . daytime fun. "oo:103 
SWM lOOKING lor non-cOtmiltad, ooll\ fun. 36.6'. 200 Ibs, "good _ and condition. My uItimat. play. 
mate would be a large WOO'IMI. the bigger the better, race is oot <WI issue. Amwer tta ad nl you won't 
oegrat ~. ~87 
BtWF, 35 and "" 18·"",-oId stlllighllxrjfriand look· ing fora BiF playmate. Nostmgs, ITIJ5t be dean. Come 
play with lIS. tr90331 MAARtEDWHITE Co..!lIe icJokW>g kv Married Co..!lIe or BiFemaie. We'mhealthy, attractive. She is Bi, he is 
straigIt. FOt ge1.~ Looking lOtwilld to heal 
from you. wilt reM! aI calls. ~49 
to spend time with, tor friendship and more. tr90311 
HEART -oF·GOLD, SPtNE 01 iron, W<Vm and sensi-
tive, butslroog and mdependent rJNF, 33, earthy, sen· 
suaI, likes movies, music and n. Seeks SlDWM, 3(}. 
40, lor frieMsIip. possible lm. !!OO178 
ATTRACTM, SENSITIVE. ".shape PM icJokW>g lor 
WCVTTl. adventurous companlonstip thr'oIql the win-
ter months. You be atlractiYe, kind, sensual SlMarried 
F.25·SO.1r9IJ3OO 
ATTRACTM, SllIAIGHT·ACTING Male. 42. seek· 
SWM, 23,ISO dominanl SWF.I.IIde<35. slender bU~. 
with bondage felish. tr9Q32O 
CAN YOU handle it? Happiy Married WF seeks Coo· 
pie v.-ith Male who is fanatic about amusement rides. 
HusbMd likes 10 walch, pertlaps your partner can pair 
up 'Nitti my husba'ld and can both walch. Belween 
ages 25-40 and fit. tt90160 I'M 34,trownlblue, 110Ibs,searchingforMissRtght. ing slraighl-aclmg Male lor daytime encounters. Iwanltosurprisemyhusl:lMdormaybeyours.'ft"90230 DOO255 ' 
HAPPILY MARRIED WM seeks Couple or SF desir-
ing 10 f\.MIlI muttiple Male fir'tasy I'm 5'9", 160 Ibs. 
brown-eyad, oonsIructiooWOlkOf. Be healthy, _eel. 
fil and practioner of safe, responsible enoounters. 
".90170 
TErnER£OGUV ..... _Guysansf_haK. 
no toggle strings. leave Greek to the dogs, for mutu-
ally clean, discreet, body conlacl.!r00293 
ClEAN, AT, attractive, SUbmiSSIVe SWM seeking the 
same i1 a dominanl Female, who erlfOYS the seosual 
aspects ~ cIomination. Interested ., light 8&0, role 
~ay;ngard boitf""","p. Veryom andloYelopiease. 
let's have fun, no strings. tr90321 
MARRtEO WHITE CowIe. 3Os. stl8>ghl . .... ing 
lI"O\:h$'~ fOf cmner, CMts, cwnpng, COII'VeI'Sa-
lion. sensuous encoontel'S. Must be healthy em dis-
aeel.,,00332 
MY MASTER. (Married wMJ. has ~ned me. (Mamed 
'NF). in the joyfIJ CM1 of submission. See!< Female JOt 
~lIlmate relationship. You: Attractive. desirable, bI-cun-
ClUSl'blsexual, HlWtP, danng, has SIfTliIM InterestS, 
healthy, sane, consensual. tr00187 
SF, 44, likss the outdoors, er+ovs sports. walking to 
slay fit. I ~ a good sense of humor and I'm fun to 
beWdtJ. Soda! <tJnkiIgard SIOOi<ingok. Seei<iIg Female. 
SiI-4S. Hope to hear from ya! '!1'90315 
SGF, 38, seekIng funny, compassionate, underslC¥ld-
109 Woman who enJOYS walking, taIktng, meMes, music. 
Let's do coffee. tt90261 
SPICE IT up with someone different, fiery, Jldepeo-
dent, I~erate, seoSJttve, witty and a bit eccentric DWF, 
33. ISO SlDWM. :»-40. 10 ..... 1IIOYies, ooosic 300 
!he IWts. tr9Q263 
TAME ME! SWF. "*" many ItJjngs. seeki1g 1oWlg. 
J.tiderstan<1r9 SIliWM lor serious JeIaIionship. smok' 
ers and drinkers ok. I like to get to the good stuff fast! 
Try me! 1fOO212 
nREDOF T..,.n. Tal, veryful·igufed. bIonde.Ama· 
zon Jane, 29, is seeking a new vin& to swilg on. Pre-
Ier an intelligent, funny. tal, """'" SWM. 3Q.ish. to 
dante to lhe juJgIe dnims with. loindoth optional. 
Hair a must tp90325 
meN seeIaN& 
21·YEAR'()u)AMBmOus,~. pmlossional.1iso 
astudent. WM, 5'7", 150Ibs, QfM1 eyes, seekflg smart 
Female. 1!-23. withgood~ofife. whowanls 
to er;oy 0<Jtiloo<>. quiet times 300 p;r1ying. !t90338 
21·YEAR·OLD YOt.WG Man looking for a good time. 
OoyoohaveNrfideaB11'm 6'2-,110 Ibs, brown/bIue, ,1 great shape and always ready for kMng . .,oo:J02 
-----------------------------ATllIACTM, SUBMISSM SWM seeks _nanl 
W~.I'm h~, intel~gent, professional, ready to 
explore my submissive side. Would very moch enJOY 
being used, tumillaled, dressed In any manner, bound, 
made to perform, etc. I'm slIm, 10 good shape, v8fII 
sensual, with a Itling for buxomness::rdlor long hal'". 
"m51 
Ol-CURI U~ MARRIEDWM, mid-40s, 5'7-, 160 Ibs, 
seeks bI-CUIIOUS, Married Man whose h~t and 
weight are proportionate, 10 ekchange full body mas-
sage, possibly more. MUSf be healthy, clean and very 
disc!eet. "m77 
BI-CURK>US SWM. mid-40s, 6'1-, 155 Ibs, slim, 
attractive, athletic, would like to meet Gay 01 BiMale, 
for ..... experiences. Prof .. HNlIP . .,00311 
BIWM ISO Bi, Marriedorstr8lQht Men crtu'IdttJeLake 
Region. We're out here. Must be hetithy, rugged, YtKY 
_. haky. oqJJppad • plus. We don~ want .... 
spouses Of laYers to know, do we? Must act W!JfV cool 
about this. I'm 39 yearsold, 6'1-,2001bs, bIond&'bIue, 
"'Y 0<WPad. ~\6 
_ 41, S·S". 165 tis, brown/bIJe. hoaIttoy. ""'"'. 
_ing. "'Y-. nIs. er1oYsouliloo<>. qliel 
tines too, you'd be siniIa" to nn enjoyable experi· 
oncos. \lnn;wk:k!T opoham ..... 1f!!0307 
BORED, MARRED, new to scene with fitsI time ad. 
I'm looking lor the same, 45 Of younger. I'm very rro-
fessiooal, healthy, fit, HlWIP, expect the sane from 
you. Wi! answw III replies. trOO263 
EROTIC FAHTASY. HandsOtne. refirod 1"Mot. Mar· 
ried btst separa1ad. 49. 5' to". 1751bo. ffl. yooItifJA, super 
clean. sexualy adcicted. Seeks .ttrac1Ive. 9Im. sin-
cere, younger SlManied F, for discreet, erotic Er'IIXIU\-
t ... lm possible. 61 Otbi-amus..-.... trOO326 
EVERYOA Y NORMAl. ~e not 8fOOIOIjo lor yo!!? When 
you come home, do you need a patneryou CIWI trust, convouIicate with. sl" .. yr>X _ !Mings. hJn. 
tasies with? TNs SWM. 40. tal. good.icJokW>g, socia-
bte yet jIivate M,., seeks you. tr9OO33 
HOUOAYSHEER. MarriedWMlooI;ngtoellplo<esoma 
sheer energy fOf" the hoi"ldayS. size A. 8, Cor-Just My 
~ze.' Q;I. tr90305 
HUSKY TEDDY. Kind, f~-oriented GM, 37, loves' 
gardening, dislikes sports, seeks nIs M, 35-45. to go 
to dlurch. m famdy, share Yankee wortc ettVc. Must 
enjoy home ife, classical music. Perhaps you're 1he 
one to lake home to mumsy ~nd dadsy, eOO237 
INTEllIGENT, HARDWORKING. outgoing. romantic 
DWM, 38. who is too to be WIth. ertjoys walks, physi-
cal training, danctng, movies, beach, swimmrng. ISO 
fun, romll'ltic, honest SIDf, 30-40, for friendship first, 
~lm..,00310 
LATEX FETISH. BIWM, 36, S·. 2101bs, seeks Man Ot 
WornafJ who is into slick, fuII-coverage, head-to-toe, 
nbber 9Ce06S. If you love being COWII"ed Wi rubba", 
rjve me a call. HeaIhy, SiI1III, coosensuaI.1f90197 
lET'S CONNEcn BiMaie. J01O.4Os, !Jeajlhy. happy. _ and !he other h _ . _ing BiMaie. 30-50. 
rJs. hoaIttoy. _. /cr ~ 300 mhmal. "". 
trOO225 
MA1.E, 45, seeking s,,.,,,;; Wes. ~ you "*" ClRSS, 
touch, passion, C3l return it and an the good things in 
ife, k!t's 1a1k, don't be shy, age is unimportant Must 
be~.nod~ 000'1 wait 100 long. Valen· 
lIne's d;tf Is coming. ThMk you. ~72 
MARRIED WM may succumb 10 first time, secret liai-
son with one MIII'ried Wf, 30-50, totally committed, 
but who&e partner lacks ilknst. I'm, 5'10·, blonde, 
athletic build. coIege-«lueatad. handsome andtolai' 
~ safe whIi proof. You woo'l be disappointed with a 
caII.tr9Q296 
TliICK-MEAQED MAN seeks narrow-minded Woman 
forslimlktlng oral exchanges. Pleaserespond if you 're 
attractive. aHecIIonate <Ild enlOY kissf",g untl you're 
breathless. Bonus points if your favorite names are VIC-
1008 and Frederick. tr90109 
THREE OR more wanled by healthy, attractIVe, 24-
)'eW-oId Male. Seekilg Man orWoman, 1 B-JO,1or ca5Ir 
oj, '1"'-" funard good tines. Serioosor;y need nospond. 
No strings attached. An calls answered. tr90141 
VERY INEXPERIENCED, shy, subrmssive, 4O-year-
old WM. 5'8'. 250 Ibs,~. nIs, lWIhyard 
drug·fret.ISO nIs. healthy 300 drug·fret, older. dom· 
inant Male 10 teach me Greek water sports and more. 
Race and looks uri_I. tt90176 
WANTED: MAN. 200 ~us. who iSsllaight. horny. dom· 
jnanl, endowed and enjoys being 5efViced often because you "just can'l get enough'. ~ 1tJjs_ 
you, call this G'NM for your complete satisfaction, dis-
cretion assured. trOOOO5 
WEEKENO ROAD llips ""'YWfieIe. WM. 32. 5'10". 
200 Ibs. t",. active, cIeM-art, ISO monogamoos bot· 
tom. 21·32.~, er1oYscooking, onovies. ocean. 
mountains. bubble baths, massages, candleiight, 
~onnyn9J1S.~46 
WEIGHT WATCHER seeks MarriedISF, 25-40, plus-
sized. for acUt fun. SWM, eagerto~, awaits yos 
call'm 32. 57". 1851bs. strong. haky. fit._. Big GiIfs make me stand at anantion. Very _. 
fl'8C\icesafe.drug-..... heJiIhy. Cal, tat·s talk. tPJOO38 
WHAT'S_1Passion.atfection,lustand_. Attrac1Ive _ WM. 3Os. respeclfU. _._ 
cleM. saf •. ISO MarriadISF. 25-45. who like me, 
craves ~ the above. Ufe's 100 short to Wilt. act now 
and cal . .,00313 MARRIED WM seeks Female to help me improve my 
om sIolts, _ fo be a master of cunning MJO!istics. EnjjisIJ degree not roquired . .,oo3t2 WIm MAlE seeks o<lw 61 Male. sutxrIssiYe Boy. 
ready to fulfilldesiles 300 """'. FJSt Ii<re 300 ready 
MUST BE Bt Married WM. 'Os, _s Coople wtoeJO to "pion!. ,.00151 
he's 61 and she·sheipfU. Oisa1Jtion a _.1f9OO37 WtlOMAN?HeaI!hy._Maieseeki1gMarriecWi 
Male kv fun anywhe-e. tt90146 
COUPlE SEEKING. He: 22, straght. cute. She: 21, 
ti-curious, sexy. ISO BiF lor too bmes. 1f you're 18-30, 
slender !Ild attractive, cal us. tr90265 
COUP\.E SEEKING _ WIJiIeCo..!lle. in Iheo< nid-
30&. seeking uninhl>1ed, Single BiMaie who _ 
extitemenltt90171 
COUPlE SEEKING 900Wbunny to take SOOWI1'lOtJn. 
ing on a long wee*1Jld m possibly more If you er10Y 
OJ company. L.Jglt mnt<er ok, a need lor fun and p1ea-
sure a roost We en ~ and <isceet, you be too. 
trOO334 
DOCTOf! AND ..... fantaoy. Happiy MlIIIiad Coo· 
pie ..... iIroginatiYe. t>ofesIona!. physicajIy fit Male 
and F .... 2Q.4O. /of adoctOt. ""'" fantaoy /cr wifo. 
RoIe-pIayiJgnthe01hy, _noag;,-.~amust. 
Ungarie a plus. tr9fl256 
DOMINANT '''''!III ED Co..!lIe. ond.n. he', _ 
oos,sheW31tsmore.Seekhg~Malewho's _ and ready to_ Let's party and haYe 
fI.n tt90165 
DOU8L£ OUR pIeosunI and _ Iw Ln. SWM, 
_ISO ~ _ WNte Co..!lIe for some 
crary _ cold brew. Me: Easygoing, first 00. Yoo: 
Open. -. fun-loWlg.AI caIs.-.-ad. e9Q252 
MARIIEOWHITECoupIeShe,5T·.I40lIls,he.6". 
250 Ibs, seekJng hobday treat, Bi OIb1-o.nous FM13Ie. 30-40. HNlIP, _"'"s, il<as hoI lubs. tt90323 
NEW EXPlORERS fOiWn funky: Mamed While Coo· 
pie. enraclJve.:lOs. profes5JOOljs, IMng for !he now. 
ISO srrnila", -unJQUe· fnetldstllp. film and book nghts 
a lew hAl moen away , . .as Robbre ROOettson sang, 'the wird just _ pushed lIS Itois way'. trOOOOl 
SENSUAl COUPl£ '-" cilld!Jlayrn she '-" 
standby help 10 serve """" \hey get IflII/ChIes 300 
rJIOfe. Help fuIfj <M fan1asy, we we aeative, 100, fit, 
WWIP, you be too, J5-4S a"Id near Portlald. 'fIOO228 
SENSUAl WHITE Couple. F .... 3<. Male 42. seek 
transsextJal or BiF for fun. We 'Nil MSWet all. tr9(I231 
SOFT swtHGERS. W. '"' a happily Married Co..!lIe, 
37300 45. She m 61. 51'. t35lbo. He ~ straiglt. 6'3'. 
205 b . We m sane room aOJI fISI, ..tull cad _ touctoing. watcl*ig. etc. with _ ~
w Females . .,00304 
9/tCOUPl.E.,she's35,altnldiv8,he's45a-1dstra9t, eso Male, JO.+., must bewell-endowed and into It, we're 
1WIhy. _ nt "'IfOII 0I0tic "". WI respond to 
.. PoIttard ..... tt90233 
WHERE'SMR.Big?_.v.to!eCo..!lle ..... _ 
..-Male, 29+. for _ "". _ F ... 300 
Co..!lIe seeking 9000. y", got !he place. we got Ito line. Must be 1WIhy. _ 300 safe. No _ Ot 
_tt90191 • 
MITE BtSEJIUAl Couple. -. He', 67'. 225 
tis, she', big. beautiful. blonde. looking lOt F ... 
nt Co..!lIe to have 0IIdting ...... together . .,oo3IS 
WIfn COt.ft£, thiIIyoomatfing. _ SWf._· 
~ JWtsie. -. hwm...ning. Hoy . ........ great lor _. ComnWtJie toAugusla, Bnrom* 300 LA 
,..ao202 
CHeck out tHese gReat featuRes It's EaSY to PLace A CBW peRSONals aD 
HeRe'S WHy: Surf CBW p'ersonals 
on the webl Visit 
cascobayweekly,com 
You can browse through our 
singles ads which are updated 
dally. create customized search 
criteria. save the 
ads you like, even 
pi ace your own ad 
or respond 
via e-mail. 
Let them hear you. 
Recortl a \\lice greeting when you ~ace an ad. 
" Make you".,j( more InterestJng to 
potential respondents. 
• More fully describe the type of person 
you're seeking. 
• Have your Introduction induded In our 
browse section. 
• Generate more quality responses. 
Charge it! 
Use your credit card to 
respond to ads 
• CaIIirg lime packages of 10 
• lo50mr>JIasarea_at 
..... $2.25 per mirule. 
1IiiiiitJII· Have your MasterCard, 





Instead of searching the entire pe=nals 
column for the one or two ads you might 
be Interested in responding to. find them 
fast with Sorted Browse. You'lIevenhear 
ads before they appear In prind 
...... ." .. ~ .. • .. ,,····.····· ....... · ...................... of 
You can call 1-800-881-9824 hours a day or fax your ad 
to 605-622-3020, attention Casco Bay Weekly Personals. 
• 
Your FREE 40-word ad will run for 4 weeks. 
(Additional words are 50 cents each) 
• 
Message retrieval is FREEl 
• 
We can even help you write your ad and 
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Wbere wili you be December 31.Jt, 1998? 
1lJRIJE IB3TI G EVENT 
Will Take Portland by Storm!!!! 
One night of the year when you can let loose and dance like its 1999 ... Start the evening with the PHIL RICH BAND, 
playing upbeat Jazz & swing tunes. OJ's from Portland, Boston, New York and 
beyond spinning the best dance tunes of the 70's, 80's and 90's . 
Be a part of the biggest and most extravagant New Year's Party yet. .. 
TillIE JBTIG JEWlENJr 
Choose from one of these THREE PACKAGES for fun all evening: IJ, 
1) THE PAVILION DELUXE PACKAGE: t ' 
Jazz Quartet from 7-9pm to loosen you up! • New England's best OJ's playing the music you want to dance to from ]1 
9pm-2am • Heavy hors d'oeuvres and shrimp bulTet • Party hats and favors for everyone' The BIG thousand 
balloon drop' The BIG champagne toast at midnight· The BIGGEST dance !lcor in Maine' Ski Weekend package t . 
giveaway & other giveaways' TV Simulcast from New York. A Hassle-free environment. Lots of bars-service with ~ 
asm~icim~~ed$;~cki;tADVANCE/$27 AT THE DOOR "-i~ .. t=t 
./' . , THE PAVILION IS ALSO OFFERING TWO EXCLUSIVE VIP PACKAGES: ~ •• , t 
rl- .......... 2) RESERVED CHAMPAGNE TABLE PACKAGE: r If 
~.... This includes a table for four in our Grand Hall and reserves the candlelit table for the entire evening. It:includes a J.c:l . t1 
bottle of iced champagne. Tickets are $40 exclusive of door. '""fiJi ' l ...... ~ _ _ 
3) OWNER'S VIP PRIVATE PARTY PACKAGE: ~" 1 .,...~.J!"';': 
Exclusive access to the Upstairs Mezzanine which overlooks the Grand Hall. Lounge on our plush couches. The VI P J 
Private Party will be a Red Carpet, White Glove alTair and will feature special frivolous treats for those needing extra ;.. \ 
pampering. 
This special function will include: EVERYTHING the "Pavilion Deluxe Package alTers, plus ... 
ALL DRINKS for the IIrst two hours are HALF PRICE- Oh Yeah!! • An overHowing bulTet of seafood 
including shrimp, scallops in bacon and lobster newburg. Special white glove trealment • Access to all 
levels (The Grand Hall, Mezzanine and Owner's Private Booth. Access to Exclusive Cigar Bar' ???Allows 
you to be a part of the special surprise at midnight??? • Tickets are $60 
"[.Ill TIx P",'dum bCU~9 YOII ulfo IIx N, .. YMC ""ib,'fi' <1m), """'~ ,,1/ '/.'" ,,/ilt/, bil.if" M.if FUN!!! 
J prr>IIIi." y,m "" .. iI/911 IIx ,.,·Im Ji.'fallcf III 1I1d1.·, IIx BIG EVENT "'I( Itl "'"1(lIIb". • Th Ma' 
. - omas nmng 
Business casual attire' Doors open at 7 pm through 2 am 
Portland 's Biggest Gala Event· This event is going to sell out-don't wait! 
No waiting in line for advanced ticket holders 
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION 207.773.6422 
